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ABSTRACT

Stay cables are vulnerable to dynamic excitations because of their low intrinsic damping. Excessive cable vibrations cause frequent maintenance and are detrimental to the safety of the entire bridge. Targeting the severe cable vibration problem, in addition to using the existing Magnetorheological (MR) damper, the current study proposes a new type of damper, called the Tuned Mass Damper-Magnetorheological (TMD-MR) damper. Theoretical and experimental investigations for the damper performance on the cable vibration reduction are conducted, which provides the necessary research support for practical implementation.

Experiments on the individual MR damper are carried out first to gain some experience on the damper itself. The MR damper is then added to the cable to demonstrate its effectiveness for vibration reduction, both passively and semiactively. Based on the obtained information, a TMD-MR damper is manufactured according to the vibration level of the experimental cable. The designed TMD-MR damper is then added to the experimental cable, and possible factors that may affect the damper performance are investigated experimentally. To get a profound and extended understanding of the TMD-MR damper performance, a simple horizontal taut cable-damper model, and then a more refined analytical model for the inclined sagged cable-TMD-MR system, are established. Through a parametric study on the achieved modal damping of the system, a thorough investigation on the effect of the cable or the damper parameters on the TMD-MR damper performance is carried out. The design process of the damper for the rain-wind induced cable vibration reduction is also explained based on the parametric study. Though this study focuses on the research of the proposed TMD-MR damper, the viscous damper is also considered for comparison purposes.

The present research demonstrates not only that semiactive control is more efficient than the passive control, but also that MR dampers are failure-free devices for vibration control since their passive mode provides damping too. The proposed TMD-MR damper combines the flexibility of the TMD damper and the adjustability of the MR damper, and therefore is a promising way to reduce the cable vibration, though further research is necessary to warrant field applications.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

This dissertation is made up of chapters based on papers that have been accepted, are under review, or are to be submitted to peer-reviewed journals, using the technical paper format that is approved by the Graduate School at LSU. The technical paper format is intended to facilitate and encourage technical publications. Therefore, each chapter is relatively independent. For this reason, some essential information may be repeated in some chapters for the completeness of each chapter. All the chapters document the research results of the Ph.D. candidate under the direction of the candidate’s major advisor as well as the dissertation committee members. This introductory chapter gives a general background on information related to the present research. More direct and detailed information can be found in each individual chapter.

1.1 Rain-wind Induced Cable Vibration

The sloping cables and signature pylons of cable-stayed bridges are fast becoming a staple in global transportation systems. There are over 20 major cable-stayed bridges in the U.S. (36 totally, according to Tabatabai (2005)) and about 600 worldwide, usually between 200m and 600m in span lengths (Angelo 1997). With the increase in span-lengths of these cable-stayed bridges, the susceptibilities to wind actions have increased accordingly for both bridges and cables because of the low inherent damping ratio. Many stay-cables of cable-stayed bridges around the world have exhibited unanticipated and excessive vibrations (Hikami 1986, Matsumoto et al. 1992, Tabatabai and Mehrabi 1999, Main and Jones 2001). The vibration types include rain-wind induced vibration, vortex shedding, galloping vibration, wake galloping, buffeting, and parametric vibration excited by the motions of the bridge deck and towers (Irwin 1997).

Rain-wind vibration refers to the incidences of large-amplitude vibrations (on the order of 1m) of stay cables under certain combinations of light rain and moderate wind speeds (10 to 15m/s). The first formal report of rain-wind vibration was on the Meiko-West Bridge in Japan (Hikami 1986). Since then, occurrences of rain-wind vibrations have been reported on about one third of the total 200 cable-stayed bridges in Japan. Large cable vibrations cause damage of cables and connections at the bridge deck and towers, which forces cable replacements after a short service life. For example, in a few incidences under a condition of moderate rain and wind speed between 12 to 17m/s, cables of the Yangpu Bridge in Shanghai, China, hit each other, which caused severe damage to the metal tubes of the cables (Gu and Lu 2001). These cables are spaced 2m apart, implying a vibration amplitude of at least 1m. The rain-wind situation was also partially responsible for a month-long closure of the Erasmus Bridge in Rotterdam, Netherlands (Persoon and Noorlander 1999). Noticeable cable vibrations have also been observed on a number of U.S. bridges, such as Fred Hartman, Weirton-Steubenville, Burlington, Clark, East Huntington, and Cochrane bridges (Ciolkö and Yen 1999, Sarkar et al. 1999). Excessive cable vibrations will be detrimental to the long-term health of the bridges and will be a potential threat to public safety and national investment in transportation infrastructures. The estimated cost of repair associated with mitigating rain-wind vibration in existing bridges range from 2% to 10% of the original construction costs.
Since 1986 (Hikami 1986), research has been conducted in Japan, China, and Europe, mainly through field observations (Wianecki 1979, Hikami and Shiraishi 1988, Matsumoto et al. 1992, Matsumoto et al. 1995, Bosdogianni and Olivari 1996, Matsumoto et al. 1997, Matsumoto 1998, Main 1999), which provides limited but important information for the current understanding of the characteristics of the vibrations and reveals judgments about the dominating factors that cause the vibrations. Field observations indicate a more complicated nature than a transverse planar vibration, including wave-propagation modes of vibration, participation of multiple vibration modes, and variation of vibration modes after the commencement of vibration. The vibration frequency occurs in the range from 0.3Hz to 3Hz with a modal damping less than 0.01. The vibrations of stay cables appear to be independent, at least to a degree, of the bridge length and overall superstructure stiffness (Poston 1998).

In addition to the field observations, laboratory simulation is also an important approach in the rain-wind induced vibration study (Hikami and Shiraishi 1988, Yamaguchi 1990, Matsumoto et al. 1992, Ruscheweyh 1999, Gu and Lu 2001). Presently, the water rivulet on the upper windward surface of the cables is believed to be the main cause of rain-wind induced vibrations, which renders the cable cross-section aerodynamically unstable. Therefore, in previous experimental studies conducted in wind tunnels, short cable segments have usually been tested under simulated rain with specially designed water supplies and spraying equipments, or with artificial solid water rivulets. The former is closer to reality; however, it is hard to replicate the rain-wind vibrations observed at bridge sites since the vibrations only happen under certain conditions and are sensitive to many parameters. For this reason, there are not many reports of successfully-simulated wind tunnel tests. In the latter method, artificial solid water rivulets are attached to the cable surface, and the effect of the shape, position, and other parameters of the rivulets on cable vibrations can be observed. However, this method can not simulate the effect of rivulet movements on cable vibrations since the water rivulets are fixed in position.

Based on field observations and wind tunnel simulations, possible mechanisms for the rain-wind induced cable vibrations have been identified as:

- The water rivulet at the upside of the cables changes the aerodynamic shape of the cables, which can cause cable galloping.
- The water rivulet vibrating in the circumferential direction of the cables results in a negative aerodynamic damping, which causes large amplitude cable vibrations.
- Axial vortex shedding of cables with an inclination and/or a yaw angle may cause resonant cable vibrations.

However, it is not clear which mechanism is in control under certain conditions, when the rain-wind induced vibrations are going to occur, and why one mechanism is in control in some situations while another mechanism is in control in others. In spite of these unknowns, Irwin (1997) provided the following criteria for the boundary of cable stability for rain-wind induced vibrations based on available data,
\[
\frac{m\zeta}{\rho D^2} > 10. \quad (1-1)
\]

According to this inequality, the cable vibrations can be at a harmless level if the damping ratio \(\zeta\) is high enough (usually in the range of 0.02-0.03). This inequality also provides the amount of damping needed to reduce the vibrations by means of cable vibration control.

### 1.2 Cable Vibration Control

To address the severe vibration problem without yet knowing the mechanism thoroughly, researchers and engineers have been modestly successful in dealing with this problem by trial and error methods to improve the cable dynamic properties, such as by treating the cable surface with different techniques to improve the aerodynamic properties (Flamand 1995, Sarkar et al. 1999, Yamaguchi 1999), by adding crossing ties/spacers (Langsoe and Larsen 1987), or by providing mechanical dampers (Watson and Stafford, 1988, Yoshimura et al., 1989, Tabatabai and Mehrabi 2000). Each treatment has its own virtues and limitations. Since the vibrations occur because of the formation of the water rivulet on the cable surface, it is possible to enhance the stability of the cable by changing the roughness of the cable, which makes the formation of the water rivulet more difficult. Flamand (1995) used a smooth polyethylene tube and carried out wind tunnel experiments considering different conditions, such as the level of cable damping, cable frequency ratios, surface roughness, and angles of the wind flow. Reduced oscillations were observed. According to Swan (1997), a very smooth surface may avoid the aerodynamic instability. Maybe this is the reason that rain-wind induced cable vibrations are only reported after several years in service. Sarkar (1999) conducted a wind tunnel study and thought that the aerodynamic treatment had the following advantages: (a) is effective over a wide range of wind speeds and performs even better at high wind speeds; (b) is generally cost-effective and demands little maintenance effort; (c) is easily implemented in the field and can be designed to be aesthetically pleasing; and (d) is active in the sense that it reduces the energy input from the moving air. However, other researchers have different opinions. Because a direct relation has not been found between the aerodynamic treatment and the improved cable performance, engineers do not know why bridges with similar cable geometries and details can behave differently – some bridges exhibit significant cable vibration problems while others exhibit little or no motion, even without special aerodynamic treatments. Practice in Japan has also suggested that current aerodynamic treatments do not always work in every situation. The reasons behind this uncertainty may be due to many variables in the rain-wind-cable-bridge system and the fact that cable vibrations are sensitive to many of these parameters. This uncertainty makes it extremely difficult to design an efficient aerodynamic treatment.

Another possible way to mitigate cable vibrations is to tie several cables together, using so called crossing-ties or restrainer cables. This method can enhance the cable system’s in-plan stiffness and help reduce the cable sag variation with different cable lengths. From the dynamic perspective, the crossing-ties shorten the effective length of each cable by adding constraints (Ito 1999). They also somewhat increase cable damping (Lankin et al. 2000). Maybe that is why it appears as the most popular method in the United States and Canada. Nearly 1/3 of the cable-stayed bridges in the United States and about 1/4 in Canada have used
crossing-ties as their vibration control method (Tabatabai 2005). The drawbacks include the detriment to the original aesthetics of the bridge. Moreover, there is no good method to design these crossing-ties. Inappropriate design not only reduces the suppressing efficiency, but also causes damage to these crossing-ties themselves. Sarkar (1999) reported that the crossing-ties on the Fred Hartman Bridge in Texas failed one year after installation. Therefore, Poston (1998) considered the crossing-ties as a temporary solution and suggested using a flexible wire rope or similar system with good fatigue and wear characteristics if the bridge owners chose this method.

Mechanical dampers are widely used because of their considerable damping force and easy replacement. Up till now, the mechanical dampers used for cable vibration control can be classified into six categories according to their types (Shi chen 2004): high damping rubber dampers (Nakamura 1998), oil dampers, viscous dampers, friction dampers, magnet dampers, and Magnetorheological (MR) dampers. According to their dependence on an external power source, those mechanical dampers can be classified into passive, active, and semiactive dampers. Passive mechanical dampers have been used on a number of bridges, such as the Sunshine Skyway Bridge in Florida (Watson and Stafford, 1988) and the Aratsu Bridge in Japan (Yoshimura et al., 1989). Though seldom as effective as either active dampers or semiactive dampers discussed below, passive dampers usually have the following advantages: (1) they are usually relatively inexpensive; (2) they consume no external energy; (3) they are inherently stable; and (4) they work even during extreme cases. Active dampers in active control on cable vibrations in the transverse and axial directions require an external power source, which is difficult to be supplied and maintained practically and makes the controlled system vulnerable to power failure (Yamaguchi and Dung 1992, Fujino et al., 1993). Therefore, the development of active control is still at its early stage for cable vibration mitigation. Semi-active dampers have attracted significant interest in many applications (Housner et al., 1997; Spencer and Sain, 1997). One of the most attractive features of semiactive dampers is that the external energy required for their operation is usually orders of magnitude smaller than that for active dampers. In fact, many can operate on battery power, which is critical during extreme events such as a major hurricane when the main power source to the damping devices may fail. Semiactive dampers can achieve, or even surpass, the control efficiency of active dampers. As one of the most widely used semiactive dampers, Magnetorheological(MR) dampers have been proposed for the mitigation of rain-wind induced vibration of cables with a taut string model (Johnson et al. 1999a, 1999b; Baker et al. 1999) and cables with sag (Johnson et al. 2003, Christenson et al. 2001) since they may provide levels of damping far superior to their passive counterparts. Nevertheless, all of these mechanical dampers are restricted to the lower end of skew stay cables for aesthetic considerations and installation, no matter what control method is used. This restriction greatly reduces the effectiveness of mechanical dampers on cable vibration control.

### 1.3 Magnetorheological Damper

Magnetorheological (MR) controllable fluids are among the many smart materials introduced into civil engineering applications recently. The essential characteristic of MR fluids is their ability to reversibly change in milliseconds from free-flowing, linear viscous
fluids to semi-solids with a variable yield strength when exposed to a magnetic field. Although the discovery of MR fluids dates back to the late 1940’s (Winslow 1949, Rabinow 1948), only recently have MR fluids appeared to be attractive for use in controllable fluid dampers (Carlson 1994, Carlson and Weiss 1994, Carlson et al 1995).

MR fluids typically consist of micron-sized, magnetically polarizable particles dispersed in a carrier medium such as water, mineral, or silicone oil. When a magnetic field is applied to the fluids, particle chains form, and the fluids become semi-solid and exhibit viscoplastic behavior. Due to this particular micro-mechanism of MR fluids, MR dampers have the following good properties (Spencer et al. 1997a):

- **Large output force:** an order of magnitude larger than its electrorheological (ER) counterpart
- **Stable performance:** working temperature from -40°C~150°C with only a slight change in properties
- **Low voltage and current requirements,** which means easy control with a low power supply: 12~24V/1~2A
- **Quick response:** under 25 milliseconds response time so that real time control can be fulfilled
- **Industrial durability/reliability:** not sensitive to impurities commonly encountered during manufacture and usage
- **Continuously variable damping**

To take maximum advantage of the unique features of MR dampers, it is very important to develop constitutive models to adequately characterize the dampers’ intrinsic nonlinear behavior. The stress-strain behavior of the Bingham viscoplastic model (Shames and Cozzarelli, 1992) is firstly used to describe the behavior of the MR fluids. Wen (1976) proposed a numerically tractable constitutive model for hysteretic systems, named the Bouc-Wen model. Based on the Bouc-Wen model, Spencer et al. (1997a) discussed the phenomenological model for MR dampers based on the comparison between experiments and the model prediction. Their discussion shows that this phenomenological model describes and predicts the performance of MR dampers best.

The establishment of the constitutive model for the MR dampers has stimulated research interests and field applications. Spencer and Dyke carried out a series of comprehensive research work about the performance of MR dampers in seismic structure control. Dyke et al. (1996a-d) employed the phenomenological model to demonstrate the capabilities of MR dampers. A 20-ton MR damper was designed and tested under cooperation between the University of Notre Dame and the Lord Cooperation (Carlson and Spencer 1996, Spencer et al. 1997b). A total of 30 dampers were applied to control a full-scale, seismically excited, 20-story benchmark building in Los Angeles, California. A clipped-optimal control algorithm based on the acceleration feedback was used as the control strategy to verify the reduction effect of MR dampers in the seismic vibration application (Dyke 1998b). Yi et al. (2001) did multiple-input experiments for a six-story structure with four shear-mode MR dampers, using a Lyapunov algorithm and a clipped optimal algorithm. Yoshioka et al (2002, 2004) considered the control of the coupled tensional-lateral response of 2-story irregular
buildings under lateral seismic excitations. A deal of related information on MR dampers and their applications in anti-seismic structures can be found in Housner et al. (1997).

Compared to the applications of MR dampers on structure control caused by earthquakes, there are few applications of MR dampers to reduce cable vibrations in literature and online resources. Christenson (2001, 2002) has done an experiment to test the control effectiveness of MR dampers for a cable in a semiactive approach. Lou et al. (2000) did some simulation work on the cable vibration with a nonlinearily modeled MR damper. Johnson et al. (2001 and 2003) discussed the performance of a general cable-semiactive damper system, which is applicable to a cable-MR damper system. As for field applications, Lord Corporation successfully developed a system of MR dampers in 2002 for the Dongting Lake Bridge, in the Hunan province of China. This damper system was capable of sensing vibrations in individual bridge cables and dissipating energy before the cable vibrations reach destructive levels. However, these dampers are used in their passive mode. In addition, Lord Corporation has been selected to develop a similar system for the Sutong Bridge over the Yangtze River in Jiangsu Province, China (Lord Corporation, 2004).

1.4 Tuned Mass Damper

The concept of the tuned mass damper (TMD) dates back to the 1920s. It consists of a secondary mass with properly tuned spring and damping elements, providing a frequency-dependent hysteresis that increases damping in the primary structure. Ormondroyd and Den (1928) studied the theory of undamped and damped dynamic vibration absorbers in the absence of damping in the main system, based on their principles and procedures for parameter design. Bishop and Welbourn (1952) considered the damping of the main structure for an analysis of dynamic vibration using TMDs. Based on the previous research, Falcon et al. (1967) proposed an optimization procedure to obtain minimum peak response and maximum effective damping in the main structure. Ioi and Ikeda (1978) built practical formulas for optimal TMD parameters. Randall et al. (1981) developed design charts for TMD parameters when the damping of the main structure is taken into consideration. Warburton and Ayorinde (1980) established the process to obtain optimum values of the maximum dynamic amplification factor, tuning frequency ratio, and TMD damping ratio for specified values of the mass ratio and the damping of the main structure. Since the effectiveness of the linear TMD damper is sensitive to the frequency, TMDs with nonlinear springs are investigated to broaden the tuning frequency (Roberson 1952, Pipes 1953), or Multiple-TMDs (MTMDs) are proposed to tune several frequencies at the same time. For more information on detailed review and practical implementations, Soong and Dargush (1997) and Housner et al. (1997) are recommended.

Compared with those conventional mechanical dampers, tuned mass dampers are relatively new countermeasures for stay cable vibrations. Tabatabai and Mehrabi (1999) reported an experimental investigation on TMD performance, funded by the NCHRP-IDEA program. They experimentally investigated different countermeasures in suppressing cable vibrations, including special filler materials, damping tapes, neoprene rings, polyurethane rings, tuned liquid dampers, and tuned mass dampers. The tuned mass dampers have been recommended for full scale implementations for two major reasons. First, the TMD is
observed to be more efficient than other countermeasures in damping out the free vibration. Second, the TMD can be physically installed at any location along the cables (but the efficiency is different at each location). The other types of mechanical dampers are usually limited to the cable ends, and their effectiveness cannot be fully realized. While the study gives very useful information on developing countermeasures, it is believed incomplete for the following reasons:

- This recommendation is based on the observed damping effect on the free vibration of the first cable mode. As discussed earlier, the rain-wind vibrations are not necessarily related to the first mode vibration. It is not clear if the recommended TMD is effective for higher mode vibrations.
- It has been found, based on these free vibration tests, that the damping effect depends on the size (or mass), the spring stiffness, and the position of the TMD along the cable. No analytical method has been provided to design the TMD in order to achieve the control objective.
- The investigation is based on free vibration. The effectiveness of the proposed TMD has not been proven in other types of forced vibrations, neither in the laboratory nor in the field.
- The TMD damper only has a fixed frequency, rendering the performance of the TMD damper highly depending on the excitation frequency.

1.5 Cable Dynamics

Cable dynamics are an old but vital problem. During the first half of the eighteenth century, many researchers including Brook Taylor, d’Alembert, Euler, Hohann, and Daniel Bernoulli tried to solve cable vibration problems. By 1788, Lagrange had obtained solutions of varying degrees of completeness for the vibrations of an inextensible, massless string with hung-on weights. In 1820, Poison proposed a set of general partial differential equations of the motion for a cable under different forces. However, apart from Lagrange’s work on the equivalent discrete system, solutions for the sagging cable were unknown at that time (Starossek, 1994).

Routh (1955) gave exact solutions for an inextensible sagging cable. Saxon and Cahn achieved theoretical solutions for cables with great sag. However, before the 1970s, no one could explain the obvious discrepancy between the theories of an inextensible sagging cable and a taut cable.

Irvine and Caughey (1974) revealed an extensive comprehension of the linear theory of free vibrations of a rigidly supported horizontal cable with a small sag. With a parameter representing the ratio of the geometry to the elasticity of the cable under consideration, they pointed out that if the cable elasticity is considered, the previous discrepancy could be explained. They also considered both in-plan and out-of-plan cable vibration. Irvine and Griffin (1976) made contributions to the analysis of cable response to dynamic loading, such as support acceleration due to an earthquake. Later on, Irvine extended the theory to inclined cables by neglecting the weight component parallel to the cable chord (Irvine 1978, Irvine 1981). Triantafyllou (1984) derived a more precise asymptotic solution for small-sag,
inclined, elastic cables. He demonstrated that inclined cables have different properties so that the horizontal cable results cannot simply be extended to inclined cables. Nevertheless, validity of Irvine’s theory was confirmed for a wide range of parameters.

Based on the previous extensive investigation of cable dynamics, a great research effort has been exerted on viscous/oil dampers (Carne 1981, Pacheco et al. 1993, Yu and Xu 1998, Xu and Yu 1998, Johnson et al. 2003, Krenk 2000, Krenk 2002, Main and Johns 2002a, 2002b, 2002c). Carne (1981) was one of the first to study the vibrations of a taut cable with an attached damper. He developed an approximate, analytical solution by obtaining a transcendental equation for the complex eigenvalues and an approximation for the first-mode damping ratio as a function of the damper coefficient and location. Pacheco et al. (1993) formulated a free-vibration problem using Galerkin’s method with sinusoidal functions of an undamped cable as mode shapes, and several hundred terms were required for an adequate convergence of the solution, creating a computational burden. They also introduced nondimensional parameters to develop a “universal estimation curve” of normalized modal damping ratio versus normalized damper damping coefficient, which is useful and applicable in many practical design situations. Krenk (2000 and 2002) developed an exact analytical solution of a free-vibration problem for a taut cable, and by using an iterative method, obtained an asymptotic approximation for the damping ratios for all modes for damper locations near the end of the cable. Main and Johns (2002a) similarly discussed a horizontal cable with a linear viscous damper theoretically, using analytical formulations of a complex eigenvalue problem. They discussed the theoretical solutions and the physical situations that those solutions represent. In addition, they pointed out the importance of damper-induced frequency shifts in characterizing the response of the cable-damper system. Johnson et al. (2003) discussed the performance of a general cable-semiactive damper system with a standard Galerkin’s approach and numerically compared the control effects of passive, semiactive, and active dampers on cable vibrations. Xu and Yu (Yu and Xu 1998, Xu and Yu 1998) proposed a hybrid method to solve the three-dimensional small amplitude free and forced vibration problems of an inclined sag cable with oil dampers and carried out a thorough parametric study on the achievable modal damping considering the cable properties and the damper properties. Based on the previous research, the dynamics of the cable-viscous damper (anchored to deck) system have been well investigated.

1.6 Overview of the Dissertation

An improved idea is to develop an adjustable/adaptive TMD-MR damping system that can be regulated in coping with different loading conditions. The most remarkably innovative idea is to use both the flexible position choice of TMD dampers and the continuously adjustable damping/stiffness of MR dampers. As a result, high damping efficiency may be achieved regardless of the frequency/mode sensitivity of TMD dampers and the position restriction of traditional MR dampers. Since the proposed TMD-MR damper is totally new for the field of cable vibration control, it is essential to investigate its every aspect, the combined cable-TMD-MR damper system, and the implementation of the reduction strategy.
The focus of this dissertation is on the experimental verification and theoretical investigation of the proposed TMD-MR damper on the mitigation of cable vibrations. Both the free vibration and the forced vibration are considered. In the experimental verification, accelerations at several points of an inclined cable with and without the proposed TMD-MR damper are measured to explore the damper performance. In the theoretical investigation, the governing equation for the cable-damper system is established. The effect of the cable and the damper properties on the performance of the cable-damper system is fully addressed through a parametric approach in terms of the system damping. The following is a brief summary of the contents in each chapter.

Chapter 2 introduces the experimental setup for a commercial MR damper and the displacement-force experimental results under different loading conditions, including variable currents, loading frequencies, loading wave types, and working temperatures. The MR damper is then anchored to the cable to demonstrate its effectiveness for cable vibration mitigation as a passive means of control. Both the free vibration and forced vibration experiments of the cable with and without the MR damper are carried out, and the results are compared to identify the performance of the MR damper installed.

Using the feature of the controllable output damping force, Chapter 3 investigates the MR performance for the cable vibration control as a semiactive control method. The Garlerkin’s method is used to obtain the discretized governing equation for the cable-damper system. The control oriented state-space equation and output equation can be obtained afterwards. Simulations in Matlab and realtime control experiments are carried out, and the results are fully analyzed.

Based on a simple, but widely used cable model, a taut cable with a horizontal profile, a cable-TMD-MR damper model is considered in Chapter 4. Theoretical derivation and parametric study are carried out to investigate the effect of parameters from the cable and the damper on the damper performance, in terms of the achievable modal damping added to the cable. Chapter 5 introduces the experiments on the TMD-MR damper for the cable vibration reduction. Factors that affect the damper performance are well addressed.

To consider a more realistic situation, a refined cable-damper system based on an inclined elastic cable is discussed through the theoretical and parametric approaches in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. Chapter 6 develops the necessary analytical models, while Chapter 7 carries out the parametric study. Parametric results based on the horizontal taut cable and the inclined elastic cable are compared and contrasted. The applicability and constraints of the simple model are fully revealed.

Chapter 8 theoretically compares the control effectiveness between the TMD-MR dampers and the ground anchored viscous dampers. The transfer function for a forced vibration and the achievable modal damping for a free vibration are studied. Design procedure for both dampers to suppress a rain-wind induced cable vibration is also compared.

Chapter 9 concludes the whole dissertation and points out possible future research.
1.7 References


2.1 Introduction

There are about 30 major cable-stayed bridges in the U.S. and about 600 worldwide (Angelo 1997). Under certain combinations of light rain and moderate wind speed (10 to 15 m/s), incidences of large-amplitude vibration (on the order of 1 to 2m) of stay cables have been reported worldwide, including those located in the U.S. such as Fred Hartman, Weirton-Steubenville, Burlington and Clark bridges (Ciolkov 1999). These cables are otherwise stable under similar wind conditions without rain. This phenomenon is known as wind-rain induced cable vibration. As primary members of cable-stayed bridges, stay cables are the crucial components of the entire structure. Excessive cable vibrations are detrimental to the long-term health of the bridges, which potentially threatens the public safety and national investment in transportation infrastructures. This issue has raised great concern in the bridge community and has been a cause of deep anxiety for the observing public.

Recognizing this severe issue of cable vibrations, researchers have been modestly successful through trial-and-error methods to address this problem by providing mechanical dampers (Tabatabai and Mehrabi 2000), adding crossing ties/spacers (Langsoe and Larsen 1987) or treating cable surface with different techniques (Flamand 1995, Phelan et al. 2002). Among the mechanical dampers, magnetorheological (MR) dampers, a new type of damper introduced in civil application, is promising to help reduce the cable vibration.

MR dampers are made of MR fluids, which typically consist of micron-sized, magnetically polarizable particles dispersed in a carrier medium such as water, oil, or silicone. When a magnetic field is applied to the fluids, particle chains form and the fluids become semi-solid and exhibit viscoplasticity. The transition rheological equilibrium can be achieved in a few milliseconds, and the maximum achievable yield stress of MR fluids is in an order of 0.1Mpa. The MR fluids can be readily controlled with a low power supply in the range of 2-50watts (Lord Corporation 2004a). With these suitable material properties for civil applications, MR dampers have attracted many researchers’ attention. Spencer and Dyke et al. carried out a series of comprehensive research work on the performance of MR dampers for seismic control (Dyke et al. 1996a-b, Spencer et al. 1997, Dyke 1998, Yi et al. 2001, Yoshioka et al. 2002). In their research, just the performance of MR dampers under different control currents and loading frequencies were discussed. In the present study, some more loading conditions such as loading wave and working temperatures, which may affect the damper performance, will also be discussed.

The amount of literature and online resources on the application of MR dampers to reduce the cable vibration is very scarce. Christenson (2002) did an experiment on the semi-active control of MR dampers. Lou et al. (2000) did some simulation work on the cable
vibration with a nonlinearly modeled MR damper. Johnson et al. (2001 and 2005) discussed the performance of a general cable-semiactive damper system, which is applicable to a cable-MR damper system. As for applications, Lord Corporation successfully developed a system of MR dampers for the Dongting Lake Bridge in the Hunan province, China. This damper system was capable of sensing vibrations in individual bridge cables and dissipating energy before the cables reach destructive levels. In addition, Lord Corporation has been selected to develop a similar structural monitoring system for the Sutong Bridge over the Yangtze River in Jiangsu Province, China (Lord Corporation 2004b). There is no information about the cable-MR inherent property after the installation of MR dampers with different currents in the above-mentioned references. However, this information is useful for design, such as in choosing MR dampers and control algorithms.

In this study, different parameters were considered to obtain the performance of a MR damper under different loading conditions, including electric currents, loading frequencies, loading waves, and working temperatures. After the experimental results of the individual MR damper were obtained, the properties of the cable-damper system and its responses under different loading conditions were investigated experimentally. The measured performance of the individual MR damper under different conditions will be used to develop a control strategy of cable vibration, which is in progress.

2.2 Experiments on Individual MR Damper

A Universal Test Machine (UTM) with a capacity of 6 kN was used to obtain the performance curve of the type RD-1097-01 MR damper purchased from Lord Corporation (Lord Corporation 2004c). The damper was connected vertically to the frame in the airtight UTM chamber, whose inside temperature can be set from −19.9°C to 99.9°C. The test was then conducted after the temperature reached the required value. The force and displacement time history data were obtained by a computer-controlled data acquisition system. The resolution of the force reading is 3N and that of the displacement reading is 0.0075mm. Velocity information was obtained from the displacement time history with a forward-difference approximation method. An ampere meter and a “wonder box” device controller (Lord Corporation 2004d) were connected in series with the MR damper to measure and adjust the current in the MR damper. A displacement controlled loading method was chosen for these tests with a displacement amplitude of 10mm. Test parameters considered include different currents, loading frequencies, excitation wave types, and working temperatures.

The performance of the MR damper with a variety of currents is plotted in Figure 2-1. This figure was obtained under a sine wave loading with a frequency of 1Hz at 20°C. The shape of the force-displacement is almost rectangular. It is observed that the maximum damping force is about 80N with a current of 0.5A and about 10N with a current of 0A (zero current). The damper with 0A current is called the passive mode of the MR damper. The dynamic range, namely the ratio of the peak force with a maximum current of 0.5A to that with 0A, is about 8. In addition, it is observed that with the increase in the current, the damper can dissipate much more energy since the area of the loop represents the energy dissipated in
each cycle. The force-velocity curve can be expressed as a piecewise linear function for each current level. This observation is similar to that of Spencer’s work (Spencer et al, 1997).

Fig. 2-1. Performance of MR damper under different currents with 1Hz loading frequency: (a) force versus displacement; (b) force versus velocity.
Figures 2-2 and 2-3 show the performance of the MR damper under different frequencies. When there is no current in the MR damper (passive mode), the damping force increases with the increase of the exciting frequency (Figure 2-2(a)). The ratio of the absolute peak force with the exciting frequency of 5Hz to the one with 0.5Hz is about 3. In contrast, when the current is 0.4A, the ratio becomes 1, as shown in Figure 2-3(a). This means that the MR damper will provide almost the same force at different frequencies when the current is large. According to the simple mechanical Bingham model for a controllable fluid damper (Stanway 1985, 1987), the output damping force can be expressed approximately as

$$F = f_c \text{sgn}(\dot{x}) + c\dot{x}. \quad (2-1)$$

where $f_c$ is the Coulomb friction force and $c$ is the damping coefficient.

The observed phenomenon indicates that the Coulomb friction force (first term of Eq. (2-1)) increases so much with the increase in the current that it dominates the viscosity force (second term of Eq. (2-1)). The viscosity force is proportional to the velocity represented by the loading frequency here. Therefore, for low currents, the viscosity force dominates the friction force and the effect of the loading frequency on the damper output force is more obvious. In addition, when the current becomes larger, the force-velocity curves in Figure 2-3(b) show better piecewise linearity.

Figure 2-4 shows the performance of the MR damper at 0.4A current under different loading waves with a loading frequency of 1Hz. As mentioned earlier, these loading waves have the same maximum preset displacement of 10mm. It can be observed that the irregular force-displacement curve of the pulse-loading wave is much smaller than the other two curves, which have almost the same sizes with rectangular shapes. This indicates that the pulse-loading wave has a much less energy dissipation demand. Further, it demonstrates that the exertion of the output damping force will be affected by the external loading. However, if the loading does not change too sharply (like sine wave and triangular wave), the output damping force is almost the same. Moreover, when the loading wave is smoother, the force-velocity curve shows better piecewise linearity.

Figure 2-5 shows the performance of the MR damper under different temperatures at 0.4A current. As shown in this figure, the temperature does have some effect on the output damping force of the MR damper. With the increase in temperature, the output damping force decreases nonlinearly. The damping force-displacement curves with temperatures at 0°C, 10°C, and 20°C are close, and the other three cases are close with a relatively larger gap between the curves for 20°C and 30°C. Similar observations can be obtained from the velocity-force curves.
Fig. 2-2. Performance of MR damper under different frequencies with zero current: (a) force versus displacement; (b) force versus velocity.
Fig. 2-3. Performance of MR damper under different frequencies with 0.4A current: (a) force versus displacement; (b) force versus velocity.
Fig. 2-4. Performance of MR damper under different loading waves with zero current and 1Hz loading frequency: (a) force versus displacement; (b) force versus velocity.
Fig. 2-5. Performance of MR damper under different temperatures with 0.4A current and 1Hz loading frequency: (a) force versus displacement; (b) force versus velocity.
2.3 Experimental Cable Setup

After its performance had been investigated, the MR damper was installed on the cable to study the cable-damper system. For this reason, a model cable was set up in the laboratory. According to the scaling principles, it is important to match the scaling factors for all physical variables in order to maintain the similarities between the prototype and the model cable. However, it is very difficult to satisfy all the scaling principles for all the parameters in most cases. Since there is a wide range of actual cable parameters, it is only necessary to verify that the corresponding prototype stay cable is not too abnormally different from the “averaged” value in the statistic sense. As stated in Tabatabai and Mehrabi’s (1998) report, the average length and outside diameter of cables in their database for actual cables are 128 and 0.182 meters. The minimum and average first mode frequencies are approximately 0.26Hz and 1.15Hz, respectively. Under these considerations, the following scaling relationships shown in Table 2-1 are chosen according to the similarity principles (Tabatabai and Mehrabi 1999). Based on the experiment conditions, the geometrical scaling factor $n$ between the prototype and the model is determined as 8, and the corresponding scaling factors can be derived.

Table 2-1. Dynamic scaling relationships

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Scaling factor</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Scaling factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimension</td>
<td>$1/n$</td>
<td>Dynamic Time</td>
<td>$1/n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>$1/n^2$</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>$1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>$1/n^3$</td>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td>$n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Frequency</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>Force</td>
<td>$1/n^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2-6 shows the setup of the model cable system, and the related information can be found in Table 2-2. Each end of the cable was anchored to a frame so that the boundary condition is considered as fixed. An adjustable tension force was applied to the cable through a hydraulic jack at the lower end. Ten different tension forces in the cable were considered. The points marked in this figure are positions for external excitation (point ‘S’), the MR damper (point ‘B’), and the measuring sensors (points ‘B’ and ‘D’, most times). The position of the shaker is 0.18m from the lower end, which is about 2.5% of the cable length.

Table 2-2. Model parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame Distance (l)</th>
<th>7.0 m</th>
<th>Frame Height (h)</th>
<th>1.40 m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cable Length (L)</td>
<td>7.16 m</td>
<td>Cable Angle ($\alpha$)</td>
<td>11.27°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Area (A)</td>
<td>98.7 mm²</td>
<td>Axial Stress ($\sigma$)</td>
<td>130.2~423.0 Mpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Number (N)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Axial Force (T)</td>
<td>12.8~41.7 kN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To measure the natural frequency of the cable, a mass was hung at the middle point ‘D’ and the string connecting the mass was cut to give an excitation to the cable for a free vibration. The acceleration time histories at points ‘B’ and ‘D’ were measured by two accelerometers and collected by a Photon® data acquisition system. FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) of those time history data is carried out to obtain the power spectral density (PSD). The fundamental natural frequency was obtained as 8.93 Hz when the cable axial tension force was 16.06 kN. Since the scaling factor used is eight, the frequency of the prototype cable thus corresponds to 1.12 Hz, which is within the reasonable range of the actual cable frequency (Tabatabai et al. 1998). Theoretically, the natural frequency can be calculated by the following equations (Irvine 1981)

\[ f = \Omega \sqrt{T/m} / 2\piL, \] (2-2)

where \( \Omega \) is the solution of a transcendental equation as

\[ \tan(\Omega/2) = \Omega/2 - (4.0/\lambda^2)(\Omega/2)^3, \] (2-3)

where

\[ \lambda^2 = (mgL\cos(\alpha)/T)^2 L/(TL_c / EA) \] (2-4)

\[ L_c = (1 + (mgL\cos(\alpha)/T)^2 / 8)L \] (2-5)

In these equations, E is the Young’s modulus, T is the tension force of the cable, L is the cable length, \( \alpha \) is the cable inclination angle, \( L_c \) is the deformed cable length (assumed as a parabolic deflected shape), A is the cross section area, m is the mass per unit cable length, and \( \lambda^2 \) is a non-dimensional parameter to describe the dynamic behavior of the cable, which is proportional to the ratio of the axial stiffness to the geometric stiffness.
From Eqs. (2-2) to (2-5) the frequency $f$ is calculated as 10.08Hz, which is 12.9% higher than the experimental result. The theoretical and experimental frequencies versus tension forces are plotted in Figure 2-7. Both the theoretical and the experimental results show that the cable natural frequency increases with the increase in the tension force. Another main purpose of this simple comparison between the experimental and analytical results is to verify the experimental procedure including data acquisition and processing.

![Predicted and measured cable natural frequencies.](image)

**Fig. 2-7.** Predicted and measured cable natural frequencies.

### 2.5 Cable Free Vibration Control with MR Damper

After testing the cable by itself, the MR damper was then connected to point ‘B’ to reduce the cable vibration. The acceleration time history of the cable mid-span point ‘D’ is plotted in Figure 2-8, in which all the data are normalized for the convenience of comparison. It is observed from Figure 2-8(a) that the damper provides a considerable damping even if it is in its passive mode ($a = 0\,\text{A}$); it damps out the cable vibration rather quickly. Figure 2-8(b) shows that when the current reaches 0.1A, the acceleration response is reduced more quickly than the passive mode case. Figure 2-8(c) shows the acceleration time history data with currents of 0.1A and 0.2A from 0s to 1.5s in detail. It is observed that the damper with a 0.2A current reduces the vibration slightly more efficiently than that with a 0.1A current does at the beginning when the vibration is large and is almost the same after 0.5s when the vibration is small. This occurs because, on one hand, when the measured signals are small, the relative error due to the noise gets bigger. On the other hand, since the MR damper can be considered as a Bingham element, it needs a bigger force (or vibration) to overcome the Coulomb friction to pull and push the damper when the current becomes larger. If the driving force provided by the cable vibration is not large enough, the MR damper works as a fixed support (or called locked) and the damping effect under different currents beyond some critical current is the same. This phenomenon is called the saturation effect of MR dampers.
2.6 Cable Forced Vibration Control with MR Damper

Instead of using the hanging mass, a shaker working as an excitation source was placed at 0.18m away from the lower end of the cable in the forced vibration tests. This distance is 2.5% of the whole cable length. This shaker can provide several different excitations including sine waves, triangular waves, and white-noise waves. Sine waves are used extensively in this study.

Figure 2-9 shows the cable acceleration with a 10Hz sine wave excitation. From this figure it is observed that the cable vibration with a damper of 0.1A current is much less than that without a damper. The ratio of the vibration peak values between the cable without a damper and the cable with a damper at a 0.1A current is about 14.

Figure 2-10 shows the peak acceleration response of different frequencies where all the peak values are normalized by that without a damper for every excitation frequency. The cable tension force is 16.06 kN correspondingly, and the measured cable frequency is 8.93Hz. This figure shows that the reduction effect is the best at the 9Hz excitation, which corresponds to the resonant frequency of the cable-damper system. The reduction effect decreases when the excitation frequency is significantly different from this resonant frequency.

Figure 2-11 shows the reduction efficiency around the resonant frequency for different currents. It is observed that the resonant frequency (the frequency corresponding to peak value) increases slightly with the increase in current. This implies that when the current in the MR damper increases, the stiffness of the damper, and therefore, the natural frequency of the cable-damper system become larger. This phenomenon is known as frequency shift. This frequency shift is similar to the observation of a conventional viscous damper added to the cable end (Main and Jones 2002).

2.7 Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn based on the present experimental study:

(1) MR dampers can provide considerable damping forces, even at their passive mode (with zero current), and have a large dynamic range. The damper used in this study has a maximum damping output force of 10N at the passive mode and about 80 N at the maximum current of 0.5A, corresponding to a dynamic range of about 8 under the sine loading wave with a frequency of 1Hz and an amplitude of 10mm for the displacement control experiment.

(2) MR dampers can provide almost the same damping force for a large range of frequencies from 0.5Hz to 5Hz when the current in the MR damper is large. When the current is small, the damping force increases slightly with the loading frequency.
Fig. 2-8. Time history acceleration response of cable with MR damper: (a) no damper versus zero current; (b) no damper versus 0.1A current; (c) 0.1A current versus 0.2A current.
Fig. 2-9. Cable acceleration response under forced cable vibration.

Fig. 2-10. Vibration reduction effect of peak acceleration response under forced cable vibration.
Fig. 2-11. Vibration reduction effect and frequency shift of peak acceleration response under forced cable vibration.

(3) The curve shape and size of the output damping force versus the displacement loop of MR dampers is almost the same if the loading wave is smooth. However, when the loading wave is sharp, such as for an impulse loading, the corresponding curve loop has a much smaller area that represents the dissipated energy when the maximum movement of the damper is preset.

(4) The working temperature does have some effect on the performance of MR dampers, especially between 20°C and 30°C.

(5) MR dampers are a good choice for adding supplementary damping to reduce the cable vibration both for free vibration and forced vibration. The vibration reduction efficiency increases with the increase in the current. However, there is a saturation current beyond which the reduction effect will be the same.

(6) MR dampers can help reduce cable vibrations under a variety of excitation frequencies. The reduction effect is extraordinarily efficient for the resonant vibration case when the large output damping force can be fully exerted.

(7) With the installation of MR damper on the cable, the natural frequency of the cable-damper system increases slightly with the increase in the current.
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CHAPTER 3. CABLE VIBRATION CONTROL WITH A SEMIACTIVE MR DAMPER

3.1 Introduction

Stay cables are susceptible to external disturbances because of their inadequate intrinsic damping. Under certain combinations of light rain and moderate wind (about 10 to 15 m/s), incidences of large-amplitude vibrations (on the order of 1 to 2 m) of stay cables have been reported worldwide (Ciolk and Yen 1999, Main and Jones 2001). This phenomenon is known as wind-rain induced cable vibration. Excessive cable vibrations are a potential threat to public safety and the national investment in transportation infrastructures. This issue has raised great concern in the bridge community and has been a cause of deep anxiety for the observing public.

Other than adding crossing ties/spacers to enhance the system damping for the cable network (Langsoe and Larsen 1987) or treating the cable surface to increase the cable aerodynamic stability (Flamand 1995, Sarkar et al. 1999), mechanical dampers are broadly used to mitigate cable vibrations. As a passive control method, oil/viscous dampers have been extensively studied to improve the damping for stay cables, both theoretically and practically (Carne 1981, Watson and Stafford 1988, Yoshimura et al. 1989, Pacheco et al. 1993, Krenk 2002, Main and Jones 2002). However, passive dampers may not be able to provide enough damping for long stay cables since they are restricted to an anchorage close to the lower cable end for aesthetic and installation reasons. For the passive mechanical damper to be effective, it is commonly believed that it should be anchored a certain distance away from the cable end. The further away the damper, the more damping it provides. A rule of thumb is that for a 1% damping, the damper should be 2% of the cable length away from the cable end for the first mode.

One promising way to overcome the constraints of the passive mechanical dampers is to use the TMD-MR damper proposed by Cai et al. (2005). Cai et al. (2006) established the governing equation for the cable-TMD-MR damper system, and Wu and Cai (2006b) conducted a thorough parametric study for the effect of cable and damper parameters on the damper performance. Results show that the TMD-MR damper can provide much more damping than the viscous damper for a targeted mode (Cai and Wu 2006).

Another way is to use semiactive mechanical dampers, as recommended by Johnson et al. (2003) after his series research via a simulation approach on the performance of passive, semiactive, and active dampers installed to cables (Johnson et al. 1999, Johnson et al. 2002, Johnson et al. 2003). They built a sagged cable model with passive, semiactive, and active dampers and developed a control-oriented model using a combination of cable static shape and sinusoid series shape functions. Their results show that reduction in root mean square (RMS) response can be achieved 10% to 50% better than the optimal passive linear damper if the semiactive dampers are not placed at any node of the cables. The cost of better damping performance is a larger output damper force, approximately 5-10 times larger depending on the damper locations.
With the ability to adjust the output damping force, Magnetorheological (MR) dampers are a good choice to fulfill the semiactive control strategy. The first real application of MR dampers for cable vibration control has been installed in the Dongting Lake Bridge, China. However, the adjustable feature of the MR dampers is not fully utilized (Chen et al. 2003, Lord Corporation 2004). They have actually been used as cost-effective passive dampers. Therefore, experimental investigation is necessary for the guidance of their real application in the near future. This study is aimed to carry out experimental investigation to eliminate the gap between the simulation and the implementation. The control-oriented cable-damper model will be reviewed, and controllers that can work with hardware will be demonstrated. Comparisons are focused on the cable response and output damper forces between cables with and without semiactive dampers, control performance between different control methods, and control performance for semiactive MR dampers with different maximum currents.

3.2 State-Space Equation and Control Strategy

The cable-damper calculation model is shown in Fig. 3-1. The MR damper is placed at an intermediate point \( x_d \), dividing the cable into two segments. The notation without subscript is used to represent either cable segment. The Cartesian coordinate system is also indicated in this figure. The left support of the cable is taken as the origin for the first segment and the right support for the second segment. Thus, the governing equation for the taut cable vibration with a damper can be written as

\[
\frac{d^2 v}{dt^2} + \frac{H}{\cos \theta} \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial x^2} + F_d \delta(x - x_d) + F_s \delta(x - x_s) = m \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial t^2} + c \frac{\partial v}{\partial t} \tag{3-1}
\]

where \( f_y \) is the distributed cable force along the y direction; \( H \) is the horizontal component of the static tension force; \( \theta \) is the inclined cable angle measured from the horizontal axis; \( v \) is the cable dynamic displacement component along the y coordinate measured from the static equilibrium position of the cable; \( F_d \) and \( F_s \) are the output damping force of the MR damper and the reaction force of the shaker, respectively; \( \delta(\cdot) \) is the Dirac delta function; \( x_d \) and \( x_s \) are the damper and shaker locations, respectively; \( m \) and \( c \) are the distributed cable mass and damping coefficient per unit length, respectively; \( t \) is the time; the notation \( \frac{d(\cdot)}{d(t)} \) denotes the derivative of “\( \cdot \)” with respect to “\( t \)”; and \( \frac{\partial(\cdot)}{\partial(\cdot)} \) means the partial derivative of “\( \cdot \)” with respect to “\( \cdot \)”.

According to the standard Galerkin’s method, any shape function \( \phi \) that satisfies the boundary conditions \( \phi(0) = \phi(l) = 0 \) can be chosen to solve the governing equation (3-1). Usually, the following sinusoid shape functions can be used

\[
\phi(x) = \sin \frac{\pi x}{l} \tag{3-2}
\]
To build up an accurate and efficient control-oriented model for applications, the number of shape functions is an important consideration since each shape function is actually one degree of freedom (DOF) in the generalized dynamic equation. Too many shape functions may cause the semiactive computation of the controller to become impractical. Pacheco et al. (1993) uses sinusoid shape functions only, which need 350 DOFs to obtain accurate results. Xu and Yu (1998) proposed a hybrid method with finite element technology, which also requires numerous DOFs. Johnson et al. (2003) suggested using the static cable profile as one of the shape functions, as well as the sinusoid shape functions. This approach largely reduced the number of required shape functions, which insured the successful semiactive control strategy with a low order, control-oriented model. Based on the simulation study (Johnson et al. 2003), 21 terms, including one triangle shape function for the damper effect and 20 sinusoid functions, could provide better accuracy than several hundred sinusoid-only terms.

For the taut cable considered in the current experimental study, the following two triangle shape functions are used to count for the effect of the damper and the shaker, respectively

\[
\phi_d(x) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{x}{x_d}, & 0 \leq x \leq x_d \\
\frac{(l-x)}{(l-x_d)}, & x_d \leq x \leq l 
\end{cases}
\]  
(3-3-a)

\[
\phi_s(x) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{x}{x_s}, & 0 \leq x \leq x_s \\
\frac{(l-x)}{(l-x_s)}, & x_s \leq x \leq l 
\end{cases}
\]  
(3-3-b)

Similarly to Johnson’s work, 20 sinusoid functions are used. With these shape functions, the displacement of the cable can be computed as

\[
v(x,t) = \sum_{j=1}^{k} q_j(t)\phi_j(x) \quad k = 1...22
\]  
(3-4)

Submitting Eq. (3-4) and the corresponding shape functions into Eq. (3-1), since the distributed force is not considered in the current study, the generalized discrete dynamic equation for the cable-MR damper system can be written as

\[
M\ddot{q} + C\dot{q} + Kq = F_d\Phi(x_s) + F_s\Phi(x_d).
\]  
(3-5)
The contents of the mass matrix $M$, the damping matrix $C$, and the stiffness matrix $K$ can be found in Johnson et al. (2002) for the taut cable model. The damping matrix $C$ is proportional to the mass matrix and can be determined by the distributed $c$ value. A small first modal damping of $0.5\%$ for the generalized mode is assumed to avoid infinite resonant response, from which the $c=0.378\text{N}\cdot\text{s}/\text{m}^2$ and modal damping for other modes can be obtained. $F_s$ is the external loading simulated by the shaker force, which has the feature of white noise. $\Phi(x_s)$ and $\Phi(x_d)$ are the load vectors for the excitation force and the damper force, respectively. Their contents are the values of the shape functions in Eq. (3-2) and (3-3) at $x_s$ and $x_d$, as,

$$\Phi(x_s)=[1 \quad x_s / x_d \quad \sin(\pi x_s / l) \cdots \sin(20\pi x_s / l)]^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (3-6-a)$$

$$\Phi(x_d)=[(1-x_d) / (1-x_s) \quad 1 \quad \sin(\pi x_d / l) \cdots \sin(20\pi x_d / l)]^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (3-6-b)$$

$q$, $\dot{q}$, and $\ddot{q}$ are the generalized displacement, velocity, and acceleration, respectively. Thus, the state space equation and the output equation for the control-oriented model can be written as

$$\dot{Z} = AZ + BF_d + EF_s$$  \hspace{1cm} (3-7-a)$$

$$Y = C_y Z + D_y F_d + G_y F_s + v$$  \hspace{1cm} (3-7-b)$$

where $Z=[q \quad \dot{q}]^T$ is the state variable; $Y$ is the output vector that can be measured by the accelerometers; and $v$ is the noise vector from the measurement. Other matrices can be obtained as

$$A = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ -M^{-1}K & -M^{-1}C \end{bmatrix}$$

$$B = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ M^{-1}\Phi(x_d) \end{bmatrix}$$

$$E = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ M^{-1}\Phi(x_s) \end{bmatrix}$$

$$C_y = [-\Phi M^{-1}K \quad -\Phi M^{-1}C]$$

$$D_y = [\Phi M^{-1}\Phi(x_d)]$$

$$G_y = [\Phi M^{-1}\Phi(x_s)]$$

(3-8-a) (3-8-b)

since only accelerations are used for the feedback loop. The contents of Matrix $\Phi$ can be determined by the placement and number of the accelerometers.

For the semiactive control with a MR damper, two correlated controllers should be designed (Johnson et al. 2003). The primary Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller is designed to minimize the following cost function

$$J = \lim_{T \to \infty} E\left(\frac{1}{T} \int_0^T \left(\frac{1}{2} q^T M q + \frac{1}{2} \dot{q}^T M \dot{q} + R(F_d^p)^2\right) dt\right) ,$$

(3-9)$$

where the parameter $R$ represents the variable control weight for the feedback force of the MR damper.

With a force feedback proportional to the estimated system state, $F_d^p = -L\ddot{Z}$, the primary feedback gain can be obtained as $L = R^{-1}B^T P$, where $P$ satisfies the algebraic Riccati equation

$$A^T P + PA - PB R^{-1} B^T P + Q = 0$$

(3-10)$$

and $Q = \begin{bmatrix} 0.5M & 0 \\ 0 & 0.5M \end{bmatrix}$. 
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The following Kalman filter is used to estimate the system state

\[
\dot{Z} = A\dot{Z} + BF_d + L_{kf}(Y - \dot{Y}) \tag{3-11-a}
\]
\[
\dot{\hat{Y}} = C_y\dot{\hat{Z}} + D_yF_d \tag{3-11-b}
\]

where \( L_{kf} = (P_{kf}C_y^T + EQ_{kr}G_y^T)(R_{kr}^T + G_yQ_{kf}G_y^T)^{-1} \) is the estimator gain. Similarly, the matrix \( P_{kr} \) satisfies the algebraic Riccati equation

\[
AP_{kf} + P_{kf}A^T - (P_{kf}C_y^T + EQ_{kr}G_y^T)(R_{kr}^T + G_yQ_{kf}G_y^T)^{-1}(C_yP_{kf} + G_yQ_{kf}E^T) + EQ_{kr}E^T = 0 \tag{3-12}
\]

where \( Q_{kr} \) and \( R_{kr} \) are the auto excitation and noise spectral density, respectively. The expectations for the excitation and the noise are required to be zero to apply the algorithm.

The MR damper used in this control-oriented strategy and simulation can be expressed by the following Bingham model (Stanway et al. 1985)

\[
F_d = C_d\dot{v}_d + F_{dy}\text{sign}(\dot{v}_d) \tag{3-13}
\]

where \( C_d \) is the damping coefficient, \( \dot{v}_d \) is the damper velocity, \( F_{dy} \) is the friction force, which is related to the applied current in the MR damper, and \( \text{sign}(\ddot{v}) \) means the sign of the corresponding quantity. All these parameters can be obtained from the experimental data in Wu and Cai (2006b). The values of parameters \( C_d \) and \( F_{dy} \) used in the simulation section are 100 N·s/m and 60 N, respectively. Fig. 3-2 shows the output force calculated by using Eq. (3-13) and the experimental data. Only one cycle of data is plotted in the two bottom figures for clarity reasons.

Fig. 3-2. Bingham model and experimental data.
Since the MR damper can only employ dissipative force, the output damping force must be of a different sign than the damper velocity. Therefore, the secondary controller for this particular feature can be presented by the following equation

\[ I = I_{\text{max}} H(-F_d \dot{v}_d), \]  

(3-14)

where \( I \) is the command current sent to the MR damper; \( I_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum current that can be applied to the damper; and \( H(\bullet) \) is the Heaviside function, or unit step function. In this experiment, the damper velocity \( \dot{v}_d \) can be obtained by integrating the corresponding acceleration.

### 3.3 Simulation Results

Before the experimental verification, computer simulation is carried out in Simulink/Matlab to determine suitable parameters for the primary controller. Extensive simulation work can be found in Johnson et al. (2003). The simulation done here focuses on the cable control problem at hand. The selected controller should provide a satisfactory control effect and make the feedback force in the range of the capacity of the real MR damper used. A block diagram for the entire controlled system is plotted in Fig. 3-3, which embodies the concept in section 3.2.

Table 3-1 gives a simple comparison between the control effects of some different control strategies, including active control, optimal ordinary passive control, control with a MR damper in passive mode (MR damper with constant zero current), and semiactive control with a MR damper via the LQG control algorithm. The \( \sigma_{\text{disp}} \) is a quantity representing a mean displacement integrated along the cable, as defined by the following equation (Johnson et al. 2003)

\[ \sigma^2_{\text{disp}} = E[\int_0^l v(x,t)dx] = E[\hat{q}^T(t)M\hat{q}(t)] = \frac{1}{T_{\text{exp}}} \int_0^{T_{\text{exp}}} \hat{q}^T M\hat{q} dt \]  

(3-15)

The last approximation comes from the factor that the expected value of an ergodic quantity is equal to its time average. The state \( \hat{q} \) can be estimated from a similar Kalman filter with Eq. (3-11-a). However, the output equation should change to the following equation

\[ \hat{q} = [I \ 0] \hat{Z}. \]  

(3-16)

Table 3-1. Cable vibration control with different methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Optimal passive viscous damper</th>
<th>MR passive mode</th>
<th>MR semi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma_{\text{disp}} ) (mm)</td>
<td>1.033</td>
<td>1.626</td>
<td>1.387</td>
<td>1.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_d^{\text{rms}} ) (N)</td>
<td>9.24</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>8.55</td>
<td>43.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_d^{\text{max}} ) (N)</td>
<td>24.33</td>
<td>20.78</td>
<td>20.80</td>
<td>80.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From Table 3-1, it can be seen that the semiactive control method with MR damper can provide another 24.8% off of the integrated displacement, compared to that of the optimal passive dampers (1.223 vs. 1.626mm). Even the MR passive mode can still provide a better control effect than the optimal passive viscous dampers. The control effect by a semiactive MR damper is not as good as that of an active control, but in a limited difference. The active control can provide another 36.5% off of the integrated displacement, also compared to that of the optimal passive dampers (1.033 vs. 1.626mm). The predicted damper output force $F_{d_{rms}}$ is much larger than that of the active control method, which implies that the full damper output force is too large for the present cable vibration. Another possible reason comes from the factor that the damper model Eq. (3-13) is not perfectly accurate. Therefore, several smaller applied maximum currents $I_{max}$ are chosen in the experimental verification.

### 3.4 Experimental Setup

Scaling principles call for maintaining the similitude between the prototype cable and the model cable. However, it is actually very difficult to satisfy all the scaling principles for all the parameters in most cases. Since there is a wide range of actual cable parameters, it is only necessary to verify that the corresponding prototype stay cable is not abnormally different from the “average” value. Therefore, with considering the limitations of the laboratory facility, the scaling factor $n$ between the prototype and the model is determined as 8 according to the scaling relationship in Wu and Cai (2006b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3-2. Model cable parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cable Length ($l$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Area (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_d$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 3-1 shows the setup of the cable model and the related information can be found in Table 3-2. Each end of the cable is anchored to a frame so that the boundary conditions are considered fixed. An adjustable tension force is applied to the cable by a hydraulic jack (Fig 3-4), which can be measured accurately by a load cell (Fig 3-5) with a capacity of 44480N (10kips). The tension force is acquired by the DastarNet data acquisition system from Gould Inc. Thus, a range of the geometry-elasticity values can be achieved by varying the tension force. However, in the current study, a constant tension force of 9438.7 N is used, which corresponds to a value of 0.059. This value is in the range of 0.008-1.08, a range that covers 90% of real cables based on the database collected by Tabatabai et al. (1998).

The V408CE shaker (Fig. 3-6) from Ling Dynamic System Inc. located at \( x_s = 0.79 \text{ m} \) (11% of the cable length) is used to generate the excitation for the cable vibration. The maximum output force from the shaker for a sine-wave excitation is 98N. A frame is built to facilitate the installation of the shaker perpendicular to the cable. Different forms of the excitation force can be applied by the shaker, with the magnitude measured by a load cell between the cable and the shaker. As required by the control strategy, a bandlimited white noise excitation generated from the Simulink software is used and sent to the shaker in the experiment. Before the signal goes into the shaker, a fourth order bandpass filter is used to shape the spectral content of the input energy to excite the first cable vibration mode. The transfer function of the filter can be expressed as

\[
H(s) = \frac{\omega_j^4}{(s^2 + 0.3\omega_j s + \omega_j^2)^2}.
\]  

(3-17)

The MR damper type RD-1097-01 (Fig. 3-7) purchased from Lord Cooperation is used as the semiactive damper, which can provide a maximum force level of ±80N at a maximum current of 0.5 ampere (Wu and Cai 2006b). The damper is located at \( x_d = 2.01 \text{ m} \) (28% of the cable length). It is noted that the damper position here does not
represent most actual applications. Similarly, a frame is provided to make the MR damper perpendicular to the cable chord and to investigate the performance of the MR damper at different locations if necessary. A load cell is placed between the damper and the cable to measure the real force that the MR damper provides.

Two miniature accelerometers (Fig. 3-8) from PCB Piezotronics Inc. are used to measure the cable vibration response at different places. These accelerometers can measure up to ±4900m/s² acceleration with a resolution of 0.02m/s² RMS value. These accelerometers are also used to provide input information for the Kalman filter to estimate the full state in the primary controller. One of them is at the mid-span (3.58m) and the other is used to measure the damper acceleration, which also provides the damper velocity for the secondary controller after integration. Low pass filters with a cut off frequency of 30Hz are used to get rid of the noise before the accelerations are used.

These two accelerations used for the controllers are acquired by a MultiQ-PCI board from Quanser Inc. This board has four available AD converters and 16 DA converters, which can accept a maximum voltage of ±10V input and output signals. With the Wincon realtime control software built in Simulink/Matlab, this board can fulfill a realtime control task seamlessly. Actually, it works as an interface between the control algorithms simulated in Matlab and the controlled structures. All the signals (two accelerations, the forces from the shaker and the damper) are acquired for the post processing to compare the cable response and the output damping force between the cable with and without the semiactive damper.
3.5 Experiment Results

The experiment is carried out to verify the control strategies explained previously. As stated in Eqs. (3-11-a), (3-15), and (3-16), the main criteria for the comparison, the integrated displacement along the cable, can be obtained by the Kalman estimator from the two measured accelerations.

Five experiments are carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of the semiactive control, as indicated in Table 3-3. Before the MR damper is added to the cable, the cable vibration is measured under an excitation force of 13.09N RMS. The integrated displacement along the cable is 2.65mm. When the MR damper is installed but is not applied with current, the integrated displacement is reduced to 1.29mm, 51% less than the uncontrolled displacement. This indicates that even if the MR damper is in its passive mode, it can still provide a considerable performance for the cable vibration. Therefore, a MR damper can work as a fail-safe device for the control strategy. The output damping force for the MR damper in passive mode is very low. When the MR damper is working as a semiactive device, generally it can provide a better control performance. When the applied current $I_{\text{max}}$ is set as 0.1A, the integrated displacement is further reduced to 0.22mm, 92% less than the uncontrolled displacement. Further increasing the current may result in a better performance, but enhanced performance is not guaranteed. As the current is increased from 0.1A to 0.2A, better damper performance is achieved by reducing the displacement from 0.22mm to 0.082mm. However, the performance becomes worse when the current changes from 0.2A to 0.3A. Please note that the $F_{d,\text{max}}$ for the semiactive MR damper with 0.2A current is 26.77N, which is around the simulation prediction of 24.33N for the active control. This observation suggests that the MR damper may achieve the best control when its output capacity is set around its active control counterpart. Increasing the output capacity may not be beneficial to the control effect since the MR damper force may be too large for the cable vibration for a certain level of excitation.
Table 3-3. Damper performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{disp}}$ (mm)</th>
<th>$F_{d_{\text{rms}}}$ (N)</th>
<th>$F_{d_{\text{max}}}$ (N)</th>
<th>$F_{s_{\text{rms}}}$ (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uncontrolled</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>13.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR passive mode</td>
<td>1.29 (51%)</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>13.19</td>
<td>15.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi 0.1A</td>
<td>0.22 (92%)</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>20.45</td>
<td>17.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi 0.2A</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>7.57</td>
<td>26.77</td>
<td>17.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi 0.3A</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>7.99</td>
<td>34.44</td>
<td>17.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The time history records for the measured accelerations at the damper location and the cable middle point are plotted in Fig. 3-10. Apparently, the semiactive MR damper gives a much better performance to reduce the cable vibration at both sensor locations.

![Fig. 3-10. Time history records for both sensors with different control strategies.](image)

3.6 Conclusions

The current study mainly discusses the experimental verification of a semiactive control approach to reduce cable vibration. The control-oriented state-space equation and the LQG control strategy are reviewed. Preliminary simulation results are obtained to design proper controller parameters and make sure the demand damper force matches the real MR damper. Experimental verification is carried out to demonstrate the idea of the semiactive
Based on the simulation and experiment results, the following conclusions can be made:

1. From the simulation results, the semiactive control can achieve a better control effect than its optimal passive counterpart and similar control effect to its active counterpart for the cable vibration reduction. Better performance is achieved by the cost of larger control forces.

2. From the experiment results, even when the MR damper is in the passive mode, it still can provide a considerable control effect. Therefore, a semiactive MR damper can be a fail-safe device when the control device is not working properly for any reason in the field.

3. Also from the experimental results, the output damping force of the semiactive damper should be set around the active demand at certain excitation levels. Otherwise, the damper output damping force may be too large for the cable vibration, which may cause a worse control effect.

Therefore, future work may consider a refined control strategy for the secondary controller, which should provide different output current according to the severity of the cable vibration.

### 3.7 References


CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL EXPLORATION OF A CABLE AND A TMD-MR DAMPER SYSTEM

4.1 Introduction

There are about 30 major cable-stayed bridges in the U.S. and about 600 worldwide (Angelo 1997). Under certain combinations of light rain and moderate wind (about 10 to 15 m/s), incidences of large-amplitude vibrations (on the order of 1 to 2 m) of stay cables have been reported worldwide, including those located in the U.S. such as Fred Hartman, Weirton-Steubenville, Burlington, and Clark bridges (Ciolkó and Yen 1999, Main and Jones 2001). Those cables are otherwise stable under similar wind conditions without rain. This phenomenon is known as the so-called wind-rain induced cable vibration. Excessive cable vibrations are detrimental to the long-term health of bridges, which potentially threatens the public safety and the national investment in transportation infrastructures. This issue has raised great concerns in the bridge community and has been a cause of deep anxiety for the observing public.

Recognizing this severe condition of cable vibrations, researchers have been modestly successful to address this problem over the years by providing traditional mechanical dampers (Xu et al. 1997, Tabatabai and Mehrabi 2000), adding crossing ties/spacers (Langsoe and Larsen 1987, Caracoglia and Jones 2002) or treating cable surface with different techniques (Flamand 1995, Phelan et al. 2002). Oil dampers and friction dampers have been extensively used due to their large damping force and easy replacement. Magnetorheological (MR) fluid based dampers are relatively new mechanical dampers known for their large adjustable damping force, stable performance, quick response, and low power supply requirement in earthquake engineering (Spencer et al. 1997a, 1997b, Dyke et al. 1996a, 1996b). With a change in the electric current provided to the damper, the output damping force of MR dampers can be adjusted. MR dampers have been extensively studied in seismic applications and have proven to be a feasible means in cable vibration control (Lou et al. 2000, Christenson et al. 2002, Johnson et al. 2003). Readers are referred to the literature for more information about the MR dampers.

The first actual application of MR dampers for cable vibration control was their installations in the Dongting Lake Bridge, China, to dissipate energy before the cable vibrations reached a destructive level (Chen et al. 2003, Lord Corporation 2004). Nevertheless, those mechanical dampers needed to be grounded (connected to the deck) close to the lower end of the stay cable for the convenience of installation and operation (generally, 1/50-1/20 of the cable length from the cable end). As a result, the vibration reduction capacity of the MR damper was not fully utilized and even problematic in controlling three dimensional cable vibrations due to the way they were installed.

As an alternative to the conventional mechanical dampers, Tabatabai and Mehrabi (1999) recommended tuned mass dampers (TMDs) for full-scale implementation for two major reasons. First, TMDs are observed to be more efficient than other countermeasures in damping out the free vibration. Second, TMDs can be physically installed at any location...
along the cables so that their vibration reduction capacity can be fully exploited. Although studies on TMDs have proven their efficiency, improvements are needed since the vibration reduction effect of TMDs is usually frequency sensitive. When the excitation is a narrow-band vibration or the cable vibration is mainly from one mode, the natural frequency of TMDs can be tuned to the targeted frequency, and in this case the vibration reduction effect of TMDs is usually satisfactory. However, when the excitation is a wide-band vibration, the cable vibration is composed of several equally important modes, or the natural frequency of TMDs is away from that of the cable, the vibration reduction effectiveness will be reduced considerably. Since the natural frequency between the preset TMD and the cable may mismatch for many reasons, perhaps due to the unpredicted nonlinearity of the actual cable, the difference between the calculation model and prototype cable, and the time-dependent attribute of the cable force, it is usually difficult to achieve the expected optimal vibration reduction effectiveness in field applications.

In this study, a TMD-MR damper system is proposed to improve the TMD, and subsequently, the dynamic characteristics of the cable-TMD-MR system are investigated experimentally. This proposed TMD-MR damper system has a combined advantage of both TMDs and MR dampers (Cai and Wu 2004). On one hand, TMDs can be put anywhere along the cable, which overcomes the deficiency of conventional mechanical dampers; on the other hand, a MR damper can absorb energy directly by providing continuously adjustable damping and can change the stiffness in a small range as well, which can help the whole damper system be effective under different vibrations. As a result, a high damping efficiency may be achieved, overcoming the drawbacks of the frequency sensitivity of the TMDs and the position restriction of the MR dampers. The present study focuses on a conceptual exploration of the TMD-MR damper system for cable vibration mitigation through an experimental approach. Analytical solutions that help understand more thoroughly the behavior of the proposed TMD-MR damper system are given in a companion study (Wu and Cai 2006). Further studies will be carried out for actual applications of the proposed concept for cable vibration mitigation.

4.2 Concept and Principle of the TMD-MR Damper System

TMDs have been studied extensively in structural vibration control. The concept of vibration control by TMDs can be stated as follows. The interaction between any two elastic bodies can be represented by a two-mass system shown in Fig. 4-1. Under the excitation of a sinusoidal force $F \sin(\omega t)$ acting on mass 1, the vibration amplitudes of this two-mass system are derived as,

$$X_1 = \frac{F m_2 (\omega_{m_2}^2 - \omega^2)}{(k_1 + k_2 - m_1 \omega^2)(k_2 - m_2 \omega^2) - k^2_2} \quad \text{and} \quad X_2 = \frac{F m_2 \omega_{m_2}^2}{(k_1 + k_2 - m_1 \omega^2)(k_2 - m_2 \omega^2) - k^2_2}$$

(4-1)

where $\omega_{m_1}^2 = k_1 / m_1$ and $\omega_{m_2}^2 = k_2 / m_2$. It can be seen from Eq. (4-1) that when $\omega_{m_2}^2 = \omega^2$, the vibration amplitude of mass 1 vanishes with $X_1 = 0$, and the amplitude of mass 2 is $X_2 = F / k_2$. 
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The basic concept of cable vibration control using the TMD-MR damper system is similar to the two degrees of freedom system shown in Fig. 4-1, where the cable mass and the TMD-MR system mass are represented by \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \), respectively. The MR damper will provide an adjustable damping and stiffness so that the cable-TMD-MR system is better represented by Fig. 4-2. The sketch of an actually proposed TMD-MR system is shown in Fig. 4-3. When MR dampers are not used or are removed, as in Fig. 4-3, the TMD-MR damper system actually reduces to a vibration absorber, i.e., a TMD without the damping element. Though a TMD usually has a damping element, the TMD component in the present study is hereafter specially referred to as the case without the damping element to distinguish it from a TMD-MR damper that consists of both TMD and MR components.

The eventually developed TMD-MR damper system is intended to be installed on the cable, and the vibration suppression concept is shown in Fig. 4-4. The cable vibrations are due to the excitations of tower, deck, wind-rain-cable interaction, or their combinations. Characteristics of the cable vibrations will be reflected in a spectral diagram that is processed from the information of accelerometers. Multiple peaks in the spectral diagram may be expected since the excitations of cable vibrations can be single frequency, multi-frequencies, or random. The frequency of the TMD-MR system will be tuned to the frequency corresponding to the most significant resonant vibration (highest peak) or other targeted frequency along with the adjustment of its location and damping ratio in order to most efficiently suppress the vibration.
The TMD-MR damper system has several advantages for the vibration control strategy. The first is the vibration absorber function, i.e., a TMD function, which is especially effective for reducing the targeted resonant vibration. In addition, when the cable natural frequency changes for whatever reason, the MR component can help slightly adjust the natural frequency of the TMD-MR damper system to match the targeted resonant excitation frequency, though the major adjustability of the MR component is its damping forces. The second is the MR damper function. When the vibration involves more than one dominating vibration mode or it is difficult to tune the TMD-MR system frequency to a specific value, the MR component can dissipate energy directly by providing a considerable output damping force. Therefore, the proposed TMD-MR damper system is promising to handle different excitations effectively.

4.3 Experimental Setup

Scaling principles call for maintaining the similitude between the prototype cable and the cable model. However, it is actually very difficult to satisfy all the scaling principles for all the parameters in most cases. Since there is a wide range of actual cable parameters, it is only necessary to verify that the corresponding prototype stay cable is not abnormally different from the “average” value. Under these considerations, the scaling relationships shown in Table 4-1 are chosen according to the similitude principles (Tabatabai and Mehrabi 1999). Considering the limitations of the laboratory facility, the scaling factor $n$ between the prototype and the model is determined as 8.
Table 4-1. Dynamic scaling relationships

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Scaling factor (model/ prototype)</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Scaling factor (model/ prototype)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimension</td>
<td>$1/n$</td>
<td>Dynamic Time</td>
<td>$1/n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>$1/n^2$</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>$1/n^3$</td>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td>$N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Frequency</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>Force</td>
<td>$1/n^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4-4. Sketch of cable vibration control strategy.

Fig. 4-5 shows the setup of the cable model, and the related information can be found in Table 4-2. Each end of the cable is anchored to the frame so that the boundary conditions are considered fixed. An adjustable tension force is applied to the cable through a hydraulic jack. Ten different cable tension forces are considered in the experiment. The points marked in Fig. 4-5 are positions for the external vibration loading, the damping device, and the measuring sensors that will be described later. The position of the shaker, which is 0.18m from the lower end of the cable, is not marked in this figure.
Fig. 4-5. Cable experimental setup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame Distance (l)</th>
<th>7.00 m</th>
<th>Frame Height (h)</th>
<th>1.40 m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cable Length (L)</td>
<td>7.16 m</td>
<td>Cable Angle (α)</td>
<td>11.27°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Area (A)</td>
<td>98.7 mm²</td>
<td>Axial Stress (σ)</td>
<td>130.2~423.0 Mpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Number (N)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Axial Force (T)</td>
<td>12.8~41.7 kN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V408 shaker and PA100E CE amplifier purchased from Ling Dynamic Systems Ltd were used to generate and amplify the forced vibration. The PCB model 352C22 accelerometers and model 480B21 signal conditioner manufactured by PCB Piezotronics Inc. and the Photon data acquisition system from Dactron Incorporated were used to measure, amplify, and acquire the acceleration signals, respectively.

4.4 Basic Dynamic Characteristics of the Stay Cable

A mass was hung at the mid-span point ‘D’ and the string connecting the mass was cut to give the cable an excitation for free vibration. The acceleration time histories at points ‘B’ and ‘D’ were measured by the data acquisition system. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of those data was carried out to obtain the power spectral density (PSD). The fundamental natural frequency was thus obtained as 8.93Hz when the cable axial tension force was 16.06kN. Since the scaling factor used was 8, the 8.93Hz frequency corresponds to 1.12Hz for the prototype cable, which is within the reasonable range of the actual cable frequency (Tabatabai et al. 1998).
Theoretically, the natural frequency can be calculated by the following equations (Irvine 1981):

\[
\tan(\Omega / 2) = \frac{\Omega}{2} - \frac{4.0}{(\lambda^2)(\Omega / 2)^3}
\]

\[
\Omega = \frac{2\pi T}{\sqrt{T/m}}
\]

\[
\lambda^2 = \frac{mgL \cos(\alpha)}{T^2 \left(\frac{TL_e}{E}\right)}
\]

\[
L_e = \left(1 + \frac{mgL \cos(\alpha)}{T^2 / 8}\right)L
\]

where \(E\) is the Young’s modulus, \(T\) is the tension force, \(L\) is the cable length, \(\alpha\) is the inclined angle, \(L_e\) is the deformed cable length (assumed as a parabolic deflected shape), \(A\) is the cross section area, \(m\) is the mass per unit length, and \(\lambda^2\) is a non-dimensional parameter to describe the dynamic behavior of the cable, which is proportional to the ratio of the axial stiffness to the geometric stiffness.

From Eqs. (4-2) to (4-5), the frequency \(f\) was calculated as 10.08Hz, which is 12.9% higher than the experimental result. The difference is due perhaps to the simplifications made in the theoretical model and the error of measurements. Both the theoretical and experimental frequencies increase with the increase in the tension force, as shown in Fig. 4-6. One of the objectives of this simple comparison between the experimental and analytical results is to verify the experimental procedure, including data acquisition and processing. Since only the relative vibrations with and without dampers are of interest in the present study, the difference between the analytical and experimental results is not of concern.

### 4.5 Vibration Reduction Effect of the TMD-MR Damper System

None of the companies we contacted had available MR dampers with a small enough force and size to develop a TMD-MR damper system that matches the model cable used in the present investigation. Therefore, the MR damper was designed and manufactured by the research team. Generally, the MR damper design consists of two steps: geometry design and magnetic circuit design. The main design process, which follows Lord Corporation Engineering Note (1999), is summarized in Cai and Wu (2004). The parameters of the cable-TMD-MR system are listed in Table 4-3 where it is shown that the frequency and mass ratios of the pure cable and pure TMD without MR component are 1.27 and 0.06, respectively.

Since adding the MR dampers would affect the natural frequency of the TMD-MR damper system, the frequency of the pure TMD damper was designed as about 7Hz, and by adding the MR dampers, the frequency of the TMD-MR damper system became about 8 Hz, which was less than the pure cable natural frequency 8.93Hz with a given tension force of 16.06kN. After the TMD-MR damper system was installed on the cable, both the cable and TMD-MR frequencies would be affected (shifted), and they became closer. A theoretical derivation had been developed to guide the TMD-MR design, which was reported in the companion study (Wu and Cai 2006).
Table 4-3. Parameters of cable-TMD-MR damper experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TMD-MR Damper</th>
<th>Mass</th>
<th>Upper Spring Stiffness</th>
<th>Lower Spring Stiffness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMD-MR Location</td>
<td>0.3175 Kg</td>
<td>304.5 N/m</td>
<td>481.25 N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable-TMD-MR System</td>
<td>TMD-MR Location</td>
<td>Frequency Ratio</td>
<td>Mass Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-span or point “D” in Fig. 4-5</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter Range</td>
<td>Tension (kN)</td>
<td>Current in MR damper</td>
<td>Control Experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.85-32.13</td>
<td>0–0.20A</td>
<td>No MR damper, TMD only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Graph showing predicted and measured cable natural frequencies.](image)

Fig. 4-6. Predicted and measured cable natural frequencies.

To verify the effectiveness, the developed TMD-MR was installed on the cable point “D” (Fig. 4-5), as shown in Fig. 4-7. Two plates were added on the cable to prevent the out of plane vibration of the TMD-MR damper system (damper installation will be improved in actual applications). The shaker was placed 0.18 m away from the lower fixed end of the cable, which was 2.5% of the cable length. In the forced vibration test, different excitation frequencies were applied through the shaker to investigate the vibration reduction effectiveness of the proposed TMD-MR damper system under different sinusoidal loading conditions. An accelerometer was put on the cable and another one was placed on the outer circle of the TMD-MR damper so that the acceleration of both the cable and the TMD-MR damper could be measured. Since just the relative value of the cable acceleration with and without the TMD-MR damper was of interest, the unit of the measured accelerations was
chosen as volt of the electronic signals. However, it was easy to change the electronic unit to the acceleration unit since 9.84mV represents 1.0g according to the sensor specification.

Fig. 4-7. The TMD-MR damper system on the cable.

Fig. 4-8 shows the measured acceleration time history of the cable at point “D” (Fig. 4-5) with a tension force of 16.06kN. It is observed that without any damping device, the cable vibration amplitude is much larger than that installed with the TMD-MR damper or TMD component only. With the change of current in the MR component, the vibration reduction effectiveness of the TMD-MR damper changes accordingly.

Fig. 4-9 shows the measured vibrations of the TMD-MR system. It can be observed that the vibration amplitude with the TMD component only (without MR component) is larger than that with the TMD-MR damper system even if the current is zero (0A). With the increase of the current in the MR component, the vibration of the TMD-MR system reduces.
From Fig. 4-10 and Table 4-4, we can find that the TMD-MR damper system can reduce the cable vibration down to about 20% of that without damping devices in terms of power spectral density (PSD). When the current increases, the increase rate of vibration reduction effectiveness slows down and there is almost no increase when the current changes from 0.15A to 0.2A. It can be observed more clearly in Fig. 4-10 than in Fig. 4-8 that the vibration reduction effectiveness of the TMD component is between that of the TMD-MR system with a 0A current and a 0.05A current, implying the existence of a MR component may reduce the control effectiveness if the damper vibration is too small to activate the movement of the MR damper, which will be discussed later in more detail. However, a case with small vibrations is not the concern of applications.
Fig. 4-10. Measured power spectral density: (a) cable, (b) TMD-MR.
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(a) Cable vibration

![Graph](image)

(b) TMD-MR damper vibration

Table 4-4. Cable vibration reduction by TMD and TMD-MR damper
(Ratios of controlled over uncontrolled vibrations)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>TMD only</th>
<th>0A</th>
<th>0.05A</th>
<th>0.10A</th>
<th>0.15A</th>
<th>0.20A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>27.1%</td>
<td>28.2%</td>
<td>21.3%</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
<td>20.2%</td>
<td>19.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6 Vibration Energy Transfer from Cable to Damper

From the energy perspective, the goal of vibration control is using control devices (such as TMD-MR in the present study) to absorb and dissipate the structure vibration energy. Fig. 4-11 shows the experimental results of free vibrations based on the TMD only (without
MR component). There are two PSD peaks for each cable tension force in this figure. The smaller one is related to the natural frequency of the TMD damper and the larger one is related to that of the cable. With the increase in the tension force, the natural frequencies of both the cable and the TMD damper increase, since the measured frequency of the cable has included the influence of TMD damper and vice versa. Therefore, the vibration of the cable-damper system actually has two-frequency components and the energy dissipation of these two components relates directly to the effectiveness of the vibration reduction.

![Fig. 4-11. Measured power spectral density of Cable-TMD system with different tension force: (a) cable vibration, (b) TMD vibration.](image-url)
In Fig. 4-11(a), the vibration energy of the cable centralizes mainly around the natural frequency of the cable (e.g., about 11.0 Hz with a tension force of 25.9 kN), and the energy corresponding to the TMD damper natural frequency (about 7.0 Hz) is very small. However, as shown in Fig. 4-11(b), the vibration energy of the damper is dominated by the natural frequency of the TMD damper (about 7.0 Hz), and the energy corresponding to the cable natural frequency (about 11.0 Hz) is significantly less. This means that the energy of the combined system has transferred from the cable to the TMD damper.

In addition, adding dampers to the cable will affect the cable natural frequency. Main and Jones (2002) had a discussion about the cable frequency shift due to the supplemental viscous damper that was anchored to the deck. According to the present experimental results, adding the TMD-MR damper or TMD damper also affects the cable natural frequency. From Table 4-5, we can see that by adding the TMD damper, the frequency of the cable-TMD system is less than that of the pure cable, though the frequency shift is small.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4-5. Frequency shift of cable-TMD system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cable Tension (kN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of pure cable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of cable-TMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hz)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.7 Factors Affecting Vibration Reduction Effectiveness

As stated earlier, adding the TMD-MR damper to the cable not only improves the cable damping, but also changes the natural frequency of the cable system. This change may affect the dynamic response of the cable-TMD-MR system to a forced vibration. Fig. 4-12 plots the maximum acceleration response to a sinusoidal excitation with different cable experimental setups. For the convenience of discussion, Table 4-6 defines the experimental setups and the corresponding case numbers that are shown on the x-axis in Fig. 4-12. It is noted that after the addition of the MR damper, the natural frequency of the TMD-MR damper system (about 8 Hz) is different from that of the pure cable-TMD-MR system (about 7 Hz).

The curves in Fig. 4-12 can be classified into 3 categories with different ranges of excitation frequencies. When the excitation frequency equals 5 Hz or 6 Hz, which is away from the natural frequency of both the cable (about 9 Hz that is related to a cable tension force as shown in Fig. 4-6) and the TMD-MR damper (about 8 Hz), the best vibration reduction happens in the case of the passive TMD-MR system (with 0 A current, Case 3) for both the cable vibration and the TMD-MR vibration. With the current inside the MR damper increasing from 0 A to 0.05 A, the cable vibration increases and remains almost the same when the current changes from 0.05 A to 0.20 A. This phenomenon is called the saturation effect of MR dampers, which implies that a larger current in the MR damper does not guarantee a better effectiveness of cable vibration control.
Fig. 4-12. Measured maximum acceleration of cable-TMD-MR system under different experiment setup: (a) cable vibration, (b) TMD-MR damper vibration.

The following reasons may help explain why the vibration increases when the current increases from 0A to 0.05A. Firstly, when the excitation frequency is away from the cable frequency and the TMD-MR system frequency, the cable vibration is small so that the control effectiveness of the TMD-MR system is also small since the dissipation function of the MR component is not fully activated. Secondly, a larger current in the MR damper will cause a shift of the natural frequency of the TMD-MR system, which may counteract the beneficial vibration reduction effect due to its increase in damping.
When the excitation frequency reaches 7Hz, which is close to the TMD frequency, a significant damper vibration is observed in Fig. 4-12(b) for Case 2. When the excitation frequency reaches 8Hz, the most noticeable reduction of cable vibration is the TMD component only case (see Case 2 in Fig. 4-12 (a)). Both the cable and the TMD vibrations of Case 2 are less than that of the passive TMD-MR case (Case 3). With this excitation frequency, the cable vibration increases slightly with the increase in the MR damper current until the current reaches 0.15A (Case 6). The TMD-MR damper vibration reduces when the current changes from 0A (Case 3) to 0.10A (Case 5) and increases slightly when the current changes from 0.10A (Case 5) to 0.20A (Case 7).

In all the above cases, the excitation frequency is away from the cable natural frequency so that the cable vibration is relatively small, even if no damper is provided. When the excitation frequency reaches 9Hz or 10Hz, as shown in Fig. 4-12(a), the cable vibration without damper is about 1 to 2-order larger than that with the excitation frequency being away from the cable natural frequency (such as 5 to 7 Hz). The effectiveness of the TMD-MR damper becomes obvious in these resonant vibration cases. The vibration of the cable for the TMD-MR damper with 0A current case (Case 3) is close to that of TMD only case (Case 2) and much smaller than that of pure cable vibration without dampers (Case 1). An increase in the current from 0A (Case 3) to 0.05A (Case 4) leads to a smaller cable vibration, from 0.05A (Case 4) to 0.10A (Case 5) leads to a slightly larger cable vibration, and from 0.10A (Case 5) to 0.20A (Case 7) leads to almost the same cable vibration. Comparing these observations of 9Hz and 10Hz cases with those of 5Hz and 6Hz cases, it can be seen that the current in the MR damper corresponding to the best vibration reduction effectiveness changes from 0A to 0.05A, and the current corresponding to the beginning of saturation increases from 0.05A to 0.10A. This observation shows that the TMD-MR damper system is more suitable for reducing large cable vibrations that can activate the shaft movement of the MR damper.

### Table 4-6. Case definitions of experimental setup for Fig. 4-12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Number</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment Cases</td>
<td>No damper</td>
<td>TMD only</td>
<td>Passive TMD-MR a = 0A</td>
<td>TMD-MR a=0.05A*</td>
<td>TMD-MR a=0.10A</td>
<td>TMD-MR a=0.15A</td>
<td>TMD-MR a=0.20A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Meaning that the TMD-MR damper system is attached to cable with a current of 0.05A (typical).

### 4.8 Summary of Observed Phenomena and Control Strategies

It has been observed that the relationship among the natural frequencies of the cable, the TMD-MR damper system, and the excitation forces will affect the cable response significantly. When the excitation frequency is away from that of the cable and the TMD-MR damper, the cable vibration is not significant and the TMD-MR damper reduces the cable vibration, mainly depending on the MR component with two effects – providing additional damping and stiffness. When the MR component is in its passive mode, it provides additional...
damping and very small additional stiffness. However, when the current in the MR component increases, the stiffness as well as the natural frequency of the TMD-MR damper change; and the shaft movement of the MR damper tends to be locked, which will also affect the cable natural frequency. These factors may be detrimental to the vibration control, as it is observed that the cable vibration reduction effectiveness becomes worse with an increased current in Fig. 4-12. Therefore, when the vibration is small, the MR component should be set to its passive mode.

When the excitation frequency is close to that of the TMD-MR damper system while it is still away from the cable frequency, the cable vibration will be damped out mainly due to the MR component. However, whether the vibration of the TMD-MR damper should be large or small may still be hard to identify because of the following reasons. On one hand, the vibration of the TMD-MR damper would be large because it absorbs the cable vibration energy, while on the other hand, the vibration of TMD-MR system would be small because the MR component can dissipate energy. The actual vibration of the TMD-MR damper depends on the relative importance of these two effects.

When the excitation frequency is close to the cable’s natural frequency, both the TMD component and the MR component of the TMD-MR damper can work efficiently so that the vibrations of both the cable and the TMD-MR system are reduced. In this case, the TMD-MR damper should be in its active mode with a developed control strategy to adjust the current.

A good vibration control strategy also needs to be decided regarding how to optimally utilize the two components of the TMD-MR damper, namely the TMD and MR components. It is common sense that for an efficient vibration control, the natural frequency of the TMD-MR system should be tuned to the natural frequency of the cable-damper system, which has been verified by the observed experimental results. As a result, when the excitation frequency is away from the cable natural frequency, the cable vibration will not be serious and the MR component with a small current will be enough to reduce the vibration. A large current in the MR component may lock the movement of the MR component and thus deteriorate the damping effectiveness.

When the excitation frequency is close to the cable natural frequency as well as the TMD-MR damper natural frequency, the TMD component of the TMD-MR damper will transfer a large amount of vibrations from the cable to the TMD-MR damper, and the vibrations will be dissipated by the MR component with a relatively larger current. This is the ideal situation for TMD-MR applications. However, in practical situations, an exact match of the natural frequency between the TMD-MR damper and the cable system is hard to achieve because the cable natural frequency may change due to various reasons such as deterioration. Also, when the excitation has a wide frequency range, the TMD component cannot be as efficient for such a wide frequency range. In these cases, the MR component is counted on for helping to tune the TMD-MR natural frequency to track the dominant excitation frequency. Theoretical guidance is needed to design an optimal TMD-MR system with a good balance between the TMD and MR components.
4.9 Conclusions

This study presents a novel hung-on TMD-MR damper system for cable vibration control. The developed TMD-MR damper absorbs the cable vibration energy through both the TMD component and the MR component. Experimental study was conducted to verify the concept and to understand the performance of the cable-TMD-MR system.

It was observed that the cable resonant vibration was considerably reduced down to 20%~30% of the cable vibration without the dampers. In addition, the installation of the TMD-MR damper system changed the dynamic characteristics of the cable, such as its natural frequency, so that the reduction effectiveness of the TMD-MR system on the cable vibration varied with different excitation frequencies. Based on the experimental observations, when the natural frequency of the TMD-MR damper system was tuned close to that of the cable, good vibration reduction efficiency was achieved. However, optimal tuning to achieve the best vibration reduction is not straightforward due to the interaction between the cable and the damper, as discussed in the companion study (Wu and Cai 2006). After the optimal tuning process is achieved, the TMD-MR damper system is expected to be more effective for a wider range of different excitation frequencies than a traditional TMD.

When the excitation frequency is away from the cable natural frequency, the MR component contributed mainly in providing an additional damping, and the TMD-MR should be set in the passive mode. In these small vibration cases the cable vibration is too small to activate the MR damper movement. Therefore, a large current in the MR damper will tend to lock the MR damper’s shaft movement and thus deteriorate the damping effectiveness.

When the excitation frequency is close to the cable natural frequency, the cable vibration became large. At this time, the TMD component contributed mainly to track the excitation frequency and transfer vibration energy to the damper and the MR component worked as an energy dissipater to help reduce the cable vibration. The addition of the MR damper makes the TMD-MR damper system adaptable.

Now that the concept of the TMD-MR system has been verified through experimental observations, theoretical guidance is needed for a more rational design of the TMD-MR damper. This work is in progress by the writers, and part of the work is presented in the companion study (Wu and Cai 2006).

4.10 References


CHAPTER 5 THEORETICAL EXPLORATION OF A CABLE AND A TMD SYSTEM

5.1 Introduction

As key load carrying members for cable-stayed bridges, stay cables are of primary importance to secure the safety of the entire structure. Since cables are generally flexible, relatively light and low energy-dissipative because of their intrinsic low damping, they are susceptible to external disturbances such as wind, wind-rain, earthquake, and traffic induced loadings. To suppress the problematic vibrations, mechanical dampers, with one end connected to the cable and the other end to the deck near the anchorages of the cables, have been studied (Yamaguchi and Fujino 1998). Though the attached dampers have been demonstrated effective in some applications in reducing the cable vibrations, they are not most effective because they are restricted to the cable ends. TMD dampers that can be placed anywhere along the cables overcome the shortcomings of traditional mechanical dampers (Tabatabai and Mehrabi 1999). However, the frequency sensitivity of the control efficiency makes TMDs difficult to be implemented. A newly proposed TMD-MR (Tuned Mass Damper-Magnetorheological) damper system in the companion study (Cai et al. 2006) is a promising way to combine the position flexibility of the TMD and the adjustability of the MR damper. It has experimentally been demonstrated effective in cable vibration reduction (Cai and Wu 2004, Cai et al. 2006). The potential for actual applications of the TMD-MR damper system for cable vibration reduction necessitates a thorough understanding of the resulted cable-damper dynamic system, and a numerical procedure for a rational TMD-MR damper design, both of which are not available in the literature.

Since the first half of the eighteenth century, many researchers have shown their interests in cable vibration problems (Starossek 1994). Irvine and his collaborators (Irvine and Caughey 1974, Irvine 1976, Irvine 1981) developed a theory after they performed an extensive research on different rigidly supported cable profiles including both horizontal and inclined configurations for both free and forced vibrations.

Carne (1981) was one of the first to study the vibrations of a taut cable with an attached damper. He developed an approximate analytical solution by obtaining a transcendental equation for the complex eigenvalues and an approximation for the first-mode damping ratio as a function of the damper coefficient and location. Pacheco et al. (1993) formulated a free-vibration problem through Galerkin’s approach by using sinusoidal mode shapes of an undamped cable as basis functions. Several hundred terms were required for an adequate convergence of the solution, creating a computational burden. They also introduced nondimensional parameters to develop a “universal estimation curve” of normalized modal damping ratio versus normalized damper damping coefficient, which is useful and applicable in many practical design situations. Krenk and his collaborators (2000 and 2002) developed an analytical solution of a free-vibration problem for a cable and, by using an iterative method, obtained an asymptotic approximation for the damping ratios for all modes for damper locations near the end of the cable. Main and Jones (2002) similarly discussed a horizontal cable with a linear viscous damper, using analytical formulations of a complex eigenvalue problem. They discussed the theoretical solutions and the physical situations that
those solutions represent. In addition, they pointed out the importance of damper-induced frequency shifts in characterizing the response of the cable-damper system. Johnson et al. (2003) discussed the performance of a general cable-semiactive damper system. In general, the dynamics of cable-viscous damper (anchored to deck) systems have been well investigated by previous researchers.

Since the TMD-MR damper system is a new development in cable vibration reduction, the primary goal of this study is to investigate the cable-TMD-MR system theoretically to obtain a more profound and extended understanding of the system performance. An analytical formulation of a free-vibration problem was conducted to investigate the dynamic characteristics of the cable-TMD-MR damper system. The change of the dynamic characteristics affected by the system parameters, such as the position of the damper, the mass and frequency ratios between the damper and the cable, and the damping ratio of the damper, was studied thoroughly. This parametric study provides necessary insights into the system dynamics in order to rationally design the cable-TMD-MR system.

5.2 Problem Statement and Analytical Solution

The prototype cable-TMD-MR system under consideration (Cai et al. 2006) is simulated here with a taut horizontal cable and a damper as shown in Fig. 5-1 where the TMD-MR damper in the vertical vibration is modeled as an equivalent system consisting of a spring $K$ and a dashpot with a damping coefficient $C$, and a mass $M$. The damping coefficient $C$ represents the equivalent damping of the MR component and can be obtained by a linearization process (Li et al. 2000). Therefore, in the present study, the terminologies of TMD and TMD-MR are exchangeable hereafter. According to Irvine (1978), the result obtained from a cable with a horizontal configuration can be readily transformed to an inclined configuration. Therefore, the horizontal cable configuration is chosen for the current study for simplicity. In this calculation model, a spring-dashpot-mass system representing the TMD-MR damper is attached to the cable at an intermediate point, dividing the cable into two segments. Without losing generality, it is assumed that $l_2 > l_1$. In addition, the following assumptions are made:

1) The tension force in the cable is large compared to its weight so that the vertical sag is small.
2) The bending stiffness and intrinsic damping of the cable is small.
3) The cable deflection is small so that the secondary tension force caused by the deflection is neglected.

![Fig. 5-1. Calculation model for the cable-TMD-MR system.](image-url)
With these conditions, the following partial differential equation is satisfied over each segment of the cable:

\[ T \frac{\partial^2 v_k(x_k,t)}{\partial x_k^2} = m \frac{\partial^2 v_k(x_k,t)}{\partial t^2} \]  

(5-1)

where \( T \) is the axial tension force in the cable; \( m \) is the mass per unit length; \( x_k \) is the coordinate along the cable of the \( k \)-th segment with the origin at the cable end; and \( v \) is the transverse deflection. A nondimensional time parameter \( \tau = \omega_c t \) is introduced to simplify the expression, and \( \omega_c = (\pi / L) \sqrt{T/m} \) is the fundamental natural frequency of the cable.

Traditionally, the variable separation method is used to solve Eq. (5-1) where the solution of the cable is assumed to have the following form,

\[ v_k(x_k,\tau) = V_k(x_k) e^{is\tau} \]  

(5-2)

where \( s \) is a dimensionless eigenvalue that is complex in general, and \( V_k \) is the mode shape of cable vibration. Substituting Eq. (5-2) into Eq. (5-1) yields the following ordinary differential equation,

\[ \frac{d^2 V_k(x_k)}{dx_k^2} = \left( \frac{s\pi}{L} \right)^2 V_k \]  

(5-3)

From the fixed end boundary conditions, we have,

\[ v_k(0,\tau) = 0, \ k = 1, 2 \]  

(5-4)

The continuity of the cable at the conjunction point of the two segments requires,

\[ v_1(l_1,\tau) = v_2(l_2,\tau) = \gamma(\tau) \]  

(5-5)

where \( \gamma \) is the displacement of the conjunction point in terms of time.

With these boundary and continuity conditions, the cable displacement can be expressed as,

\[ v_k(x_k,\tau) = \gamma(\tau) \frac{\sinh(\pi s x_k / L)}{\sinh(\pi s l_k / L)} \]  

(5-6)

Considering the vertical equilibrium condition of the cable at the attachment point of the damper, we have,

\[ T \left( \frac{\partial v_1}{\partial x_1} \bigg|_{x_1=l_1} - \frac{\partial v_2}{\partial x_2} \bigg|_{x_2=l_2} \right) = K(v_1|_{x_1=l_1} - v_d) + C \left( \frac{dv_1}{dt} \bigg|_{x_1=l_1} - \frac{dv_d}{dt} \right) \]  

(5-7)

where \( v_d \) is the vertical displacement of the damper.

Meanwhile, from the equilibrium of the TMD-MR damper system itself, we have,

\[ K(v_1|_{x_1=l_1} - v_d) + C \left( \frac{dv_1}{dt} \bigg|_{x_1=l_1} - \frac{dv_d}{dt} \right) - M \frac{d^2 v_d}{dt^2} = 0 \]  

(5-8)
For each vibration mode of the combined cable-damper system, the damper has the same vibration pattern (i.e., the same time function) as the cable at the attachment point so that the displacement of the damper system can be expressed as,

\[ v_d = \beta \gamma(\tau) \]  
\[ (5-9) \]

where \( \beta \) is the complex amplitude ratio between the damper and the corresponding cable point, which can be determined by each solution of \( s \).

By denoting \( K = M \omega_d^2 \) and \( C = 2M \omega_d \xi \), we can derive \( \beta \) from Eq. (5-8) as,

\[ \beta = \frac{1 + 2 \xi \rho \varsigma}{1 + 2 \xi \rho \varsigma + \rho^2 \varsigma^2} \]  
\[ (5-10) \]

where \( \omega_d \) and \( \xi \) are the natural frequency and the damping ratio of the damper, respectively, and \( \rho = \frac{\omega_c}{\omega_d} \) is the ratio between the cable fundamental vibration frequency and the damper vibration frequency, which is referred as frequency ratio hereafter. When the frequency ratio \( \rho = 1/i \), \( i = 1, 2, \cdots, n \), it is called \( i \)-th mode tuning in this study.

Substituting Eq. (5-10) into Eq. (5-7), we have,

\[ \coth(\frac{\pi s}{L}) + \coth(\frac{\pi s}{L}) + \frac{M}{L} \frac{1 + 2 \xi \rho \varsigma}{1 + 2 \xi \rho \varsigma + \rho^2 \varsigma^2} = 0 \]  
\[ (5-11) \]

Eq. (5-11) is referred as the basic complex equation hereafter, which can be solved numerically. Its roots are the eigenvalues of the combined cable-damper system.

Usually, the complex value \( s \) can be expressed as the sum of its real and imaginary parts as,

\[ s_i = \sigma_i + j \varphi_i \]  
\[ (5-12) \]

If we denote \( \sigma_i = \frac{\omega_i}{\omega_c} (-\zeta_i) \) and \( \varphi_i = \frac{\omega_i}{\omega_c} (\sqrt{1 - \zeta_i^2}) \), then \( \omega_i = \sqrt{\sigma_i^2 + \varphi_i^2} \) and \( \zeta_i = (\frac{\varphi_i^2}{\sigma_i^2} + 1)^{1/2} \) are the corresponding \( i \)-th system modal frequency and damping, respectively. \( j = \sqrt{-1} \) is the imaginary root. \( \omega_i \) has been referred as the pseudo-undamped natural frequency (Pacheco et al. 1993). Therefore, \( \varphi_i \) can be referred as the \( i \)-th normalized damped frequency. In the following, a denotation without subscript represents any mode in general.

Substituting Eq. (5-12) into Eq. (5-11) and separating the equation into the real and imaginary parts, we can obtain the real part equation as,
\[
\begin{align*}
\sin(2\pi\sigma L_1 / L) + \sin(2\pi\sigma L_2 / L) + \\
\cosh(2\pi\sigma L_1 / L) - \cos(2\pi\phi L_1 / L) + \\
\cosh(2\pi\sigma L_2 / L) - \cos(2\pi\phi L_2 / L) + \\
\pi M \left( \frac{\sigma + \sigma^2 (4\xi\rho) + \sigma^3 (\rho^2 + 4\xi^2 \rho^2)}{(1 + 2\xi\rho\sigma + \rho^2 \sigma^2 - \rho^2 \phi^2)^2 + (2\xi\rho\phi + 2\rho^2 \phi\sigma)^2} + \\
\sigma^4 (2\xi\rho^3) + \phi^2 \sigma^4 (4\xi\rho^3) + \phi^4 (2\xi\rho^3)
\right) = 0
\end{align*}
\]

\[(5-13)\]

and the imaginary part equation as,
\[
\begin{align*}
-2\sin(2\pi\phi L_1 / L)\cosh(2\pi\sigma L_1 / L) - 2\sin(2\pi\phi L_2 / L)\cosh(2\pi\sigma L_2 / L) + 2\sin(2\pi\phi)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
(\cosh(2\pi\sigma L_1 / L) - \cos(2\pi\phi L_1 / L))(\cosh(2\pi\sigma L_2 / L) - \cos(2\pi\phi L_2 / L)) + \\
\pi M \left( \frac{\phi + \phi\sigma (4\xi\rho) + \phi\sigma^3 (4\xi\rho - 4\xi\rho^3)}{(1 + 2\xi\rho\sigma + \rho^2 \sigma^2 - \rho^2 \phi^2)^2 + (2\xi\rho\phi + 2\rho^2 \phi\sigma)^2} + \\
\phi^2 \sigma^2 (4\xi^2 \rho^2 - \rho^2) + \phi^3 (4\xi^2 \rho^2 - \rho^2)
\right) = 0
\]

\[(5-14)\]

These two equations are similar to those of Main and Jones (2002), which discussed the cable with ground-anchored viscous damper system. Eqs. (5-13) and (5-14) are very complicated due to the introduction of the TMD-MR damper system, which makes a general analytical simplification very difficult and a numerical solution is thus pursued in the present study.

Meanwhile, from Eq. (5-6), the complex mode shape can be expanded explicitly in terms of the real and imaginary parts of \( s \), yielding the following expression,
\[
V_k(x_k) = A_k [\sinh(\pi\sigma x_k / L)\cos(\pi\phi x_k / L) + j\cosh(\pi\sigma x_k / L)\sin(\pi\phi x_k / L)]
\]

\[(5-15)\]

where \( A_k = \gamma(\tau) / (\sinh(\pi\sigma L_k / L)e^{\tau}) \) is a complex coefficient.

Generally, if parameters of the cable-damper system are specified, there are an infinite number of complex \( s \) values satisfying Eq. (5-11) corresponding to different modes. The addition of the damper to the cable actually increases by one more degree of freedom to the cable, making the dynamics of the combined cable-damper system much different from the original pure cable system. The solution corresponding to the added degree of freedom is close to that of a particular vibration mode that the damper is tuned to. Therefore, if a damper is tuned to the \( i \)-th mode of the cable, there are two solutions of \( s \) for the cable-damper system, both of which are close to the corresponding \( i \)-th solution of the pure cable. For the convenience of the narrative, the added solution and the corresponding mode of the combined cable-damper system will be marked with a subscript “2” in the following discussion since it reflects more about the damper related vibration, though it does affect the dynamic properties of the combined system. Correspondingly, the mode shape \( V_k(x_k) \) and the amplitude ratio \( \beta \) are complex values associated with each solution of \( s \).
The values of $\sigma_i$ and $\varphi_i$ determine the vibration characteristics of the cable-damper system. It can be observed from Eq. (5-2) that, when $\varphi_i = 0$ or pure imaginary value, the displacement for each point along the cable becomes a pure hyperbolic function of time, which means that the cable vibration will decay without oscillation. In this case, $\zeta_i$ is larger than or equal to its critical value 1.0, representing an overdamped system. When $\sigma_i = 0$, the cable displacement becomes a pure trigonometric function of time; correspondingly, the system damping $\zeta_i$ becomes zero, which means that the cable will vibrate in a manner of nondecaying oscillation, representing an undamped system. More detailed discussions of these two special cases will be given in the following sections.

5.3 Special Case of Nonoscillatory Decaying Vibration

When the solution $s$ of Eqs. (5-13) and (5-14) is a purely real number, it corresponds to a nonoscillatory, exponentially decaying vibration since the displacement term in Eq. (5-2) becomes a hyperbolic function of time. In this case, the imaginary part $\varphi_i = 0$ or $\varphi_i$ becomes a pure imaginary value ($\zeta_i = 1$ or $\zeta_i > 1$ accordingly). In the following derivation, $\varphi_i = 0$ is assumed. (For $\varphi_i$ with a pure imaginary value and $\zeta_i > 1$, a similar derivation can be performed directly from the basic complex equation, Eq. (5-11).) As a result, Eq. (5-14) is trivially satisfied, while Eq. (5-13) becomes

$$\coth(\pi\sigma_i l_i / L) + \coth(\pi\sigma_i l_2 / L) + \frac{\pi M}{L m} \frac{\sigma_i(1+2\xi\rho\sigma_i)}{(1+2\xi\rho\sigma_i + \rho^2\sigma_i^2)} = 0 \quad (5-16)$$

To satisfy Eq. (5-16), the $\sigma_i$ value should be negative. The number of negative real solutions of this equation depends on the relationship of the parameters. For each $\rho$, negative solutions exist only when the damping ratio $\xi$ exceeds a threshold value. This indicates that if the natural frequency of TMD-MR damper is given, only when its damping reaches some threshold value, the free vibration of the cable-damper system begins to decay without oscillation. Correspondingly, the system modal damping is larger than or equal to 1.

For example, assume that the damper is placed at the mid-span of the cable with its frequency tuned to the fundamental natural frequency of the cable ($\rho = 1$), and the mass ratio is 5%. In this case, Eq. (5-16) reduces to,

$$2 \coth(0.5\pi\sigma_i) + 0.05\pi \frac{\sigma_i(1+2\xi\sigma_i)}{(1+2\xi\sigma_i + \sigma_i^2)} = 0 \quad (5-17)$$

Fig. 5-2 shows the dependence of the number of the solutions on the value of the damping ratio $\xi$ of the damper. In this figure, $y_1 = 2 \coth(0.5\pi\sigma_i)$, $y_2 = -0.05\pi \frac{\sigma_i(1+2\xi\sigma_i)}{(1+2\xi\sigma_i + \sigma_i^2)}$ and the intersection points between $y_1$ and $y_2$ represent the solution points of Eq. (5-17). The threshold damping ratio of the damper in this case is about 0.963. When the damping ratio is less than the threshold value 0.963, only complex solutions
can satisfy Eqs. (5-13) and (5-14) so that the cable-damper system will oscillate and there is no solutions for Eq. (5-17). When the damping ratio $\xi$ reaches or is beyond the threshold value, the free vibration of the cable-damper system will damp out without oscillation, as an overdamped system.

With $\varphi = 0$ in this case, the expression for the mode shape in Eq. (5-6) reduces to a hyperbolic sinusoid with a purely real argument

$$V_k(x_k, \tau) = \gamma(\tau) \frac{\sinh(\pi \sigma, x_k / L)}{\sinh(\pi \sigma, l_k / L)}$$

Fig. 5-3 shows the mode shape of cable $y_3 = \left| \frac{V_k(x_k, \tau)}{\gamma(\tau)} \right| = \left| \frac{\sinh(\pi \sigma, x_k / L)}{\sinh(\pi \sigma, l_k / L)} \right|$ when the damper is located at the 1/4th span length of the cable.

![Fig. 5-2. Solution of special case of nonoscillatory decaying vibration.](image-url)
5.4 Special Case of Nondecaying Oscillation

When the solution $s$ is purely imaginary (i.e., $\sigma_i = 0$ and $\zeta_i = 0$), it corresponds to a nondecaying oscillation or zero damping vibration. The displacement term of Eq. (5-2) becomes a pure trigonometric function of time. Under this condition, the basic complex equation of motion, Eq. (5-11), becomes,

$$
0 = Lm \left( \frac{\rho^2 \varphi_i^3}{1 - \rho^2 \varphi_i^2} + (2\xi \rho \varphi_i)^2 \right) + \frac{\pi M}{Lm} \frac{\varphi_i (1 + 2\xi \rho \varphi_i)}{1 + 2\xi \rho \varphi_i + \rho^2 (j \varphi_i)^2} = 0 \quad (5-19)
$$

To ensure both the real and imaginary parts to be equal to zero, Eq. (5-19) leads to,

$$
- \left( \cot \left( \frac{\pi \varphi_i}{L} \right) + \cot \left( \frac{\pi \varphi_i}{L} \right) \right) + \frac{\pi M}{Lm} \frac{\varphi_i - \rho^2 \varphi_i^3 + 4\xi^2 \rho^2 \varphi_i^3}{(1 - \rho^2 \varphi_i^2)^2 + (2\xi \rho \varphi_i)^2} = 0 \quad (5-20)
$$
To satisfy Eq. (5-20), either $\phi_i$ should be zero, or the damping ratio $\xi$ should approach zero or infinity. Obviously, $\phi_i = 0$ is not a solution since it cannot satisfy Eq. (5-21). For each limit value $\xi$ (zero or infinity), there is one set of frequencies $\phi_i$ satisfying Eq. (5-21) accordingly. One set of frequencies is associated with the limit of $\xi \to 0$, which physically means that no damping is provided by the damper (there is no MR component); the other set is associated with the limit of $\xi \to \infty$, which physically means that the MR damper works as a rigid bar (MR component is too strong). Both of these two limit cases correspond to a zero system damping, which indicates that there should be an optimal damping for the TMD. This observation is similar to that of the cable-viscous damper system (Main and Jones 2002).

In the first extreme case, i.e., when $\xi \to 0$, Eq. (5-21) reduces to,

$$-(\cot(\frac{\pi \phi}{L}) + \cot(\frac{\pi \phi}{L})) + \frac{\pi M}{Lm} \frac{\phi_i}{(1 - \rho \phi_i^2)} = 0 \quad (5-22)$$

For each parameter set, there are different $\phi_i$ values that can satisfy this equation. For example, when $l_i = 0.5L$, $\frac{M}{Lm} = 0.05$, $\rho = 1$, Eq. (5-22) becomes,

$$-2 \cot(0.5 \pi \phi) + 0.05 \pi \frac{\phi}{(1 - \phi^2)} = 0 \quad (5-23)$$

For the case of the first mode tuning, there are two solutions of the cable-damper system that are close to that of the first mode of the pure cable vibration,

$$\phi_i^1 = 0.8499, \quad \phi_i^2 = 1.1621 \quad (5-24)$$

In the second extreme case, i.e., when $\xi \to \infty$, Eq. (5-21) reduces to,

$$-(\cot(\frac{\pi \phi}{L}) + \cot(\frac{\pi \phi}{L})) + \frac{\pi M}{Lm} \phi_i = 0 \quad (5-25)$$

Also by choosing $l_i = 0.5L$, $\frac{M}{Lm} = 0.05$, $\rho = 1$, this equation becomes,

$$-2 \cot(0.5 \pi \phi_i) + 0.05 \pi \phi_i = 0 \quad (5-26)$$

In this case, just one solution $\phi = 0.9524$ is obtained for the first mode since physically the damper is a rigidly connected mass to the cable so that the damper does not add an extra degree of freedom to the system.

Under the first extreme case with $\xi \to 0$, the mode shape Eq. (5-15) reduces to,

$$V_k(x_k) = A_k[j \sin(\pi \phi_i x_k / L)] \quad (5-27)$$
Usually, one of the two solutions of $\varphi$ for the first mode is larger than 1.0, which means that the mode shape is part of a sine wave for the whole cable length, and the other is less than 1.0, which means that the mode shape consists of more than one sine wave. The resultant system modal vibration is a combination of these two mode shapes.

5.5 Numerical Parametric Study

Parameters such as the location, stiffness, and damping of the damper will affect the free vibration response of the cable-damper system. The system modal damping is focused in this study, since it reflects directly the vibration control efficiency.

Since Eqs. (5-13) and (5-14) are very complicated, numerical calculations are conducted here to investigate and understand the effect of different parameters on the system dynamics. In this analysis, a basic set of parameters has been chosen as a base for varying those parameters. The criteria for the selection of the basic parameter set are, (a) close to the experimental setup that was used in the companion study (Cai et al. 2006), such as the cable length and the tension force, though not exactly the same; (b) based on practical experience, such as the commonly used mass ratio and the frequency ratio of TMDs; (c) reasonable parameter range, such as the damping coefficient of the damper. However, to take into consideration of some special conditions, a few theoretically important values are also discussed, such as the MR damping ratio that is larger than 1.0. Based on the basic parameter set, more parameter sets are chosen by varying one or more parameters around the basic one. The basic parameters and their variation ranges are listed in Table 5-1. The cable length and the tension force are not listed since their effects are included in the parameters of the mass ratio and the frequency ratio. When all the parameters are specified, the nondimensional complex eigenvalue $s$ can be readily solved by numerical iterations.

Table 5-1. Basic parameter set and the parameter variation range*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Parameter</th>
<th>$l_1/L$</th>
<th>$K/K_0^{**}$</th>
<th>$M/(Lm)$</th>
<th>$\xi$</th>
<th>$\rho$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation Range</td>
<td>0.05~0.5</td>
<td>0.01~100</td>
<td>0.01~0.20</td>
<td>0.01~2</td>
<td>0.1~10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: The variation range may change slightly in some discussions.

**: $K_0$ is determined by other parameters as basic TMD-MR mass and cable fundamental frequency.

5.5.1 Effect of TMD-MR Position on System Damping

Fig. 5-4 shows the system modal damping of the first four modes versus the position change of the damper. The other parameters are the basic values given in Table 5-1 and the damper is tuned to the first cable vibration mode ($\rho = 1$). Since there are two modes in the neighborhood of the first mode of the pure cable because the damper is tuned to the first
mode, the mode associated with the cable is marked as “mode 1, 1” and the other mode associated with the damper is marked as “mode 1, 2”. For the convenience of narrative, the modal damping associated with “mode 1, 1” is called the first modal damping hereafter since the “mode 1, 1” is more cable vibration related. The modal damping corresponding to “mode 1, 2” decreases when the damper moves from the end towards the mid-span, while the first modal damping increases correspondingly, which implies that the modal damping will transfer from the damper related mode to the cable related mode as the damper moves towards the mid-span. More attention will be paid to the cable related modal damping thereafter so that just the corresponding mode associated with the cable will be discussed.

The first modal damping increases significantly before the damper reaches the $1/10$th point of the cable length. However, the increase rate slows down after it passes this point. When the damper reaches the mid-span of the cable, the first modal damping reaches its’ maximum value of 6.27%. Usually, when a viscous damper is connected one end to the cable and the other end to the deck, the maximum system modal damping is about 1.0% when the damper is installed at 2% of the cable length and 2.5% when the damper is placed at 5% of the cable length (Main and Jones 2002), which is almost the upper limit installation position for a long stay cable.

![Graph showing the effect of TMD-MR damper position on system damping.](image)

Fig. 5-4. Effect of TMD-MR damper position on system damping.

The second modal damping is much less than the first modal damping since the damper is tuned to the fundamental mode of the cable vibration. When the damper approaches the $1/4$th point of the cable, the second modal damping achieves its maximum value of 0.84% which is about 1/8 of the maximum first modal damping. This value is still close to the maximum second modal damping for a viscous damper installed at 2% of the cable length. When the damper moves to the mid-span, the second modal damping reduces to zero since the ordinate of the second mode shape is zero at the mid-span of the cable. For the third and fourth modes, similar observations can be obtained.
Usually the cable vibration is related to several lowest modes, especially the fundamental one. In the following sections, unless otherwise specified the discussion is focused on the first mode vibration and the damper is therefore placed at the mid-span of the cable since the TMD-MR damper achieves the maximum first modal damping there. Only the system modal damping for odd modes (modes 1, 3, and 5…) is shown in the corresponding figures, since the damper placed at the mid-span has no effect on even modes (modes 2, 4, and 6…).

5.5.2 Effect of Damper Stiffness on System Damping

Two stiffness change strategies are possible for the damper. In the first strategy, the stiffness $K$ of the damper system will be varied solely without changing its mass and damping coefficient. Therefore, the damping ratio $\xi$ and the frequency ratio $\rho$ used in Eqs. (5-13) and (5-14) will be changed accordingly since they are proportional to the square root of the stiffness $K$.

Fig. 5-5 shows the relationship between the system modal damping $\zeta$ and the normalized damper stiffness $K/K_0$ with the horizontal axis in a logarithmic scale. In this figure, $K_0$ corresponds to the basic parameter set for the first mode tuning. From this figure, the following observations can be obtained. For the first mode, when the stiffness $K/K_0$ is small, which corresponds to a strong cable with a weak damper, i.e., the TMD-MR system is tuned less than the fundamental frequency of the cable with a weak spring and a relatively strong MR component, the system modal damping is small since the TMD-MR damper does not vibrate much due to its out of tune with the cable vibration and the strong MR component preventing the vibration. When the stiffness of the damper increases, its vibration begins to be in tune with the cable vibration. As a result, the system damping increases and the TMD effect becomes obvious. The first modal damping reaches the maximum value of 6.95% when the stiffness of the damper reaches $1.23K_0$, which corresponds to an optimal frequency ratio $\rho = \sqrt{\frac{K_0}{K}} = 0.9$ and a damper damping ratio $\xi = 0.09$. After that, the first modal damping reduces when the TMD damper is tuned away from the fundamental cable frequency. Since it is affected by other parameters such as the cable-damper interaction, the resonant frequency ratio is not equal to 1.0 as an ideal undamped system would indicate. Higher mode tuning shows similar rules, but with higher stiffness for the higher modal resonant vibration.

In the second strategy, when the stiffness $K$ of the damper changes, the damping coefficient $C$ will also change to keep the damping ratio $\xi$ constant as 0.1, without changing the mass of the damper. Fig. 5-6 shows the relationship between the system modal damping and the stiffness for this strategy with the horizontal axis in a logarithmic scale. From this figure, we can observe that each mode is activated in sequence as the stiffness increases. While the change trend of the modal damping in Fig. 5-6 is similar to that of strategy one (Fig. 5-5), the maximum modal damping achieved for each mode increases significantly. In addition, the corresponding stiffness for the maximum modal damping increases accordingly,
as compared in Table 5-2. As shown in this table, the maximum first modal damping achieves 8.88% with a relative stiffness $K/K_0 = 2.04$, corresponding to an optimal frequency ratio $\rho = 0.7$. As discussed in strategy one, the optimal stiffness and the resulted modal damping depend on many other parameters, i.e., the interaction of the cable and the damper. This observation indicates that it is more reasonable to tune the damper frequency to the frequency of the combined cable-damper system, or some value in between, not the pure cable frequency for optimal vibration control. However, finding the best tuning is an iteration process and needs a case-by-case investigation in actual applications, which is out of the scope of this study.

Fig. 5-5. Effect of TMD-MR damper stiffness on system damping: strategy one.

Fig. 5-6. Effect of TMD-MR damper stiffness on system damping: strategy two.
Table 5-2. Comparison of maximum system modal damping and optimal stiffness for different stiffness changing strategies*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Strategy one</th>
<th>Strategy two</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First mode</strong></td>
<td>Maximum damping $\zeta_1$</td>
<td>6.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optimal stiffness $K/K_0$</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Third mode</strong></td>
<td>Maximum damping $\zeta_3$</td>
<td>1.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optimal stiffness $K/K_0$</td>
<td>6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fifth mode</strong></td>
<td>Maximum damping $\zeta_5$</td>
<td>0.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optimal stiffness $K/K_0$</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seventh mode</strong></td>
<td>Maximum damping $\zeta_7$</td>
<td>0.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optimal stiffness $K/K_0$</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: Since just several cases are calculated, the values of maximum damping and optimal stiffness may be not the exact value. The exact value can be approached for any accuracy by making the stiffness variation step smaller.

5.5.3 Effect of Damper Mass on System Damping

While the mass ratio of the damper to structure under control is about 1%~5% in common practice, a wider range of mass ratio is considered here to observe the damper behavior. Similar to the stiffness change strategies, two mass ratio change strategies are considered. For both strategies, the frequency ratio $\rho$ is kept as 1.0 for a first mode tuning. In the first strategy, the damping coefficient $C$ will not change, indicating a smaller damping ratio $\xi$ for a larger mass ratio; while in the second strategy, the damping ratio $\xi$ instead of the damping coefficient $C$ will be kept as constant.

The relationship between the system modal damping and the mass ratio for the first strategy is shown in Fig. 5-7. The first modal damping reaches its maximum value of 5.93% with a mass ratio of 3% and approaches to zero when the mass ratio becomes very large or very small. This observation shows that the relative strong MR component cannot be excited efficiently with a small mass ratio by the cable vibration so that the first modal damping is small. When the mass of the damper increases, more energy will be transferred to the damper so that the dissipation function of the MR component can be employed efficiently and the maximum first modal damping is achieved. However, when the mass ratio becomes too large so that the MR component is relatively too weak, the energy dissipation capacity of the damper reduces, rendering a decrease of the modal damping as expected. Therefore, choosing an appropriate balance between the TMD mass and the MR component is important for the TMD-MR damper design. As shown in the figure, for higher modes, the system damping is small and does not change much for the first mode tuning.

For the second strategy in which the damping ratio $\xi$ of the damper is constant, the relationship between the system modal damping and the mass ratio is shown in Fig. 5-8. From
this figure it is observed that the first modal damping increases monotonically up to 7.25% with the increase of the mass ratio up to 20% (It is noted that this high mass ratio is not practical in most cases, but is used here for numerical demonstrations). Other modal damping (with much less values) also increases monotonically with the increase of the mass ratio.

5.5.4 Effect of Damper Damping on System Damping

Since the function of the MR component is to dissipate the energy transferred to the TMD-MR damper, selecting an appropriate damping ratio for the TMD-MR damper is important for the cable vibration reduction. Fig. 5-9 shows the relationship between the
system modal damping and the damper damping ratio $\xi$. It can be seen that in this figure that the first modal damping increases from zero when the damping ratio $\xi$ increases from zero, reaches the maximal value of 7.58% at $\xi = 0.3$, and reduces toward zero thereafter. For higher modes, the trend is similar except that the modal damping reaches smaller maximum values (the maximum third modal damping is about 2%) at larger values of $\xi$.

![Graph showing system modal damping and damper damping ratio $\xi$.](image)

**Fig. 5-9. Effect of TMD-MR damper damping ratio on system damping.**

### 5.5.5 Vibration Reduction of Higher Modes

From the previous discussions, we can conclude that the mid-span placement and the first mode tuning of the damper are very effective to improve the system damping if appropriate cable-damper parameters are chosen. However, since the mid-span point is actually a node of the second mode, any damper placed there will have no reduction effect on the second mode vibration. Therefore, a TMD-MR damper tuned to the second modal frequency $f_2 = \frac{2\pi}{L} \sqrt{\frac{T}{m}}$ of the pure cable is placed at the 1/4th point to investigate the vibration reduction effectiveness for higher modes.

Since the second strategy can achieve a better first modal damping, only the second strategy is considered here. Fig. 5-10 shows the relationship between the system modal damping and the stiffness change ($K_0$ is the same as before). Though called the second mode tuning, the damper is also tuned to other modes by changing the stiffness $K$. The damper location is the only difference between this case and that for the first mode tuning with the second strategy (Fig. 5-6). The curves are similar for these two cases, but with different maximum modal damping and corresponding stiffness values. The maximum first modal damping is almost the same as that of the first mode tuning. However, the second and third modal damping are much larger, especially for the second modal damping, which is increased from zero to about 5.52%. Since the damper is located at the node for the forth mode and has no reduction effect so that the corresponding modal damping is not shown in the figure.
The maximum modal damping and corresponding optimal stiffness for both mode tunings are listed in Table 5-3. From this table, the optimal stiffness for the maximum first modal damping seems to be “pushed back” less than 1.0 when the damper is placed at the 1/4\textsuperscript{th} point that targets the second mode. The observations indicate that the damper installed at the 1/4\textsuperscript{th} point can be efficient for both the first and second modes, perhaps as well as for other higher modes such as mode 3 and 5, as long as the stiffness is adjusted to the optimal values. Therefore, for a damper with a wide adjustable stiffness range, maybe the 1/4\textsuperscript{th} is a better position to place the damper than the mid-span overall since it can be tuned to either the first or the second mode as needed.

Table 5-3. Comparison of maximum modal damping and corresponding optimal stiffness for different mode tuning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>First mode tuning</th>
<th>Second mode tuning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First mode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modal damping $\zeta_1$</td>
<td>8.88%</td>
<td>8.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal stiffness $(K/K_0)$</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second mode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modal damping $\zeta_2$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal stiffness $(K/K_0)$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third mode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modal damping $\zeta_3$</td>
<td>5.84%</td>
<td>6.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal stiffness $(K/K_0)$</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 5-11 shows the relationship between the system modal damping and the mass change for the second mode tuning for a given frequency ratio \( \rho = 1/2 \) and a damping ratio \( \xi = 0.1 \). It is shown in this figure that the second modal damping decreases monotonically when the mass ratio increases. Other modal damping increases when the mass ratio increases, especially for the third mode. This observation indicates that with the change of the mass ratio, the optimal frequency ratio of the second mode changes and is pushed away from the frequency tuned for the pure cable (\( \rho = 1/2 \)), while the optimal frequency ratio of the third mode becomes closer. This observation also implies that the damper may need to be tuned to the frequency of the combined cable-damper system, not the pure cable.

Table 5-4 shows the modal damping for 5% and 20% mass ratios for both the first and second mode tunings. From this table, we can observe that when the damper changes from a first mode tuning to a second mode tuning, the first modal damping for the cases of both 5% and 20% mass ratios decrease significantly while the second and third modal damping increase correspondingly, especially the second modal damping. However, the level of the change depends on the mass ratio. This indicates that if the TMD-MR damper is tuned to a specific cable mode, that cable modal damping will be enhanced in general. However, the change of the modal damping for other modes depends on other parameters. This actually reflects the dependence of the modal damping on the relationship between the cable and the TMD-MR damper overall, not just the frequency.

Table 5-4. Comparison of modal damping for different mode tuning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass ratio</th>
<th>Modal damping for first mode tuning</th>
<th>Modal damping for second mode tuning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First mode</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>7.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second mode</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third mode</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>1.58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5-12 shows the relationship between the system modal damping and the damping ratio change with the second mode tuning. From this figure, similar observations to Fig. 5-9 (the first mode tuning) are obtained. The maximum modal damping of each mode is compared in Table 5-5 for these two mode tunings. From this table, we can observe that when the first mode tuning is changed to the second mode tuning, the maximum first modal damping decreases dramatically; the maximum second modal damping increases significantly; and the maximum third modal damping decreases marginally. In addition, when the TMD-MR damper is tuned to the second mode cable vibration, the third mode can achieve a comparative modal damping ratio with a smaller damper damping ratio \( \xi \).
Fig. 5-11. Effect of TMD-MR damper mass on system damping, second mode tuning.

Fig. 5-12. Effect of TMD-MR damper damping ratio on system damping, second mode tuning.
Table 5-5. Comparison of modal damping with damping ratio change of MR component for different mode tuning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>First mode tuning</th>
<th>Second mode tuning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modal damping $\zeta_1$</td>
<td>7.58%</td>
<td>0.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal damper damping $\xi_1$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modal damping $\zeta_2$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal damper damping $\xi_2$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modal damping $\zeta_3$</td>
<td>2.75%</td>
<td>2.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal damper damping $\xi_3$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.6 Example for a TMD-MR Damper Design

Detrimental incidences of wind-rain induced cable vibrations have been widely reported for cable-stayed bridges recently (Hikami 1986, Matsumoto et al. 1992). In the following discussions, the emphasis is placed on the wind-rain vibration issues.

Irwin (1997) proposed the following criterion to control the wind-rain induced cable vibration,

$$S_c = \frac{m \zeta}{p D^2} \geq \alpha \quad (5-28)$$

where $S_c$ is the Scruton number; $p$ is the mass density of air; $D$ is the outside diameter of cable; and $\alpha$ is the limiting value for Scruton number. The above relationship can be rewritten as

$$\zeta \geq \frac{\alpha p D^2}{m} = \frac{\alpha}{\mu} \quad (5-29)$$

where the mass parameter $\mu$ is defined as $\mu = m/(pD^2)$. Therefore, to meet the above stated criterion, the damping ratio of the cable needs to meet the requirement of Eq. (5-29). Based on available test results, Irwin (1997) proposed a minimum $\alpha$ of 10.

The modal damping of a stay-cable is composed by the intrinsic damping and the additional damping provided by damping devices. The former is typically low and cannot be reliably estimated. A range of damping ratios of 0.05%–0.5% has been reported for stay cables (‘‘Recommendations’’ 1998). In this discussion, the intrinsic damping of the cable is conservatively ignored. The following example is used for demonstrating a preliminary design process.

This example has been used by Tabatabai and Mehrabi (2000). Assume that a cable with the properties listed in Table 5-6 is in need of a TMD-MR damper to suppress wind-rain vibrations.
induced vibrations. To design a TMD-MR damper with its frequency tuned to the first mode, the following process can be followed.

1) Determine the demanded modal damping ratio

Since the mass parameter $\mu$ can be calculated as $\mu = m / (pD^2) = 1747$, the demanded modal damping is determined from Eq. (5-29) as,

$$\zeta_1 \geq \frac{\alpha}{\mu} = \frac{10}{1747} = 0.0057 = 0.57\% \quad (5-30)$$

2) Determine the TMD-MR parameters

Since the TMD-MR damper is tuned to the first mode, it should be placed at the mid-span to achieve the best reduction efficiency. Following the common practice, the mass ratio of the damper is chosen as 2%, from which the mass of the damper is determined as

$$M = 2\% \times L \times m = 0.02 \times 93 \times 114.09 = 212.2kg \quad (5-31)$$

Table 5-6. Properties of example cable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>m (kg·m⁻¹)</th>
<th>L (m)</th>
<th>T (N)</th>
<th>P (kg/m³)</th>
<th>D (m)</th>
<th>$\omega_{c1}$ (sec⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>114.09</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>5.017*10⁶</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>7.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The frequency ratio is then chosen approximately as $\rho = 1.0$ since it is a fundamental mode tuning, from which the stiffness of the TMD-MR damper can be determined as

$$K = M\left(\frac{\pi}{L}\sqrt{\frac{T}{m}}\right)^2 = 212.2\left(\frac{3.14159}{93}\sqrt{\frac{3.017*10^6}{114.09}}\right)^2 = 6403.3N/m \quad (5-32)$$

The developed design aid curve in Fig. 5-13 is then referred to determine the equivalent damping ratio for the MR component. If an actual modal damping $\zeta_1 = 1\%$ is chosen so that a safety factor of $1\%/0.57\% = 1.75$ can be achieved, the equivalent damping ratio $\xi$ is thus obtained as 2.6% by interpolation. Once the required equivalent damping ratio of the MR component is known, a preliminary design for the MR component (such as the MR liquid and current) can be performed (Li et al. 2000), which is out of the scope of this study.

![Graph](image_url)

Fig. 5-13. Design curve of 2% mass ratio, first mode tuning.
For the same cable, if the damper is located at the 1/4 th point of the cable length to target the second mode vibration control, the stiffness of the damper is determined as,

\[ K = 4M \left( \frac{\pi}{T} \sqrt{\frac{T}{m}} \right)^2 = 4 \times 212.2 \times \left( \frac{3.14159}{93} \sqrt{\frac{3.017 \times 10^6}{114.09}} \right)^2 = 25613.2 \text{N/m} \]  (5-33)

Then, similarly, Fig. 5-14 is referred to determine the equivalent damping for the MR component. An actual modal damping \( \zeta_1 = 1\% \) is also chosen so that the equivalent damping ratio \( \xi \) is obtained as 2.54%.

In addition to the wind-rain induced cable vibrations, other types of cable vibrations such as due to vortex excitation, galloping, etc. are also concerned. However, if a target cable damping ratio is defined for these specific types of vibrations, the design process proposed here is also applicable. For a refined optimal design, much more calculations are necessary to construct design curves that relate the damping ratio of the TMD-MR to the system modal damping of the cable-damper system under different parameters. Simultaneous multimode cable vibration control by using multiple TMDs and adaptive control also deserve further studies, which will be pursued by the writers once the basic behavior of the cable-TMD-MR system is fully understood.

5.7 Conclusions

Free vibrations of a taut cable with a hung-on TMD-MR damper that has been proposed by the writers in the companion study have been investigated in the present study, which is of considerable practical interest since the cable vibration problem becomes a serious issue for cable-stayed bridges. An analytical formulation of the complex eigenvalue problem has been used to derive an equation for the eigenvalues, which represents the dynamic property of the cable-TMD-MR system. The solution of the complex equation reveals the attainable system modal damping ratios \( \zeta_i \) and corresponding oscillation frequencies. The
solution of the complex equation provides a better understanding of the dynamic characteristics of the cable-TMD-MR system with corresponding system parameters, such as nonoscillatory decaying and nondecaying oscillation vibrations.

The position, stiffness, mass, and damping ratio of the damper affect the cable-TMD-MR system dramatically. If the damper is tuned to the fundamental natural frequency of the cable, the first modal damping will increase when the damper moves from the end and reaches the maximum value of 6.27% at the mid-span of the cable. The damper provides a maximum second modal damping when it is installed at the 1/4th point of the cable and has no damping effect for the second mode when it is installed at the mid-span. Since the first modal damping is of primary practice interest, the damper is placed at the mid-span of the cable for other parametric study with the first mode tuning. Parametric results show that the maximum first modal damping achievable is larger than that of a viscous damper. The parametric study also shows the importance to balance the two relative pairs of parameters. One is between the cable and the damper, and the other is between the TMD and the MR components. The former is mainly discussed in the companion study (Cai et al. 2006). In the case of a very strong TMD with a weak MR component, though the vibration can be transferred effectively from the cable to the damper, the vibration transferred cannot be dissipated effectively. On the contrary, a very strong MR component with a weak TMD will work as a rigid bar so that it cannot help transfer effectively the vibration from cable to the damper. As a result, both of these two cases result in a very small first modal damping.

Profound understanding of the dynamics of the cable-damper system makes the TMD-MR damper design for cable vibration control possible. The example with both the first mode and the second mode tuning shows that the system modal damping requirements to suppress a taut cable vibration can be achieved in a straightforward format by choosing a required equivalent TMD-MR damping ratio. Other types of dampers can also be used as long as they provide the required equivalent damping ratio.

A simple model for the cable and the MR component used in this study represents the essence of the dynamic properties of the cable-damper system. However, a refined model for the cable-TMD-MR damper may be considered in the oncoming research such as considering the $p - \Delta$ effect of the cable and the stiffness adjustability of the MR component. The developed procedure provides an analytical and/or numerical tool to understand the behavior of the cable-TMD-MR system, which is necessary for a rational design of the TMD-MR damper and for developing a robust control strategy for the cable vibration.

5.8 References


6.1 Introduction

As key load-carrying members of cable-stayed bridges, stay cables are of primary importance to secure the safety of the entire structure. Since cables are generally flexible, relatively light, and low energy-dissipative because of their inadequate intrinsic damping, they are susceptible to external disturbances such as vortex shedding, rain-wind induced vibration, vehicle-induced vibration, and other excitations due to parametric disturbance caused by the motion of either the bridge deck or towers.

To suppress the problematic vibrations, a common practice is to install mechanical (including viscous/oil and Magnetorheological (MR)) dampers with one end connected to the deck and the other end connected to the cable at a distance typically 2-4% of the cable span length from the lower end. A lot of research effort has been exerted on the viscous/oil dampers (Pacheco et al. 1993, Yu and Xu 1998, Xu and Yu 1998, Johnson et al. 2003). MR dampers have recently been used due to their advantages over traditional mechanical dampers, such as their adjustable damping force, mechanical simplicity, reliability, and minimum power requirement (Chen et al. 2003). Nevertheless, the attached mechanical dampers may not be most effective because their positions are restricted at the cable ends. Tuned Mass Dampers (TMD) were therefore proposed, which can be placed anywhere along the cables to overcome the shortcomings of the mechanical dampers (Tabatabai and Mehrabi 1999). However, the TMDs’ effectiveness is sensitive to the cable vibration frequency, which makes TMDs difficult to be implemented in a complicated system where the cable vibration frequency is difficult to be predicted due to various uncertainties. A newly proposed TMD-MR (Tuned Mass Damper-Magnetorheological) damper system has been demonstrated both experimentally and theoretically as a promising means for cable vibration reduction since it combines both the advantages of the position flexibility of the TMDs and the adjustability of the MR damper (Cai et al. 2005, Wu and Cai 2005). Wu and Cai (2005) conducted an analysis on the free vibration problem of a taut horizontal cable with a TMD-MR damper placed along the cable and made a tentative discussion on the modal damping of the cable-damper system.

Though the theoretical analysis based on the taut horizontal cable model may reveal the essential characteristics of the cable-damper system, the investigation based on an inclined cable with a small sag is definitely more accurate and gives more information that a taut horizontal cable cannot provide. Therefore, a theoretical model based on an inclined cable with a small sag is considered in this study. In this more refined model, both the cable parameters such as cable geometry-elasticity parameter, cable internal damping, cable inclination, and the damper parameters such as the damper position, mass, stiffness, and damping ratio are taken into consideration. The formulation for a planar vibration problem of a cable-TMD-MR system is thus presented in this study. Special cases are discussed and some

simpler models can be retrieved. Complex solutions of the derived equations and their physical meaning are discussed. The parametric study based on this formulation is discussed in the companion study (Wu and Cai 2006).

6.2 Refined Theory for Inclined Cable with a Hung-on TMD Damper

6.2.1 Governing Equation for a Cable-TMD System

The present study concerns the planar vibration of an inclined cable with a small sag installed with a hung-on TMD-MR damper. The prototype cable-TMD-MR system under consideration (Cai et al. 2005) is sketched in Fig. 6-1(a), where the circular damper is clipped on the cable and vibrates in a way perpendicular to the cable chord. The TMD-MR damper is modeled in Fig. 6-1(b) as an equivalent system consisting of a variable spring \( K \), a dashpot with an adjustable damping coefficient \( C \), and a mass \( M \). The damping coefficient \( C \) represents the equivalent damping of the MR damper and can be obtained by a linearization process (Li et al. 2000). Since the parametric study has been carried out in the companion study (Wu and Cai 2006), the variability of \( K \) and \( C \) is not considered in the governing equations in the present study. Therefore, the TMD-MR system is simply called TMD or damper hereafter, and the results obtained are also applicable for other types such as TMDs with viscous dampers.

In this calculation model (shown in Fig. 6-1(b)), the damper is hung on the cable at an intermediate point, dividing the cable into two segments, with a cable chord length of \( l_1 \) and \( l_2 \), respectively. The notation without subscript is used to represent either segment. Without losing generality, it is assumed that \( l_2 > l_1 \). The \( x \) coordinate is taken as along the chord direction and the \( y \) coordinate is perpendicular to the \( x \) coordinate and along the downward direction. The left support of the cable is taken as the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system for the first segment and the right support as the origin for the second segment. Therefore, the planar equation of motion for each cable segment can be expressed by the following two partial differential equations

\[
\begin{align*}
f_x + \frac{\partial}{\partial s'}[(T + \tau)(\frac{dx}{ds'} + \frac{\partial u}{\partial s'})] &= m \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} + c \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} + mg \sin \theta, \quad (6-1) \\
f_y + \frac{\partial}{\partial s'}[(T + \tau)(\frac{dy}{ds'} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial s'})] &= m \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial t^2} + c \frac{\partial v}{\partial t} - mg \cos \theta. \quad (6-2)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( f_x \) and \( f_y \) are the distributed cable force along the \( x \) and \( y \) directions, respectively; \( T \) is the static cable tension; \( \tau \) is the dynamic cable tension; \( s' \) is the Lagrangian coordinate in the unstrained cable profile; \( u \) and \( v \) are the cable dynamic displacement components along the \( x \) and \( y \) coordinates measured from the static equilibrium position of the cable, respectively; \( m \) and \( c \) are the distributed cable mass and damping coefficient per unit length, respectively; \( t \) is the time; \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration; and \( \theta \) is the inclined cable
angle measured from the horizontal axis. The notation $\frac{d(\dot{\circ})}{d(\circ)}$ denotes the derivative of “•” with respect to “◦”, and $\frac{\partial(\dot{\circ})}{\partial(\circ)}$ means the partial derivative of “•” with respect to “◦”.

Fig. 6-1. Calculation model: (a) prototype TMD-MR damper system; (b) the inclined sag cable with a TMD damper
To simplify the calculation without losing much accuracy, the following assumptions are made:

1. The tension force in the cable is large compared to its weight so that the sag and the slope of the cable are small, and also large compared to the total external force to keep the system in the linear range.

2. The bending stiffness and intrinsic damping of the cable is small and therefore can be neglected at large.

3. The displacement component along the \( x \) direction is not important and may be ignored, based on the first assumption.

When the cable without damper is in its static equilibrium position, the dynamic tension and corresponding displacement components vanish from Eqs. (6-1) and (6-2), the horizontal component of the cable tension force can be obtained as a constant along the cable, and the static cable profile can thus be expressed as,

\[
y = \frac{\varepsilon \cos(\theta)}{2} x (1 - \frac{x}{l})
\]

where \( l \) is the length of cable chord and \( \varepsilon \) is the ratio of the cable weight to the tension force, as

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{mg}{H} \cos(\theta) \ll 1
\]

where \( H \) is the constant horizontal component of the cable tension force, and the inequality is obtained directly from the first assumption. Terms of higher order on \( \varepsilon \) (such as \( \varepsilon^2 \)) are dropped, and if the inclination angle \( \theta \) turns to be zero, the parabolic static profile for a horizontal cable can be obtained.

Therefore, the sag of the mid-span of an inclined cable can be obtained as

\[
d = \frac{le \cos(\theta)}{8}.
\]

As Irvine (1981) pointed out, the linear cable assumption is applicable for a horizontal profile with \( d \leq l/8 \). This requirement is easily satisfied since \( \varepsilon \) is assumed to be much less than 1.

After the static equilibrium equations under cable self weight are subtracted from the dynamic equations of motion (Eqs. (6-1) and (6-2)), the assumptions are applied, and the terms of higher order of \( \varepsilon \) are neglected, the equation of motion can be simplified as

\[
f_y + \frac{H}{\cos \theta} \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial x^2} + h \frac{d^2 y}{d^2 x} = m \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial t^2} + c \frac{\partial v}{\partial t}
\]

where \( h \) is defined as

\[
h = \tau \frac{dx}{ds'}.
\]
The term \( c \frac{\partial \upsilon}{\partial t} \), representing the cable distributed viscous damping, is usually neglected since it is very small and hard to measure in real application. However, this term is kept here for forced vibrations in case that the cable response without a TMD would become infinite.

After an elastic deformation, the element with a length of \( ds' \) at the static equilibrium will be stretched to a length of \( ds'' \). The elasticity relation of the cable can be written as

\[
\tau = \frac{ds'' - ds'}{ds'} = \frac{\sqrt{(dx + \partial u)^2 + (dy + \partial v)^2} - \sqrt{dx^2 + dy^2}}{\sqrt{dx^2 + dy^2}} \approx \frac{dx \ \partial u}{ds' \ \partial s'} + \frac{dy \ \partial v}{ds' \ \partial s'}
\]  

(6-8)

where \( E \) is the Young’s modulus of the cable and \( A \) is the area of the cable cross section. Multiplying Eq. (6-8) by \((ds'/dx)^3\) and considering Eq. (6-7), then integrating over the equation and using the fixed boundary condition for both cable ends leads to

\[
\frac{h}{EA} L_e = \int_0^l \frac{dy}{dx} \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} dx = \frac{8d}{l^2} \int_0^l v dx
\]  

(6-9)

where \( L_e \) is the effective cable length, defined as

\[
L_e = \int_0^l (\frac{ds'}{dx})^3 dx \approx [1 + 8\frac{d}{l})^2] l.
\]  

(6-10)

While the damper will affect the system performance, the above equations for each cable segment are independent of the existent damper. First proposed by Irvine and Caughey (1974) for a horizontal cable, these equations revealed the relation between the additional tension force and the average dynamic displacement along the cable.

The installation of the TMD damper separates the cable into two segments and causes the discontinuity of the cable slope at the place where the damper is located. However, one more force boundary condition at the hung-on point of the damper is provided as

\[
\frac{H}{\cos \theta} \left( \frac{\partial v_1}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x_1=l_1} - \frac{\partial v_2}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x_2=l_2} \right) = K(v_1 \big|_{x_1=l_1} - v_d) + C\left( \frac{dv_1}{dt} \bigg|_{x_1=l_1} - \frac{dv_d}{dt} \right)
\]  

(6-11)

where \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) are the displacements of the cable for the corresponding segments, with displacement boundary conditions as \( v_1(0) = v_2(0) = 0 \) and \( v_1(l_1) = v_2(l_2) = v_c \). \( v_c \) is the cable displacement at the TMD damper location. \( v_d \) is the damper displacement that is along the perpendicular direction to the cable chord.

Meanwhile, the equilibrium of the damper itself shows

\[
K(v_1 \big|_{x_1=l_1} - v_d) + C\left( \frac{dv_1}{dt} \bigg|_{x_1=l_1} - \frac{dv_d}{dt} \right) - M \frac{d^2 v_d}{dt^2} = 0.
\]  

(6-12)

With these equations, the cable-TMD system is ready to be solved.
6.2.2 Solutions of the Cable-TMD System

A variable separation method can be used to solve analytically the simultaneous equations derived above when the distributed force is in the form of \( f_y = \tilde{f}_y(x)e^{\nu t} \), leading to (for free vibration, the solution can be still assumed as the same form),

\[
v = \tilde{v}(x)e^{\nu t}, \quad v_d = \tilde{v}_d(x)e^{\nu t}, \quad \text{and} \quad h = \tilde{h}(x)e^{\nu t}
\]

(6-13)

where the terms with a tilde represent that they are functions of the position variable only. Generally speaking, the complex variable \( s \) can be viewed as an angular frequency, which represents the vibration characteristics. The solutions of the forced and free vibrations will be used to derive the transfer functions and the modal damping, respectively.

After Eqs. (6-3) and (6-13) are substituted into Eq. (6-6), and the boundary conditions are considered, the displacement of each segment can be solved as

\[
\tilde{v}_k(x) = \tilde{v}_c \left( \frac{\sinh(\beta x)}{\sinh(\beta l_k)} \right) \left( \frac{-\tilde{f}_1 l - \tilde{h} \cos(\theta)}{\beta^2 l} \right) \left( \frac{\sinh(\beta(l_k - x) + \sinh(\beta x)}{\sinh(\beta l_k)} - 1 \right), \quad k = 1, 2 \quad (6-14)
\]

where \( \beta = \pm \sqrt{\frac{(ms^2 + cs)\cos(\theta)}{H}} \) is also a complex value.

By substituting the expression of \( v_c \) and \( v_d \) into Eq. (6-12) and using the relation between the damper stiffness, damping coefficient, and mass \( (K = M\omega_d^2 \quad \text{and} \quad C = 2M\omega_d\eta) \), Eq. (6-12) becomes

\[
\tilde{v}_d = \frac{K + Cs}{K + Cs + Ms^2} \tilde{v}_c = \frac{\rho^2 + 2\eta \rho' + \rho'^2 + \rho^2}{\rho^2 + 2\eta \rho' + \rho^2} \tilde{v}_c
\]

(6-15)

where \( \omega_d \) is the angular natural frequency for the damper; \( \eta \) is the damper damping ratio; \( \rho = \frac{\omega_d}{\omega_0} \) can be viewed as a frequency ratio of the damper to a taut cable and will be referred as the frequency ratio hereafter \( (\omega_0 = \sqrt{\frac{H \pi}{m \cos \theta l}} \) is the fundamental angular frequency for a taut cable); and \( \rho' = \frac{S}{\omega_0} \) is the ratio of the force frequency to the taut cable frequency.

Substituting Eqs. (6-14) and (6-15) into Eq. (6-11) renders

\[
\tilde{v}_c \left( \frac{M\pi^2 \rho'^2}{\beta ml^2} \right) + \frac{\rho^2 + 2\eta \rho'}{\rho^2 + 2\eta \rho' + \rho'^2} \left( \frac{\cosh(\beta l_1)}{\sinh(\beta l_1)} + \cosh(\beta l_2) \right) + \frac{\cosh(\beta l_1)}{\sinh(\beta l_1)} \left( \tilde{f}_y \cos \theta \left( \frac{\cosh(\beta l_1) - 1}{\sinh(\beta l_1)} + \cosh(\beta l_2) \right) \right) - \frac{\rho^2 + 2\eta \rho'}{\rho^2 + 2\eta \rho' + \rho'^2} \tilde{v}_c \left( \frac{H \frac{\cos \theta}{H} \cosh(\beta l_1)}{H \beta^2 l} \right)
\]

(6-16)
Substituting Eq. (6-14) into Eq. (6-9), we can obtain
\begin{equation}
\tilde{\nu}_c\left(\frac{\cosh(\beta_1^2) - 1}{\sinh(\beta_1^2)} + \frac{\cosh(\beta_2^2) - 1}{\sinh(\beta_2^2)} + \frac{\beta^2 \cos^2 \theta}{H} \left(\frac{2 \cosh(\beta_1^2) - 2}{\sinh(\beta_1^2)} + \frac{2 \cosh(\beta_2^2) - 2}{\sinh(\beta_2^2)} - \beta \right)\right) = \frac{\beta^2 l^3}{H} \lambda^2
\end{equation}

where \( \lambda^2 \) is proportional to the ratio of the cable axial stiffness to the cable geometry stiffness and thus called the cable geometry-elasticity parameter hereafter. It can be written as
\begin{equation}
\lambda^2 = \left(\frac{8d}{l}\right)^2 \frac{AE \cos \theta}{L_c} \frac{L}{H} \frac{AE}{L_c}.
\end{equation}

The simultaneous equations (6-16) and (6-17) are applicable for both free vibration \((f_y = 0)\) and forced vibration as mentioned before. For a free vibration problem, if a non-trivial solution is desired (the distributed cable damping \(c\) is chosen as zero), the following equation should be satisfied
\begin{equation}
\left(\frac{\cosh(\beta_1^2) - 1}{\sinh(\beta_1^2)} + \frac{\cosh(\beta_2^2) - 1}{\sinh(\beta_2^2)}\right)^2 - \left(\frac{M \pi^2 \rho^2}{\beta ml^2} \rho^2 + \beta^2 \lambda^2 \right) = 0
\end{equation}

With the notations \( r_1 = l_1/l, \ r_2 = l_2/l, \ \beta' = 0.5 \beta l \), and the following hyperbolic identical equations
\begin{equation}
\frac{\cosh(\beta_1^2) - 1}{\sinh(\beta_1^2)} + \frac{\cosh(\beta_2^2) - 1}{\sinh(\beta_2^2)} = \frac{\sinh(0.5 \beta l)}{\cosh(0.5 \beta l) \cosh(0.5 \beta l)}
\end{equation}
\begin{equation}
\frac{\cosh(\beta_1^2) - 1}{\sinh(\beta_1^2)} + \frac{\cosh(\beta_2^2) - 1}{\sinh(\beta_2^2)} = \frac{\sinh(\beta l) \cosh(\beta l)}{\sinh(0.5 \beta l) \sinh(0.5 \beta l)}.
\end{equation}

Eq. (6-19) can thus be simplified as
\begin{equation}
4m_r \beta' \frac{\rho^2 + 4 \eta \rho (\beta' / \pi)}{\rho^2 + 4 \eta \rho (\beta' / \pi) + 4 (\beta' / \pi)^2} \sinh(\beta r_1) \sinh(\beta r_2) \{\sinh(\beta') - \cosh(\beta r_1) \cosh(\beta r_2) (\beta' + \frac{4}{\beta^2} \beta^3)\}
\end{equation}

where \( m_r = \frac{M}{ml} \) is the mass ratio between the TMD and the cable.

This dimensionless eigenvalue equation in terms of \( \beta' \) (or \( s \)) is of fundamental importance for the concerned cable-TMD free vibration problem. Obviously, Eq. (6-21) is strongly non-linear with respect to its parameters. Therefore, a thorough investigation of each dimensionless parameter, including the mass ratio \( m_r \), the frequency ratio \( \rho \), the damper damping ratio \( \eta \), the damper position \( r_1 \) (or \( r_2 \)), and the cable geometry-elasticity parameter \( \lambda^2 \), is important in understanding the performance of the cable-TMD system, which will be carried out in the companion study (Wu and Cai 2006). Although the cable inclined angle \( \theta \)
is not explicitly expressed, it is still very important since it affects the parameters \( \rho \) and \( \lambda^2 \). Once the eigenvalue is obtained, the mode shape can be solved easily with Eq. (6-14).

For the forced vibration problem with a harmonic force of \( f_y = \tilde{f}_y(x)e^{j\omega t} \), simultaneous Eqs. (6-16) and (6-17) can be solved for \( \tilde{v}_c \) and \( \tilde{h} \). Therefore, the displacement for each cable point at any time can be directly obtained with Eqs. (6-13) and (6-14).

### 6.3 Discussions of Special Cases for Free Vibrations

Some special cases for free vibration problems can be retrieved from the derived fundamental equations, which serves as an indirect way to verify the derivations. For example, when there is no TMD damper attached to the cable, the left hand side of Eq. (6-21) does not exist and the equation reduces to

\[
\sinh(\beta') \{ \sinh(\beta') - \cosh(\beta') (\beta' + \frac{4}{\lambda^2} \beta'^3) \} = 0.
\]  

(6-22)

This equation includes a solution for antisymmetric modes with \( \sinh(\beta') = 0 \) and a solution for symmetric modes with \( \sinh(\beta') - \cosh(\beta') (\beta' + \frac{4}{\lambda^2} \beta'^3) = 0 \), from which the results can be obtained for the horizontal cable when the inclined angle is set to be zero. Both equations contain the solution for the cable static profile, which corresponds to \( \beta' = 0 \).

When the cable geometry-elasticity parameter approaches infinity, i.e., \( \lambda^2 \rightarrow \infty \), meaning that the axial/elastic stiffness of the cable is infinitely large, a special case is obtained for an inextensible cable with a damper installed. When the cable geometry-elasticity parameter approaches zero, i.e., \( \lambda^2 \rightarrow 0 \), meaning that the tension force is infinitely large so that there is no cable sag, Eq. (6-21) reduces to

\[
4m \beta' \rho^2 + 4\eta \rho (\beta' / \pi) = -\sinh(\beta') \cosh(\beta') \sinh(\beta'_r_1) \cosh(\beta'_r_2) \sinh(\beta'_r_1) \cosh(\beta'_r_2).
\]  

(6-23)

A special case is obtained from Eq. (6-23) for a taut cable with an installed damper as

\[
4m \beta' \rho^2 + 4\eta \rho (\beta' / \pi) = 2(\coth(\beta'_r_1) + \coth(\beta'_r_2)),
\]  

(6-24)

since the following hyperbolic identical equation always holds:

\[
-\sinh(\beta') \cosh(\beta') \sinh(\beta'_r_1) \cosh(\beta'_r_2) \cosh(\beta'_r_1) \cosh(\beta'_r_2) \equiv 2(\coth(\beta'_r_1) + \coth(\beta'_r_2)).
\]  

(6-25)

If the inclination is zero, Eq. (6-24) is exactly the same as the governing equation for a taut horizontal cable with a TMD damper, which was discussed in Wu and Cai (2005).

### 6.4 Discussions of Solutions for Free Vibrations

Usually, the complex value \( s \) (similarly for \( \beta \) and \( \beta' \)) can be expressed as the sum of its real and imaginary parts as

\[
s_i = \sigma_i + j \varphi_i
\]  

(6-26)
where $\sigma_i = \omega_i (-\zeta_i)$ and $\varphi_i = \omega_i (\sqrt{1 - \zeta_i^2})$ (It can be proven that if $\beta'$ is a solution of Eq. (6-21), then its conjugate is also a solution. Therefore, we can discuss only the solution with a positive imaginary part. Similarly, for simplicity of the narrative, we assume that the damping $\zeta_i$ is not larger than 1. Actually, the performance of the system with a damping $\zeta_i > 1$ is similar to that with a damping $\zeta_i = 1$. $j = \sqrt{-1}$ is the imaginary root. From Eq. (6-26), the damped system frequency can be obtained as $\omega_i = \sqrt{\sigma_i^2 + \varphi_i^2}$ and the system modal damping can be obtained as $\zeta_i = (\frac{\varphi_i^2}{\sigma_i^2} + 1)^{-1/2}$ for the $i$-th mode, respectively. Therefore, the complex solution $s$ contains information of both the damped frequency and the modal damping for the cable-damper system.

The response characteristics of the cable-damper system to the free vibrations can be investigated through an investigation on the location of the complex solution $s$. First of all, the solution is impossible to be located at the right half of the complex plan ($\sigma_i > 0$). Otherwise, the corresponding modal damping $\zeta_i = -\sigma_i / \omega_i$ will be negative and the magnitude of the response to a free vibration will become infinite when the time lasts. Therefore, the real part of the solution should not be larger than zero. When the solution is on the imaginary axis ($\sigma_i = 0$), the modal damping $\zeta_i$ is also equal to zero so that the vibration is sinusoidal with a constant amplitude as the time goes by. When the solution is on the left real axis ($\sigma_i < 0$ and $\varphi_i = 0$), the damping ratio is equal to 1.0, the maximum system damping ratio achievable as restricted by the definition $\zeta_i = (\frac{\varphi_i^2}{\sigma_i^2} + 1)^{-1/2}$. Under this condition, the free vibration will decrease without oscillation. Only when the solution is on the left hand side of the imaginary axis but not on the real axis ($\sigma_i < 0$ and $\varphi_i > 0$ based on the definition) will the cable-damper system vibrate periodically with a decaying vibration magnitude.

The cable vibration mitigation with TMD dampers can be considered as a process to change the solution location of the governing equation of the pure cable (Eq. (6-22)) by adding the corresponding terms related to a TMD (the left hand side of Eq. (6-21)). There are infinite solutions for the governing equation of the pure cable (Eq. (6-22)), laid in sequence on the imaginary axis with zero corresponding modal damping, as shown in Fig. 6-2 for the first five modes marked by light blocks, The solution for the TMD itself, indicated by the light diamond, shifts the pure cable solutions to new positions represented by the dark blocks. At the mean time, the installation of the TMD damper actually brings one more solution to Eq. (6-21), compared to the number of solutions of Eq. (6-22). It is shown in Fig. 6-2 that the first mode solution is split into two, represented by the two dark blocks.

The performance of the TMD damper on the cable vibration reduction totally depends on the location of the added solution and the extent it affects the other solutions. The closer
the added solution is to one of the existing solutions for the pure cable, the more it affects that solution. Therefore, the TMD frequency $\omega_d$ can be set to be the same as or close to the natural frequency of the mode which needs more modal damping. This can be called TMD tuning to the corresponding mode of the cable. The solution of the governing equation $Ky_d + C\dot{y}_d + M\ddot{y}_d = 0$ for the TMD damper has the following form,

$$\frac{s_d}{\omega_d} = -\eta + j\sqrt{1-\eta^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6-27)

As shown in Fig. 6-2, if the horizontal coordinate for the damper solution is fixed, the vertical movement of the TMD solution represents different tunings. In this figure, the TMD solution is at the same line as the first cable solution, implying the first mode tuning and its maximum effect on the first modal damping. It is reasonable to set $\omega_d \sqrt{1-\eta^2}$ (not $\omega_d$) to be equal to the concerned cable frequency so that the solution of the added damper is closest to the interested solution for the pure cable, and the optimal effect on this solution may be expected. However, since $\eta$ discussed in the companion study is 0.1 most of the time (meaning that $\omega_d \sqrt{1-\eta^2}$ is close to $\omega_d$) and the optimal tuning is out of the scope of this study, $\omega_d$ is tuned to the pure cable frequency directly. The added solution for the damper will force most of the existing solutions for the pure cable away from the imaginary axis so that each mode obtains some amount of damping. Vice versa, the added solution is also affected by the existing solutions. The balance between these two effects determines the solution locations of Eq. (6-21), as shown in Fig. 6-2 with the two dark blocks. Since all the factors in Eq. (6-21) will affect the balance, it necessitates the parametric study.

![Fig. 6-2. The interaction of the solutions of the cable and the damper.](image-url)
6.5 A Special Case for Transfer Function Analysis of Forced Vibrations

The performance of the TMD damper can be evaluated in terms of the reduction of the cable resonant response due to a forced vibration. As an example for the forced vibration analysis, an evenly distributed harmonic force with the form of

\[ f_y = \tilde{f}_y(x)e^{j\omega t} \]

is applied perpendicular to the cable chord to derive the transfer function. A small normalized cable distributed damping \( \tilde{\zeta} = \frac{c}{m\omega_0} \) of 0.01 is chosen to avoid an infinite resonant response, which corresponds to a distributed damping of \( c = 0.493 \text{ N/m}^2 \). The TMD damper is placed at the mid-span since only the displacement of the mid-span for the first mode tuning is discussed in this section.

Fig. 6-3 shows the transfer function for the cable with and without the TMD damper at the mid-span. The \( \lambda^2 \) parameter is very small for this figure, rendering the fundamental natural frequency of the cable very close to that of a taut cable, which indicates that the first mode tuning implies \( \rho = \frac{\omega_d}{\omega_c} = 1 \). The response \( v_c \) is plotted in a logarithmic scale. The first peak, also the largest one, for the pure cable corresponds to a resonant frequency at \( \omega_0 = 64.01 \text{ rad} \), which is close to the fundamental cable natural frequency \( \omega_{c1} \). The TMD is tuned to the first mode with a frequency of \( \omega_d = \omega_{c1} = 64.01 \text{ rad} \). Therefore, two peaks appear in the transfer function curve for the cable-damper system around the first natural frequency of the pure cable due to mode splitting, as expected. The smaller one is \( \omega_0 = 58.38 \text{ rad} \) and the larger one is \( \omega_1 = 69.30 \text{ rad} \). Though the TMD causes a little larger response on both sides, it reduces the resonant response of the pure cable significantly. The cable peak displacement with a TMD is only 9.12% of that without a TMD. An optimal tuning, defined as the lowest ratio of the maximum response with a damper to that without a damper, will give a ratio of 7.19% at a frequency ratio of \( \rho = 0.96 \). This is reasonable, as Den Hartog (1956) pointed out that the optimal tuning for a single degree-of-freedom structure with a TMD damper is \( \rho = 1/(1 + m_r) \). However, for simplicity, the TMD damper is tuned to the fundamental cable frequency, which provides the damper performance close to the optimal tuning. Since the mass ratio is small at large, this approach is adequate for the comparison purpose. The third modal response is also reduced (with a 49% peak response of that for the pure cable), though not as effective as for the first mode. Another thing worthy to be pointed out is that there is no peak response at the second cable natural frequency since the even number modes (antisymmetric ones) are not excited under the evenly distributed force.

6.6 Conclusions

A linear theory on free and forced vibration problems of a planar inclined cable with a small sag attached with a discrete Tuned Mass Damper (TMD) is proposed through an analytical approach in this study. The proposed equations include parameters such as cable geometry-elasticity parameter, cable internal damping, cable inclination, damper position, mass, stiffness, and damping ratio. The free vibration problem becomes an eigenvalue
problem, whose solution includes the information of the modal frequency and damping for the cable-TMD system. The installation of TMD affects the system characteristics in a way to add one more solution to the governing equations and thus changes of the solution locations for the pure cable. The displacement response for a harmonic force is also readily obtained, and the effectiveness of the TMD damper is investigated and verified by a case study through a transfer function analysis. The application of the derived equations on an experimental cable will be presented in the companion study via a parametric approach. The formulations to determine the cable response to an arbitrary force, such as wind-rain excitation, is more difficult and requires further investigation.

6.7 Notations

- $A$: The area of the cable cross section
- $\bar{c}$: The normalized cable distributed damping
- $d$: The sag of the mid-span of an inclined cable
- $E$: The Young’s modulus of the cable
- $f_x, f_y$: The distributed cable force along the x and y directions, respectively
- $g$: The gravitational acceleration
- $h$: $h = \tau \frac{dx}{ds}$
- $H$: The constant horizontal component of the cable tension force

![Fig. 6-3. Transfer function of the cable with and without TMD damper.](image-url)
\[ j = \sqrt{-1} \]: The imaginary root

\[ K, C, M \]: The spring, damping coefficient, and mass for the TMD-MR damper, respectively

\[ l_1, l_2, l \]: The chord length for the left segment, right segment, and the whole cable, respectively

\[ L_e \]: The effective cable length

\[ m, c \]: The distributed cable mass and damping coefficient per unit length, respectively

\[ m_r \]: The mass ratio between the TMD and the cable

\[ r_1, r_2 \]: The normalized length for each segment, respectively

\[ s \]: The complex variable representing the vibration characteristics

\[ s'_d \]: The eigenvalue solution of the damper governing equation

\[ s', \bar{s}' \]: The Lagrangian coordinate in the unstrained and strained cable profile

\[ t \]: The time

\[ T, \tau \]: The tension, respectively

\[ u, v \]: The cable dynamic displacement components along the x and y coordinates, respectively

\[ u_1, v_1 \]: The displacements of the cable for the corresponding segments

\[ u_d, v_d \]: The displacement where the TMD damper is located and the damper displacement that is along the perpendicular direction to the cable chord, respectively

\[ x_1, x_2, x \]: The ordinate for the left segment, right segment, and the whole cable, respectively

\[ \beta \]: The complex variable defined by

\[
\beta = \pm \frac{(ms^2 + cs) \cos(\theta)}{H}
\]

\[ \beta' \]: The variable defined by \[ \beta' = 0.5 \beta l \]

\[ \varepsilon \]: The ratio of the cable weight to the tension force

\[ \eta, \omega_d \]: The damping ratio and the annular natural frequency for the damper, respectively

\[ \lambda^2 \]: The cable geometry-elasticity parameter

\[ \theta \]: The inclined cable angle measured from the horizontal axis

\[ \rho \]: The frequency ratio of the damper to a taut cable

\[ \rho' \]: The ratio of the force frequency to the taut cable frequency

\[ \sigma_i, \varphi_i \]: The real part and imaginary part of the solution \[ s_i \] of the basic equation for the \( i \)-th mode, respectively

\[ \omega_o \]: The fundamental angular frequency for a taut cable

\[ \omega_d \]: The natural frequency for the pure cable

\[ \omega_i, \zeta_i \]: The damped frequency and the modal damping for the \( i \)-th mode of the cable-damper system, respectively

\[ \frac{\delta(\bullet)}{\delta(\circ)} \]: The partial derivative of “\( \bullet \)” with respect to “\( \circ \)”
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CHAPTER 7. CABLE VIBRATION REDUCTION WITH A HUNG-ON TMD SYSTEM – PART II: PARAMETRIC STUDY

7.1 Introduction

Since the recently proposed TMD-MR damper (Cai et al. 2005; Wu and Cai 2005) is a new development for the cable vibration reduction, there is a lack of research on it in the literature. The present study extends the theoretical analysis of Wu and Cai (2005) from a taut horizontal cable to an inclined cable with a small sag, which represents more realistically the cable characteristics in cable-stayed bridges. The theoretical derivations for both the free and forced vibration problems on the cable-TMD-MR damper system are established, and a general discussion about the complex solutions, which include the information regarding the system modal damping and frequency, is presented in the companion study (Cai et al. 2006). Computer programs have been written to solve the derived equations and thus the parametric study can be readily carried out in this study. The discussion in the present study is focused on the system modal damping, which is a suitable index for the TMD performance, though other quantities are also taken into a fair consideration. As stated in the companion study, TMD and TMD-MR damper will be used interchangeably in this study.

Parameters of a cable from an experimental study (Cai et al. 2005) are selected as the basic parameter set for the present study. From the basic parameter set, more parameter sets are chosen by varying one or more parameters. The dimensionless basic parameters and their variation ranges are listed in Table 7-1, where all the parameters are defined in the companion study (Cai et al. 2006). The basic set value and the variation ranges for the geometry-elasticity parameter \( \lambda^2 \) correspond to a tension force of 16,057N \( (\lambda^2 = 0.012) \) and a range from 900N \( (\lambda^2 = 67.96) \) to 50,000N \( (\lambda^2 = 0.000396) \). The variation range for the geometry-elasticity parameter (or the tension force) is fairly large since 90% of the parameter \( \lambda^2 \) for the real cables are in the range of 0.008-1.08, based on the database of stay cables established by Tabatabai et al. (1998). Since dampers located at the mid-span have no effect on the vibrations of antisymmetric modes, the TMD damper is placed at 1/4\(^{th}\) the cable length (i.e., \( r_1 = 0.25 \)), unless otherwise stated, to investigate the damper performance for more modes, though this placement may reduce the achievable first modal damping. The basic mass ratio \( m_r \) is chosen as 0.02 since it is usually chosen as 0.01-0.05 in TMD applications. The basic frequency ratio \( \rho \) is set to be 1.0, which corresponds to the first mode tuning to the fundamental frequency of a taut cable \( (\lambda^2 \) is very small). It is worthy to note that the frequency ratio corresponding to the first mode tuning may change when the geometry-elasticity parameter changes. The basic damper damping ratio \( \eta \) is chosen as 0.1 and it varies up to 1.0. This unrealistically large number is of more theoretical than practical interests.

As discussed in the companion study (Cai et al. 2006), the installation of the TMD damper will add one more mode to the cable-damper system. Accordingly, two corresponding

solutions will appear around that of the mode of the pure cable (without damper) where the TMD frequency is tuned to. The added mode, called zero-th mode or damper related mode thereafter for the convenience of descriptions, is defined as the one corresponding to the larger amplitude of $\tilde{v}_d / \tilde{v}_c$ (damper displacement over cable displacement at the damper position), which can be obtained from the two solutions, though the two solutions have equal importance when a cable mode is in tune.

Table 7-1. Basic parameter set and the parameter variation range*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Parameter Set</th>
<th>$\lambda^2$</th>
<th>$\theta$ (°)</th>
<th>$r_i$</th>
<th>$m_i$</th>
<th>$\rho$</th>
<th>$\eta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>11.27</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter Variation Range</td>
<td>0.0004~68</td>
<td>0~60</td>
<td>0.01~0.5</td>
<td>0.008~0.20</td>
<td>0.1~5</td>
<td>0.01~1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: The variation range may change slightly in some discussions.

7.2 System Modal Damping Analysis

In this section, emphasis is placed on the achievable maximum modal damping ratio. For simplicity, as discussed earlier, the TMD damper is always tuned to the cable’s fundamental natural frequency, except as otherwise stated.

7.2.1 Effect of Cable Geometry-elasticity Parameter ($\lambda^2$)

Irvine (1981) predicted that the $n$th frequency crossover occurs when the cable geometry-elasticity parameter $\lambda^2$ reaches $(2\pi n)^2$ for a horizontal cable. Triantafyllou (1984) held the opinion that a frequency avoidance replaces the frequency crossover when the geometry-elasticity parameter $\lambda^2$ is equal to $(2\pi n)^2$ for an inclined cable. The parabolic static cable profile used may be one of the reasons that cause a frequency crossover instead of the frequency avoidance observed in the current study. However, this will not affect the discussion on the system damping very much (especially for small inclinations) since it still captures the symmetric and antisymmetric exchange of modes. Xu and Yu (1998) pointed out that the first system modal damping provided by an oil damper installed near the cable support may be dramatically affected by the cable geometry-elasticity parameter $\lambda^2$ (They called it the sag parameter in their paper). In their paper, for an oil damper located at 2% of the cable length from the cable end with a sag parameter ranging from 8 to 40, the achievable maximum first modal damping ratio was 60% less than that for cables with a sag parameter less than 0.1 (can be viewed as a taut cable). These cables are usually long cables with relatively small tension forces, most of which actually need more damping.

Fig. 7-1(a) shows the relationship between the system modal damping $\zeta$ and the cable geometry-elasticity parameter $\lambda^2$ with the TMD damper located at 1/4th the cable length for
an inclined cable with a basic parameter set (Table 7-1). The modal damping for the damper related mode and the first five cable related modes are plotted. A wide range of $\lambda^2$ is considered, including the first frequency crossover point $(\lambda^2 = (2\pi)^2 \approx 40)$. In Fig. 7-1(a), with the increase of $\lambda^2$, actually only the zeroth mode and the first two modes are affected dramatically since this is a first mode tuning. The curves in Fig. 7-1(a) can be separated into two parts according to the values of $\lambda^2$. When $\lambda^2 \leq 40$, with the increase of $\lambda^2$, the zeroth modal damping keeps reducing, the first modal damping increases then reduces within a limited level, and the second modal damping keeps increasing. When $\lambda^2 \geq 40$, with the increase of $\lambda^2$, the zeroth modal damping keeps increasing, the first modal damping keeps increasing, the first modal damping increases a little bit then remains constant, and the second modal damping keeps reducing. When the $\lambda^2$ is close to 40, the zeroth and first modal damping are close to the minimum values, while the second modal damping is around the maximum value.

These observations can be explained with the frequency relation between the pure cable and the cable-TMD system, as shown in Fig. 7-1(b). When $\lambda^2$ is very small, there is a big difference between the first and the second frequencies for the pure cable. The first one is around $\omega_0$ and the second one is around $2\omega_0$, where $\omega_0$ is the frequency of a corresponding taut cable. Since the TMD damper is tuned to the fundamental cable frequency ($\omega_{c1} = \omega_0$), the first mode gains much more damping than other modes, and it seems that only the zeroth and the first mode share the total damping, as shown in Fig. 7-1(a). With the increase of $\lambda^2$, the frequency difference between the first two modes for the pure cable becomes small. Consequently, the TMD damper has more effect on the second mode, and the second modal damping becomes larger. When $\lambda^2$ reaches 40 (the crossover value for the pure cable), the frequency difference of the pure cable reaches its minimum value, which means that the first and second modes are tuned at the same time. Therefore, the second modal damping for the cable-TMD system achieves its maximum value. Correspondingly, the zeroth and the first modal damping achieve their minimum values, and it seems that the damping for the zeroth mode and some part of the first modal damping have been transferred to the second mode. After that, the first two frequencies separate again, and the second modal damping for the cable-damper system reduces to a small value again. While crossover is observed for the first two modes of the pure cable near $\lambda^2 = 40$, the installation of the TMD at 1/4th the cable length entails modification from frequency crossover to avoidance, since dampers placed there have a strong effect on the antisymmetric modes. For higher modes, the modal damping is small since their frequencies (not plotted in Fig. 7-1(b)) are far enough from the tuning frequency so that the effect of the TMD is small.

Fig. 7-2(a) shows the relation between the modal damping and the cable geometry-elasticity parameter $\lambda^2$ when the TMD damper is installed at the mid-span, which shows some difference compared to Fig. 7-1(a). In Fig. 7-2(a), when $\lambda^2$ is less than about 30, only the first modal damping gains a lot of damping. After $\lambda^2$ is larger than 30, the first modal damping drops dramatically to almost zero, and the second modal damping jumps up and continues the track of the first modal damping. When $\lambda^2$ is larger than the
Fig. 7-2(b) shows that when the TMD is installed at the mid-span, it entails a backward shifting of the frequency crossover point from $\lambda^2 = 40$ to $\lambda^2 = 30$, which is different from the observation made from Fig. 7-1(b), where the TMD causes the modification from the frequency crossover to avoidance, since dampers placed at the mid-span do not affect the antisymmetric modes. The observations in Fig. 7-2(a) can thus be explained with Triantafyllou’s theory on the mode shapes of the inclined cable. Since the damper at the mid-span will have no effect on the antisymmetric modal damping, the second modal damping is always zero when $\lambda^2$ is less than 30 (the crossover point of the cable-TMD system). At this point, the first mode becomes antisymmetric and the second mode becomes symmetric. Correspondingly, the first modal damping becomes zero and the second modal damping jumps up abruptly.

Compared to Fig. 7-1(a), a TMD placed at the mid-span does improve the first modal damping by about 20% before the frequency avoidance point. However, it reduces to zero after this point. This abrupt change can be overcome by placing the TMD damper at an appropriate location. This is also one of the reasons to place the TMD damper at 1/4th the cable length in this study. Other results with different inclination angles (0º and 60 º) show similar observations that TMDs placed at 1/4th the cable length will change the original frequency crossover to avoidance, while TMDs at mid-span will cause a backward shifting for the frequency crossover point.

7.2.2 Effect of Cable Inclination ($\theta$)

In the previous work (Wu and Cai 2005), the cable-damper system was based on a horizontal taut cable so that the effect of cable inclination on the modal damping could not be investigated. In this more refined cable model, the cable inclination effect is ready to be investigated, while its effect on the modal damping is found through the geometry-elasticity parameter $\lambda^2$ and the frequency ratio $\rho$.

Fig. 7-3 shows the effect of cable inclination on the system modal damping with two different cable tension forces. In Fig. 7-3(a), the tension force is large (T=16,057N) causing the geometry-elasticity parameter to be small ($\lambda^2 = 0.012$). Therefore, the zeroth modal damping and the first modal damping are much larger than the modal damping for other modes, which is close to zero. The modal damping remains almost constant as the cable inclination changes. However, in Fig. 7-3(b), the tension force (1,075N) is chosen to make the $\lambda^2$ value at the first frequency crossover point correspond to an inclination of 11.27º. Therefore, the first and the second modal dampings are much larger than the other modal dampings when the inclination angle is less than 11.27º. At this time, both the first mode and the second mode are tuned. When the inclination is at 11.27º, the frequency avoidance occurs, the second modal damping reaches its maximum value, and the zeroth and the first modal damping reach their minimum values. When the inclination is larger than 11.27º, the zeroth
modal damping increases and the second modal damping decreases gradually until it is close to zero. The first modal damping varies in a small range during these changes.

Fig. 7-1. Effect of cable geometry-elasticity a TMD at the 1/4th cable length: (a) on modal damping; (b) on modal frequency.
Fig. 7-2. Effect of cable geometry-elasticity parameter with a TMD at the mid-span: (a) on modal damping; (b) on modal frequency.
These observations in Fig. 7-3 can also be explained by the frequency tuning affected by the cable geometry-elasticity parameter $\lambda^2$. When the tension force is equal to 16,057N, the $\lambda^2$ parameter is much less than the first frequency crossover point, despite the inclination change. Therefore, the first mode tuning of the TMD damper will not have much effect on the modal damping of the second or higher modes. However, when the tension force is equal to 1,075N, the $\lambda^2$ parameter will be close to and finally less than the first frequency avoidance point when the inclination angle increases (when the inclination angle increases, the $\lambda^2$ value decreases). Accordingly, the second modal damping achieves a high value when the first and second frequencies are close, and then reduces back to zero when they separate.

Therefore, the cable inclination affects the modal damping mostly via the parameter $\lambda^2$. Special concern should be put on the $\lambda^2$ parameter when it passes the frequency crossover/avoidance point when the cable inclination changes. The results also indicate that when the cable tension is large, i.e., when the $\lambda^2$ is much smaller than that corresponding to the frequency crossover/avoidance, the inclined cable can be analyzed as a taut horizontal cable since the inclination effect is small in this case. Otherwise, the analysis of an inclined cable is necessary for stay cables since the inclination may have significant effects on the cable modal damping.

### 7.2.3 Effect of Damper Position ($r_i$)

Due to the physical restriction, viscous dampers are usually installed near the cable support on the deck, which constraints the vibration mitigation effectiveness of the damper. Moreover, Xu and Yu (1998) reported that the modal damping provided by oil dampers may drop dramatically since the cable mode shape may be zero at a place close to the support when the cable geometry-elasticity parameter $\lambda^2$ is close to the frequency avoidance point. The TMD dampers can provide more freedom to improve the cable damping since they can be placed anywhere along the cable.

Fig. 7-4 shows the variation of the modal damping of the cable-damper system when the damper is placed at different positions. From Fig. 7-4(a) we can see that when the TMD damper is placed at the end of the cable (say $r_i < 0.05$), the damper related modal damping is large and close to the damper damping ratio 0.1, and all the cable related modal damping are close to zero. This indicates that the TMD damping is not effective when it is installed near the cable end. When the damper is moved toward the mid-span, the damper related modal damping reduces and the first modal damping increases until it arrives at $r_i = 0.18$. After that, the damper related modal damping increases and the first modal damping decreases until it arrives at $r_i = 0.35$. From $r_i = 0.35$ to $r_i = 0.40$, these two switch and keep almost constant until mid-span. For the modal damping associated with higher modes, they are small compared to the zeroth and the first modal dampings since the TMD is tuned to the first cable mode.
Fig. 7-3. Cable inclination effect on system modal damping with different tension force: (a) $T=16,057N$; (b) $T=1,075N$
When only the modal damping of higher modes is considered, interesting information can be observed in Fig. 7-4(b). For the $i$-th mode, there is a peak modal damping at $r_i = i/(2n)$, $i = 1,3,\cdots, n \geq 2$. After the peak, the modal damping reduces to zero and repeats. The higher the mode, the more repeated times. This occurs because the cable points at $r_i = i/n$, $i = 1,2\cdots, n \geq 2$ are actually the nodes of these modes. Therefore, any damper located at these nodes will have no contribution to the $i$-th modal damping. The higher mode has more nodes, rendering more repeated times. It is also worthy to point out that when the TMD damper is constrained close to the support as $r_1 < 0.10$, the modal damping for the second to the fifth mode is very close. This observation is similar to that for viscous dampers (Xu and Yu 1998).

### 7.2.4 Effect of Mass Ratio ($m_r$)

The mass of a traditional TMD damper is important for its control effectiveness. Generally speaking, the reduction effectiveness becomes better with a larger TMD mass ratio if the optimal tuning is achieved. However, the mass ratio is usually in the range of 1%-5% in practice since too large a TMD mass may cause many problems during construction and maintenance, as well as an increased cost. Therefore, considerations of the mass ratio should be included during the TMD damper design. In the present study, though a large mass ratio is not practical, the mass ratio up to 20% is numerically studied for a thorough understanding of the performance of the TMD-cable system. The damper stiffness has also been varied accordingly to meet the requirement of the first mode tuning.

Displayed in Fig. 7-5(a) is the relationship between the system modal damping and the mass ratio. With the increase of the mass ratio, the zeroth modal damping reduces monotonically. Meanwhile, the first modal damping increases from about $\zeta_1 = 0.027$ at $m_r = 0.008$ to a peak value about 0.044 at $m_r = 0.0175$, and reduces to about 0.031 at $m_r = 0.2$, and the second modal damping increases monotonically. All the other modal damping for higher modes also increases monotonically, but by a much smaller value. By extending the trend of the curves for the zeroth and the first modal damping, we have enough reason to believe that the first modal damping approaches zero when the mass ratio approaches zero. This can also be verified by investigating the basic equation, Eq. (6-21) in chapter 6. When the mass ratio $m_r$ approaches zero, the left hand side of the equation approaches zero, and the whole equation goes back to the governing equation for the free vibration of a pure cable. Therefore, every modal damping should be zero when the cable distributed damping is neglected. When the mass ratio increases, the trend of the curves for the modal damping can be explained with the frequency change in Fig. 7-5(b). With the increase of the mass ratio, the zeroth and the first frequencies separate and the tuning is away from the optimal tuning. As discussed in the transfer function analysis for the forced vibrations in the companion study (Cai et al. 2006), while the second mode becomes relatively closer to the zeroth mode, it gains more damping and the first modal damping becomes less. Consequently, a maximum first modal damping appears somewhere between the zero mass ratio and a larger mass ratio, at $m_r = 0.0175$ in this case. Therefore, increasing the mass ratio may not guarantee a better mitigation effect for the targeted mode. However,
Fig. 7-5(a) does show that with the increase of $m_c$, more modes will gain their modal damping and the overall mitigation effectiveness may be enhanced.

Fig. 7-4. Damper position effect on system modal damping: (a) all modal damping; (b) only higher modal damping.
7.2.5 Effect of Frequency Ratio ($\rho$)

Since the tuning of the TMD damper to the cable will significantly affect the TMD performance, it is of great importance to know the relationship between the modal damping and the frequency ratio $\rho$ (the ratio of the damper frequency to a taut cable frequency) considered in the basic equation. As stated before, it is essential to design a damper stiffness to tune the damper frequency to the desired tuning frequency of the structure under control. An inappropriate stiffness of TMD dampers may significantly reduce the control effectiveness. However, it should be noted that since the pure cable frequency is different from a taut cable frequency when $\lambda^2$ is not very small, a first mode tuning may not imply the frequency ratio equal to 1.0.

Fig. 7-6 exhibits the system modal damping versus the variation of the frequency ratio with two different $\lambda^2$ values. In Fig. 7-6(a), when the frequency ratio $\rho$ is very small, the damper related modal damping is almost the same as the damper damping ratio 0.1, and the first five cable related modal damping is almost zero. This observation indicates that the installation of the damper cannot effectively improve the cable modal damping with a small frequency ratio since it is out of tune. As the frequency ratio increases, the zeroth modal damping decreases and the modal damping of all the five modes increases, while their peak values appear in sequence. When the frequency ratio $\rho$ is equal to 1.0, the TMD damper is actually tuned to the fundamental frequency of the real pure cable $\omega_{c1}$ since with a small $\lambda^2$ value of 0.012, $\omega_{c1}$ is very close to the first natural frequency of a taut pure cable $\omega_0$ ($\omega_{c1}/\omega_0 = 1.00049$). Therefore, the first modal damping ratio is significantly improved, and the zeroth modal damping reduces significantly due to transferring the damping from the damper to the cable. After that, the first modal damping decreases, and the zeroth modal damping increases as if the damping goes back to the zeroth mode when the damper is out of tune again. With a further increase of the frequency ratio, the second mode and all the other modes of the pure cable are tuned and the corresponding modal damping reaches the maximum value in sequence, except for the fourth modal damping, since the TMD damper is located at one of the nodes of the fourth mode.

When the geometry-elasticity parameter $\lambda^2$ changes, similar observations can be made, except that the maximum modal damping may appear at a different frequency ratio, as shown in Fig. 7-6(b). Since the first ($\omega_{c1}$) and the second ($\omega_{c2}$) natural frequencies of the pure cable are very close to each other with a geometry-elasticity parameter $\lambda^2 = 39.88$ (avoidance point) and they are almost twice of the first natural frequency of a taut cable $\omega_0$ with the same tension force, the maximum first and second modal damping appears at $\rho = 2$ at the same time. Meanwhile, the zeroth modal damping reduces to almost zero as if all the damping has been transferred to the first and the second modes. This observation indicates that there is a balance for the damping among all the modes, which will be discussed in detail later.
Fig. 7-5. Damper mass effect on system modal damping: (a) modal damping versus mass ratio; (b) damped frequency versus mass ratio.
7.2.6 Effect of Damper Damping Ratio ($\eta$)

Modeled as an equivalent system consisting of a spring $K$, a dashpot with a damping coefficient $C$, and a mass $M$, the TMD damper actually has two functions. Firstly, it can transfer the cable vibration by the spring and the mass, which mainly depends on the frequency ratio discussed in the previous section. Secondly, it dissipates the vibration energy through the damping coefficient, which will be discussed in this section through the damper damping ratio.

Presented in Fig. 7-7 is the relationship between the system modal damping and the damping ratio of the TMD damper with two different $\lambda^2$ values. The variation range of the damper damping ratio considered is up to an impractical value of 1.0, which is more of theoretical interests than practical implications. The zeroth modal damping is not plotted since its value is relatively too large to fit in the figures. When $\lambda^2$ is very small, as shown in Fig. 7-7(a), all the five modal dampings increase with the increase of the damper damping ratio, especially the first modal damping. This indicates that the damper can provide more damping to the cable by increasing the damping ratio, and that the first mode will gain much more damping than other modes because of the first mode tuning. The first modal damping reaches the maximum value of 0.053 at $\eta = 0.14$. After that, the first modal damping reduces monotonically. The second modal damping begins to reduce after it reaches its maximum value of 0.013 at $\eta = 0.7$. Modal damping for higher modes is comparatively much smaller. The observation fits well with the common intuition. When the damper damping ratio is very small, the TMD damper cannot dissipate the vibration energy effectively, rendering a cable-damper system with a low damping. When the damper damping ratio is very large, the dashpot impairs the movement of the spring and the TMD works as a rigid bar so that the vibration cannot be transferred from the cable to the TMD effectively. This observation is also consistent with the discussion on the optimal damping ratio via the locations of the solutions in the companion study (Cai et al. 2006). For cables with other $\lambda^2$ values, the observations are similar, and the optimal damper damping ratio for the first mode appears at the same places of $\eta = 0.14$ with different achievable modal damping. Therefore, an optimal damping ratio will not change for different cable geometry-elasticity parameters, if the mass ratio and the first tuning method are chosen. This observation may simplify the design of the damper for different cables.

7.3 Higher Mode Tuning

In reality, not only the first cable mode but also the second or higher modes may be excited in a wind-rain induced cable vibration. Therefore, it is also important to investigate the relationship between the modal damping and the damper damping ratio for a higher mode tuning.
Fig. 7-6. Effect of frequency ratio on system modal damping: (a) $\lambda^2 = 0.012$; (b) $\lambda^2 = 39.88$. 
Fig. 7-7. Effect of damper damping ratio on system modal damping: (a) $\lambda^2 = 0.012$; (b) $\lambda^2 = 6.19$. 
Fig. 7-8 shows the relationship between the system modal damping and the damping ratio of the TMD damper with two different $\lambda^2$ values using the second mode tuning. Compared to Fig. 7-7, there are two important changes for the modal damping curves. The first is that the second modal damping instead of the first modal damping is much larger than other modal damping, as expected for a second mode tuning. The second is that there are two peaks instead of one peak in Fig. 7-8. A more detailed investigation of the change in the solutions of the basic equations reveals that when the damper damping increases to some value ($\eta = 0.1$ in this case), the damping distribution changes between the zeroth mode and the second mode. Therefore, there is a modal damping drop for the second mode from $\eta = 0.1$ to $\eta = 0.12$. After that, the modal damping curve for the second mode follows a similar trend, just like that for the first mode in Fig. 7-7. Another thing to note is that the change point and the optimal damping point will not change when the geometry-elasticity parameter changes, which is also similar to Fig. 7-7.

### 7.4 Energy Transfer and Damping Redistribution

From the energy point of view, the vibration reduction is to find a way to transfer and finally dissipate the vibration energy of structures under consideration. For a cable, the total vibration energy is composed of the vibration from each mode. If the cable vibration energy can be effectively transferred and dissipated by adding dampers, the cable vibration will be effectively reduced for sure. Since the modal damping is a direct indicator of the capacity to dissipate energy per vibration cycle, which can reflect both the TMD and MR functions as stated in Cai et al. (2005), it is naturally a good index to represent the energy transfer and dissipation. Correspondingly, the process of the cable vibration mitigation can be regarded as a process of a redistribution of the damping in the TMD damper to each mode of the cable.

Previous figures show that wherever a peak of the cable related modal damping appears, there is a drop for the damper related modal damping. However, the total modal damping for all modes seems to be the same. It seems that the damping has been “transferred” from the zeroth mode (the damper related mode) to other modes (the cable related modes). This phenomenon is called damping redistribution in this paper. To discuss the distribution of the modal damping, the total modal damping is thus defined quantitatively as,

$$\zeta = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \zeta_i,$$  \hspace{1cm} (7-1-a)

or

$$\zeta_n = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \zeta_i,$$  \hspace{1cm} (7-1-b)

when only the first $n$ modal damping is counted in. Correspondingly, the relative error for the first $n$ modal damping with respect to the damper damping ratio can be defined as,

$$e^n = \frac{|\zeta_n - \eta|}{\eta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7-2)
where $|\bullet|$ means the absolute value of $\bullet$. This quantity $e^n$ measures the relative accuracy of the hypothesis of damping redistribution, i.e., assuming that the damper damping is distributed within the $n$ cable related modes and the damper related mode.

Fig. 7-9 reveals the relationship between the relative error $e^5$ and all the parameters considered in the previous sections. Figs. 7-9(a), (b), and (c) show a very small relative error when up to the first 5 modes are considered. Of all the errors in the three figures, the maximum relative error is less than 3%, despite the variation of the cable geometry-elasticity parameter, the inclination angle, and the damper position. Therefore, the damping redistribution hypothesis holds accurately for these cases. However, in Fig. 7-9(d), the relative error $e^5$ increases almost proportionally when the mass ratio increases. This is because, as discussed earlier, as the mass ratio increases, more damping will be distributed to higher modes. When the mass ratio $m_r = 0.2$, the maximum relative error $e^5$ reaches 17.3%. However, the mass ratio used in real applications is commonly within the range of 0.01-0.05. In this range, the relative error $e^5$ is less than 5%, as shown in Fig. 7-9(d).

Fig. 7-9(e) shows a very important point for the damping redistribution hypothesis. In Fig. 7-9(e), both the relative errors for the first five modes $e^5$ and for the first eight modes $e^8$ are plotted. It seems that the relative error is too high to accept the damping redistribution hypothesis for a high frequency ratio, when only the first five modal dampings are considered. However, this observation reveals that the damping is redistributed to all modes, and the preference of the redistribution depends on the tuning. For example, when the frequency ratio is equal to 1.0, the damping is mainly distributed to the first 5 modes, and thus $e^5$ is small as discussed. However, when the frequency ratio is equal to 5, which means the TMD damper is tuned to the fifth mode of a taut cable, not only itself and the lower modes such as modes 2 and 3, but also the higher modes such as modes 6 and 7, may gain a certain amount of damping. Therefore, when the modal damping of higher modes is counted, the relative error will be reduced greatly. As shown in Fig. 7-9(e), the error $e^8$ is much less than $e^5$ for the cases of high frequency ratios. Fig. 7-9(f) shows that the damping redistribution is valid for a wide range of damper damping ratios in the cases of both the first mode tuning and the second mode tuning.

From the previous discussions, neither the cable properties, such as the geometry-elasticity parameter and the inclination angle, nor the damper properties, such as the damper position, the frequency ratio, the damper damping, nor the tuning method, will make the damping redistribution hypothesis invalid. The mass ratio does cause worse accuracy. However, in the application range of the mass ratio, the error is acceptable (less than 5%). Therefore, damping redistribution can be applied with fair accuracy for most cases. The fundamental reason for this damping redistribution should be energy conservation for the cable-damper system. However, this discussion is beyond the scope of the current study.
Fig. 7-8. Effect of damper damping ratio on system modal damping with second mode tuning: (a) $\lambda^2 = 0.012$; (b) $\lambda^2 = 6.19$. 
Fig. 7-9. Damping redistribution with different parameter variation: (a) cable geometry-elasticity parameter; (b) cable inclination; (c) damper position; (d) mass ratio; (e) frequency ratio; (f) damper damping ratio.
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7.5 Conclusions

A parametric study has been carried out to investigate the parameter influence on the solutions of the basic equations derived in the companion paper (Cai et al. 2006). Parameters such as the cable geometry-elasticity parameter, the cable inclination, the damper position, the mass ratio, the frequency ratio, and the damper damping ratio are considered. Comparing the total modal damping of the cable-damper system and the damping ratio of the damper reveals the rule of damping redistribution from the damper to each mode of the cable-damper system.

The modal damping is significantly affected by the geometry-elasticity parameter in the sense that the change of the geometry-elasticity parameter may change the cable frequency, which may cause the TMD damper to tune to two cable frequencies near the frequency crossover/avoidance point at the same time. The effect of the TMD on the first mode exchanges with that of the second mode when the geometry-elasticity parameter exceeds the frequency crossover point when the damper is placed near the mid-span. However, this can be overcome by placing the TMD damper near the 1/4th point of the cable length where only the frequency avoidance is observed.

If the geometry-elasticity parameter is much less than that corresponding to the frequency crossover/avoidance, which corresponds to a large cable tension force, the effect of cable inclination on modal damping is small, implying that in this case the stay cables can be analyzed as a horizontal taut cable.

An increase mass ratio does not necessarily improve the modal damping of the targeted mode. However, it does increase the modal damping of higher modes.

There exists an optimal damper damping for the cable-TMD system. While too small a damper damping is not sufficient in dissipating vibration energy, one too large will lock the vibration of the damper, which is not beneficial in transferring vibration from the cable to the damper.

The damper position and frequency ratio will affect the distribution of damper damping to different modes. These parameters need to be chosen carefully for a targeted mode (or targeted modes). Multiple TMDs may be warranted to target more modes since the dominating mode vibration may not be clear during the damper design process.

This study is of considerable practical interest since it can be applicable to a traditional TMD damper or the TMD-MR damper that has proven to be a promising way to increase the cable-damper system damping (Cai et al. 2005, Wu and Cai 2005).

7.6 References


CHAPTER 8. COMPARISON BETWEEN VISCOUS DAMPER AND TMD-MR DAMPER ON CABLE VIBRATION REDUCTION

8.1 Introduction

As key load-carrying members of cable-stayed bridges, stay cables are of primary importance to secure the safety of the entire structure. Since cables are generally flexible, relatively light, and low energy-dissipative because of their inadequate intrinsic damping, they are susceptible to external disturbances such as vortex shedding, rain-wind induced vibration, vehicle-induced vibration, and other excitations due to parametric disturbances caused by the motion of either the bridge deck or towers.

To suppress the problematic vibrations, a common practice is to install mechanical (including viscous/oil and Magnetorheological (MR)) dampers, with one end connected to the deck and the other end connected to the cable, at a distance typically 2-5% of the cable span length from the lower end. A large research effort has been exerted on viscous/oil dampers (Pacheco et al. 1993, Yu and Xu 1998, Xu and Yu 1998, Johnson et al. 2003). As a method of semiactive control, MR dampers have recently been used because of their advantages over other traditional mechanical dampers, such as their adjustable large damping force, mechanical simplicity, reliability, and minimum power requirement (Chen et al. 2003). However, as Cai et al. (2005) pointed out, the traditional mechanical dampers might not be the most effective because their positions are restricted at the cable ends. To further improve the effectiveness on cable vibration reduction, Tuned Mass Dampers (TMD) dampers was proposed, which can be placed anywhere along the cables to overcome the shortcomings of position restriction of mechanical dampers (Tabatabai and Mehrabi 1999). The effectiveness of TMD dampers depends on the tuning to the cable vibration frequency, which indicates that TMD dampers with self-adjusting function on its own frequency, such as a TMD-MR damper (Cai et al. 2005) or other TMD dampers with variable stiffness, will have a broader implementation potential than regular TMD dampers in a complicated system where the cable vibration frequency is difficult to be predicted due to various uncertainties. Wu and Cai (2006) conducted a parametric study on the modal damping of the cable-TMD-MR system and discussed the influence of the parameters such as the cable geometry-elasticity parameter, the cable inclination, the damper position, the mass ratio, the frequency ratio, the damper damping ratio, or the tuning mode on the effectiveness of the TMD damper, represented by the system modal damping.

Up till now, a comprehensive comparison between the effectiveness of the TMD and the viscous damper with the same cable configuration is not available in the literature; such a comparison would aid in the deeper understanding of the suitable application conditions for these two types of dampers. The current study is trying to provide some information on this point. Since Xu and Yu (1998) pointed that the out-of-plane vibration of a cable with and without viscous dampers performs the same as a taut cable, a comparison is focused on the performance of the planar in-plane vibration in this study in terms of transfer functions and modal damping.
8.2 Inclined Cable with Dampers

The present study concerns the planar vibration of an inclined cable with a small sag attached with a TMD-MR damper or a viscous damper, as shown in Fig. 8-1. Derivations of both forced vibrations and free vibrations are briefly described below. The former is used to derive the transfer function, while the latter is for the modal damping.

The TMD-MR damper is modeled as an equivalent hung-on system consisting of a variable spring $K$, a dashpot with an adjustable damping coefficient $C$, and a mass $M$ (Wu and Cai 2006). The damping coefficient $C$ represents the equivalent damping of the MR damper and can be obtained by a linearization process (Li et al. 2000). Therefore, the TMD-MR damper is simply called TMD hereafter. The viscous damper is modeled as a dashpot with a damping coefficient $C_v$ installed to the ground. The viscous damper is chosen for modal damping.

Fig. 8-1. Calculation model: (a) the inclined cable with a TMD damper; (b) the inclined cable with a viscous damper.

The TMD-MR damper is modeled as an equivalent hung-on system consisting of a variable spring $K$, a dashpot with an adjustable damping coefficient $C$, and a mass $M$ (Wu and Cai 2006). The damping coefficient $C$ represents the equivalent damping of the MR damper and can be obtained by a linearization process (Li et al. 2000). Therefore, the TMD-MR damper is simply called TMD hereafter. The viscous damper is modeled as a dashpot with a damping coefficient $C_v$ installed to the ground. The viscous damper is chosen for modal damping.
perpendicular to the cable chord as it is believed to be the optimal placement. The TMD damper is also placed perpendicular to the cable chord. As shown in Fig. 8-1, the existence of the damper divides the cable into two segments, with the length indicated in the figure. The notation without subscript will be used to represent either segment and applicable for systems with different dampers. The \( x \) coordinate is taken as along the cable chord direction, and the \( y \) coordinate is perpendicular to the \( x \) coordinate and in the downward direction. The left support of the cable is taken as the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system for the first segment and the right support as the origin for the second segment. The notation of the cable-viscous damper system is similar to that of the cable-TMD damper system, with a subscription of ‘\( v \)’ to indicate the viscous damper.

The detailed derivation of an inclined cable with a small sag attached with a TMD damper can be found in Cai et al. (2006). The derivation of an inclined cable with a small sag installed with a viscous damper can be found in Yu and Xu (1998) in a different approach. However, the important equations and the derivation are summarized here for the purpose of narrative and comparison. The equation of motion for the cable segment can be expressed as

\[
 f_y + \frac{H}{\cos \theta} \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial x^2} + h \frac{d^2 y}{d^2 x} = m \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial t^2} + c \frac{\partial v}{\partial t} \tag{8-1}
\]

where \( f_y \) is the distributed cable force along the \( y \) direction; \( H \) is the constant horizontal component of the cable tension force; \( \theta \) is the inclined cable angle measured from the horizontal axis; \( v \) is the cable dynamic displacement components along the \( y \) coordinate measured from the static equilibrium position of the cable; \( m \) and \( c \) are the distributed cable mass and damping coefficient per unit length, respectively; and \( t \) is the time. The notation \( \frac{d(\bullet)}{d(\circ)} \) denotes the derivative of “\( \bullet \)” with respect to “\( \circ \)” and \( \frac{\partial(\bullet)}{\partial(\circ)} \) means the partial derivative of “\( \bullet \)” with respect to “\( \circ \)”.

A parabolic static profile is chosen by neglecting higher orders of a small quantity \( \varepsilon = \frac{mgl}{H} \cos(\theta) \ll 1 \), the ratio of the cable weight to the tension force. The inequality implies that the tension force in the cable is large compared to its weight so that the sag and the slope of the cable are small.

The elastic deformation caused by the cable vibration generates a secondary tension force, which in turn causes additional deformation. By examining the relation between the strain and the stress of a small element, the compatibility equation can thus be obtained as

\[
 \frac{h}{EA \cos \theta} (1 + \frac{1}{8} \varepsilon^2 \cos^2 \theta) l = \varepsilon \cos \theta \int_0^l v dx \tag{8-2}
\]

where \( E \) is the Young’s modulus of the cable; \( A \) is the area of the cable cross section; and \( h \) is defined as the component of the dynamic tension force along the \( x \) ordinate.
The cable equation can be analytically solved for some external loadings with a special form, such as an evenly distributed force in the form of $f_x = \tilde{f}_x(x)e^{\lambda}$, leading to the following solution

$$v_k(x) = \tilde{v}_c \frac{\sinh(\beta x)}{\sinh(\beta l_k)} - \left( \frac{\tilde{f}_x l - \tilde{h} \cos(\theta)}{\beta^2 l} \right) \left( \frac{\sinh(\beta(l_k - x) + \sinh(\beta x))}{\sinh(\beta l_k)} - 1 \right), \ k = 1, 2 \ (8-3)$$

where the complex variable $s$ can be viewed as an angular frequency, which represents the vibration characteristics; $v_c$ is the cable displacement where the damper is located; and $\beta$ is defined as $\sqrt{\frac{(ms^2 + cs)\cos(\theta)}{H}}$ for narrative simplicity. Terms with a tilde represent that they are functions of the position variable only.

The existence of the damper provides a force boundary condition for the cable point where the damper is placed. As for the viscous damper, the boundary condition leads

$$\left. \frac{H}{\cos \theta} \left( -\frac{\partial v_1}{\partial x_1} \right) \right|_{x_1 = l_v} - \left. \frac{\partial v_2}{\partial x_2} \right|_{x_2 = l_v} = C_v \frac{\partial v_c}{\partial t} \ (8-4)$$

For the TMD damper, the boundary condition leads

$$\left. \frac{H}{\cos \theta} \left( -\frac{\partial v_1}{\partial x_1} \right) \right|_{x_1 = l_t} - \left. \frac{\partial v_2}{\partial x_2} \right|_{x_2 = l_t} = K(v_1 \bigg|_{x_1 = l_t} - v_d) + C \left( \frac{dv_1}{dt} \bigg|_{x_1 = l_t} - \frac{dv_d}{dt} \right) \ (8-5)$$

The installation of the TMD actually adds one more degree of freedom to the cable-damper system, or called modal splitting. Therefore, one more equation, meaningly, the equilibrium of the damper itself should be counted in, as

$$K(v_1 \bigg|_{x_1 = l_t} - v_d) + C \left( \frac{dv_1}{dt} \bigg|_{x_1 = l_t} - \frac{dv_d}{dt} \right) - M \frac{dv_d}{dt} = 0 \ (8-6)$$

With further derivation from the previous simultaneous equations, the eigenvalue equation governing the free vibration problem of the cable-viscous damper system can be obtained from Eqs. (2)-(4) as ($f_y = 0$),

$$4\pi \xi \sinh(\beta r_{1v}) \sinh(\beta r_{2v}) \{\sinh(\beta') - \cosh(\beta r_{1v}) \cosh(\beta r_{2v}) (\beta' + \frac{4}{\lambda^2} \beta^3)\}$$

$$= -\sinh(\beta') \{\sinh(\beta') - \cosh(\beta') (\beta' + \frac{4}{\lambda^2} \beta^3)\} \ (8-7)$$

where notations $r_{1v} = l_{1v} / l$, $r_{2v} = l_{2v} / l$, $\beta' = 0.5 \beta l$, and $\xi = C_v / (2ml \omega_0)$ are defined. $\omega_0 = \sqrt{\frac{H}{m \cos \theta}} \frac{\pi}{l}$ is the fundamental angular frequency for a taut cable, and $\lambda^2$ is proportional to the ratio of the cable axial stiffness to the cable geometry stiffness (and thus called the cable geometry-elasticity parameter hereafter):
\[
\lambda^2 = \varepsilon^2 \cos^2(\theta) \frac{1}{1 + \frac{1}{8} \varepsilon^2 \cos^2 \theta} \frac{AE}{H / \cos \theta}
\]

(8-8)

Similarly, the governing equation for the free vibration problem of the cable-TMD damper system can be obtained from Eqs. (2), (3), (5), and (6) as \(( f_x = 0 )\),

\[
4m_r \beta' \frac{\rho^2 + 4\eta \rho (\beta'/\pi)}{\rho^2 + 4\eta \rho (\beta'/\pi) + 4(\beta'/\pi)^2} \sinh(\beta' r_1) \sinh(\beta' r_2) \{ \sinh(\beta') - \cosh(\beta') \cos(\beta'/\pi) \}
\]

\[- \cosh(\beta' r_1) \cosh(\beta' r_2) (\beta' + 4 \frac{\lambda}{\beta^3}) \}
\]

(8-9)

where \( m_r = \frac{M}{m_l} \) is the mass ratio between the TMD and the cable and \( \rho \) is the frequency ratio of the TMD to a taut cable and will be referred to as the frequency ratio.

The simultaneous equations for the cable-viscous damper system on the forced vibration problem with an evenly distributed force in the form \( v \) of \( x \) are listed below, which can be obtained from Eqs. (2), (3), (5), and (6).

\[
\tilde{v}_x (2\pi \xi + \frac{\sinh(\beta')}{\sinh(\beta' r_1) \sinh(\beta' r_2)} + \frac{\tilde{h} \varepsilon \cos^2 \theta}{H \beta^3 l} \times \frac{\sinh(\beta'/2)}{\cosh(\beta' r_1/2) \cosh(\beta' r_2/2)} \)
\]

\[
= \frac{f_x \cos \theta}{\beta^2 H} (\frac{\sinh(\beta'/2)}{\cosh(\beta' r_1/2) \cosh(\beta' r_2/2)} - \beta)
\]

(8-10-a)

\[
\tilde{v}_c (2\pi \xi + \frac{\sinh(\beta')}{\sinh(\beta' r_1) \sinh(\beta' r_2)} + \frac{\tilde{h} \varepsilon \cos^2 \theta}{H \beta^3 l} \times \frac{2 \sinh(\beta'/2)}{\cosh(\beta' r_1/2) \cosh(\beta' r_2/2)} - \beta)
\]

(8-10-b)

Similarly, the equations for the forced vibration of the cable-TMD damper system can be found in Cai et al. (2006), or simply by changing the term \( 2\pi \xi \) in Eq. (10-a) to the corresponding term for the TMD damper.

8.3 Comparison on Achievable System Modal Damping

To evaluate the performance of a damper, the achievable modal damping of the cable-damper system for a free vibration is no doubt a proper criterion, which indicates the damper capacity to dissipate energy in each vibration circle. The first five modal dampings are taken into consideration. Since the installation of the TMD damper adds one more degree of freedom to the cable-damper system (i.e., one mode splits into two modes), only the cable related mode is compared (defined as the one with the smaller value of the ratio of TMD amplitude to the cable amplitude at the damper location. The other mode is defined as damper related mode or the zeroth mode. They have equal importance for the cable-TMD damper system.) (Wu and Cai 2006).
Several cables with different geometry-elasticity parameters are considered since the damper performance may change for different cables. Those cables are chosen according to the $\lambda^2$ values as far less than (0.012, as a taut cable), less than (6.19), close to (39.88), and larger than (49.54) the first frequency crossover point $(2\pi)^2 = 39.48$ (Irvine 1981). Though a better performance of the viscous damper can be observed when its location moves toward the mid-span, two damper locations, 0.02l and 0.05l from the lower cable end, are considered to reveal a thorough variation of the system damping influenced by the geometry-elasticity parameter $\lambda^2$, the damper location $r_{1v}$, and the damping ratio $\xi$. The mass ratio $m_r$ for the cable-TMD damper system is chosen as 0.02, as commonly used in practice. The tuning of the TMD damper to the cable is $\omega_d = \frac{\omega}{\omega_1}$, where the $\omega$ and $\omega_1$ are the damper frequency and the cable fundamental frequency, respectively.

Fig. 8-2 displays the relation between the damping ratio and the modal damping for the cable-viscous damper for four cables with different $\lambda^2$ values stated previously with the damper placed at 0.02l from the cable end. Figs. 8-2(a) and 8-2(b) are similar to Pacheco’s results (Pacheco et al. 1993). Fig. 8-2(a) shows the so-called universal modal damping curve, which implies that for a cable with a small $\lambda^2$ value (or very large tension force in the cable), when the modal damping is plotted against the multiplication of the damper damping ratio $\xi$, the mode number $i$, and the normalized damper location $r_{1v}$, the curves for the first five modes are very close. Fig. 8-2(b) shows that when the $\lambda^2$ value increases, the curve for the first modal damping lowers down. However, the other four modal damping curves do not change. With a further increase of the $\lambda^2$ value, when it is a little larger than the first frequency crossover point, several modal damping curves alter considerably, as shown in Fig. 8-2(c). The first modal damping curve ascends back to the same level as in Fig. 8-2(a) with the optimal damping ratio shifting left. The second modal damping curve becomes close to zero and the third modal damping curve drops down. With a further increase of the $\lambda^2$ value to 49.54, the second modal damping curve begins to rise, the third modal damping curve lowers down more, and the other curves remain without noticeable change.

Fig. 8-3 shows the change of the modal damping curves affected by the geometry-elasticity parameter for each mode. In Fig. 8-3(a) the first modal damping curve decreases when the $\lambda^2$ value increases before it reaches the first frequency crossover point, comes back almost to the equal optimal modal damping level of a taut cable, and remains unchanged afterwards. In Fig. 8-3(b) the second modal damping curve stays unvaried before the $\lambda^2$ value reaches the first frequency crossover point, becomes zero at the crossover point, and begins to increases when the $\lambda^2$ value increases further. In Fig. 8-3(c) the third modal damping curve continues to decrease when the $\lambda^2$ value increases. In Fig. 8-3(d) the fourth modal damping curve does not vary when the $\lambda^2$ value changes in the considered range. These observations can be explained with the mode exchange rule occurred at the frequency crossover point. Irvine (1981) pointed out that at the first frequency crossover point, the first and second modes exchange. As Xu and Yu (1998) pointed out, the modal shape ordinate of the first symmetric mode close to cable end entails for the cable a very small motion over there before
the frequency crossover, and thus causes a small first modal damping. However, after the crossover, the mode exchange occurs and all the mode-related properties exchange accordingly. Therefore, the descending first modal damping curve rises back to the original height and the unmoved second modal damping curve drops dramatically at that point. Since the $\lambda^2$ value considered is far below the second frequency crossover point, the fourth modal damping curve is not influenced.

Fig. 8-2. Variations of modal damping with the damping ratio of a viscous damper for four cables: (a) $\lambda^2=0.012$; (b) $\lambda^2=6.19$; (c) $\lambda^2=39.88$; (d) $\lambda^2=49.54$. 
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Fig. 8-3. Variations of modal damping with the cable geometry-elasticity parameters: (a) the first mode; (b) the second mode; (c) the third mode; (d) the fourth mode.
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(c) The third mode

(d) The fourth mode
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Presented in Fig. 8-4 is the variation of the modal damping versus the damper damping ratio for a cable with a $\lambda^2$ value equal to 0.012 and a damper located at the 0.05/l from the cable end. Compared to Fig. 8-2(a), the maximum modal damping in Fig. 8-4 increases almost proportionally to the normalized location. However, the five curves separate and the higher modes attain larger optimal modal damping while they overlap each other and thus have the same optimal modal damping as a universal modal damping curve in Fig. 8-2(a). Therefore, the universal modal damping curve is only eligible for the design of a viscous damper located very close to the cable support to mitigate the vibration for a cable with a small $\lambda^2$ value. The comparison results for the damper located at 0.02/l and 0.05/l for cables with other $\lambda^2$ values are similar and therefore are not shown here.

Fig. 8-5 plots the relation between the damping ratio and the modal damping for the cable-TMD damper system for four cables with different $\lambda^2$ values stated previously with a damper placed at $r_1 = 0.25$ of the cable length. The modal damping curve for the damper related mode is not plotted because it can not fit in the figure. Unlike Fig. 8-2(a), all five curves separate from each other in Fig. 8-5(a). The peak modal damping for the first mode achieved by the TMD damper is almost 5 times of that achieved by the viscous damper, as shown in Fig. 8-2(a). Actually, the TMD damper can provide a better system damping to the cable-damper system over a large range of the damper damping ratio $\eta$ than the maximum damping provided by a viscous damper located at 0.02/l from the cable end. Even the modal damping of the second mode for the cable-TMD system is larger than the maximum damping of the cable-viscous system in Fig. 8-2(a) for a considerable range. However, the peak modal
damping for the cable-viscous damper system is less sensitive in terms of the damper coefficient compared to the cable-TMD damper system in Fig. 8-5(a). The half-value bandwidth of the damper coefficient is defined for this comparison. If \( C_a \) and \( C_b \) (or their proportional counterparts) are the damper coefficients on either side of the damper coefficient corresponding to the peak modal damping at which the amplitude (the corresponding modal damping \( \zeta \)) is half of the peak modal damping, then the magnitude of the term \(|C_b - C_a|\) is defined as the half-value bandwidth of the damper coefficient. This concept can be used to check the sensitivity of the optimal damper damping coefficient. The half-value bandwidth calculated from the first modal damping curve for the viscous damper is about 11288 N.s/m, while it is 2.26 N.s/m for the TMD damper. This indicates that though the TMD damper can provide better performance, it needs a more accurate design.

When the \( \lambda^2 \) value increases, the peak modal damping of the cable-TMD system for the first mode increases, as shown in Fig. 8-5, while that of the cable-viscous damper system decreases before the \( \lambda^2 \) value reaches the first frequency crossover point and returns to the initial damping level after the \( \lambda^2 \) value passes the first frequency crossover point, as shown in Fig. 8-3(a). The half-value bandwidth of the first modal damping curve for the cable-TMD system increases from 2.26 N.s/m with a \( \lambda^2 \) value of 0.012 to 4.37 N.s/m with a \( \lambda^2 \) value of 39.88, as shown in Fig. 8-5(c). However, the half-value bandwidth for the cable-viscous damper system decreases from 11288 N.s/m to 5855 N.s/m, as shown in Fig. 8-3(a).

Fig. 8-5(c) also shows the effect of the mode exchange on the system damping. When the TMD damping ratio reaches a certain value (0.1 in this case), mode exchange occurs between the second and zeroth. After the mode exchange, the second modal damping becomes zero, while the zeroth modal damping continues the track for the second mode. This occurs since the installation of the TMD damper will affect the cable frequency to a fair degree. At the vicinity of the frequency crossover point, there is a complex interaction between the first two frequencies of the cable and the damper frequency with the first mode tuning. They are so close that either two of them may exchange. More complicated mode exchange occurs in Fig. 8-5(d). Therefore, cables with \( \lambda^2 \) value close to the frequency crossover point are not recommended. In this range, neither the viscous damper nor the TMD damper can guarantee a good performance in a predictable way. Actually, 90% of the stay cables have a \( \lambda^2 \) value in the range of 0.008-1.08 based on the database of stay cables established by Tabatabai et al. (1998), which are far away from the crossover point (\( \lambda^2 =39.48 \)).

The third system damping curve increases slowly when the \( \lambda^2 \) value increases and is much lower compared to the first two damping curves. The fourth system damping curve is always zero since the 1/4 th point is a node for the fourth mode.
Fig. 8-5. Variations of modal damping with the damping ratio of a TMD-MR damper for four cables: (a) $\lambda^2=0.012$; (b) $\lambda^2=6.19$; (c) $\lambda^2=39.88$; (d) $\lambda^2=49.54$. 
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8.4 Comparison on Transfer Function

To evaluate the performance of the dampers, in addition to the modal damping (free vibrations), the reduction of the cable resonant response to forced vibrations is also investigated. In the current study, the first modal vibration is chosen as the target to be mitigated, which means that if more reduction for the first modal vibration is achieved by varying parameters of one damper, this damper is considered the better one. Since cables with geometry-elasticity parameters close to and larger than the frequency crossover point are not recommended as discussed earlier, only two cables with $\lambda^2$ values less than the first frequency crossover point are considered in this section. A small distributed damping for the cable of 0.493 N.s/m² is chosen for the pure cable without dampers to avoid the infinite resonant response.

Xu and Yu (1998) (also by comparing Fig. 8-2(a) and Fig. 8-4 in this paper) pointed out that a viscous damper provides more achievable damping for the cable-damper system for the first five modes when the damper location moves toward the mid-span. The damper location considered in their study is up to 0.10l from the lower cable end, which is beyond the implementation restriction and more of theoretical interest. Therefore, the optimal location in the current study for a viscous damper is selected as 0.05l, perhaps the furthest realistic distance in applications. The viscous damper that can provide optimal modal damping for a free vibration in the previous section is considered the initial optimal viscous damper for the forced vibration reduction and may be replaced if a better one is found after a search step of 0.01 for the damper damping ratio in its vicinity. For the TMD damper, the optimal tuning frequency is obtained by a trial-and-error process with a 0.01 step length of the tuning ratio (the TMD frequency to the fundamental cable frequency $\omega_d / \omega_1$), and so is the damper damping ratio $\eta$. The mass ratio of the TMD damper to the cable is chosen as 0.02. Two different TMD damper locations are chosen due to the following reasons. The mid-span is chosen because the optimal system damping for the first mode is achieved there. The 1/4th cable length is chosen because TMD dampers placed there are effective not only for the first modal damping but also for other modal damping.

Fig. 8-6(a) shows the transfer function for the pure cable and the cable with dampers for a cable with a $\lambda^2$ value of 0.012. There is no peak response associated with the second cable mode in this figure since it cannot be excited by the evenly distributed force. The optimal damper damping ratio for the viscous damper is $\xi = 0.15$ and a reduction ratio of $r_{red} = 0.185$ that is defined as the ratio of the displacement at the middle point of the cable with the damper to that without the damper. The optimal reduction ratio for the cable-TMD damper system is achieved as $r_{red} = 0.0776$ with a tuning ratio of $\omega_d / \omega_1 = 0.96$ and a damper damping ratio of $\eta = 0.15$. In this case the two supposed peaks for the cable-TMD damper system are close, and thus appear like one with a boarder range. Therefore, the optimal vibration by installing the TMD damper is another 58.1% less than that by using the viscous damper. For the third mode, the viscous damper provides a much better reduction than the TMD damper since only the first mode is targeted for the TMD tuning. The comparison for
the TMD damper at 1/4\textsuperscript{th} of the cable length and the viscous damper is similar and is shown in Fig. 8-5(b). Data for both cases are summarized in table 8-1 for reference.
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(a) TMD damper at midspan
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(b) TMD damper at 1/4\textsuperscript{th} cable length

Fig. 8-6. Transfer function comparison: (a) TMD damper at midspan; (b) TMD damper at 1/4\textsuperscript{th} cable length
The comparison results for the cable with a $\lambda^2$ value of 6.19 are similar to that with a $\lambda^2$ value of 0.012, which can also be found in table 8-1.

Table 8-1. Comparison of cable vibration reduction between viscous damper and TMD damper for the first mode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cable location</th>
<th>Damping ratio ((\eta))</th>
<th>Tuning frequency ((\omega_d/\omega_c))</th>
<th>Optimal reduction ((r_{\text{red}}))</th>
<th>Damping ratio ((\xi))</th>
<th>Optimal reduction ((r_{\text{red}}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>midspan</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.0776</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4\textsuperscript{th}</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1495</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>midspan</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.0677</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.2936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4\textsuperscript{th}</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.1259</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.5 Comparison of Damper Design

The design of viscous dampers for a taut cable with a universal damping curve was proposed by Pacheco et al. (1993). A similar approach of a TMD damper design for cables can be found in Wu and Cai (2006). A brief summary and comparison between designs for these two dampers for a taut cable are introduced here for demonstration purposes, based on the example used by Wu and Cai (2006). The intrinsic cable damping is conservatively ignored and additional damping is needed to suppress rain-wind induced vibrations. Other cable properties are listed in table 8-2. Damper designs for cables with large $\lambda^2$ values need more information and effort, but can follow the same procedure.

Table 8-2. Properties of example cable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(m) (kg·m(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(l) (m)</th>
<th>(T) (N)</th>
<th>(p) (kg/m(^3))</th>
<th>(D) (m)</th>
<th>(\omega_c) (sec(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>114.09</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>5.017\times10^6</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>7.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Irwin proposed the following criterion to control the rain-wind induced cable vibration

\[
S_c = \frac{m\zeta}{pD^2} \geq \alpha
\]  \hspace{1cm} (8-11)

where \(S_c\) is the Scruton number; \(p\) is the mass density of air; \(D\) is the outside diameter of the cable; and \(\alpha\) is the limiting value for Scruton number. The above relationship can be rewritten as

\[
\zeta \geq \frac{\alpha pD^2}{m} = \frac{\alpha}{\mu}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (8-12)
where the mass parameter \( \mu \) is defined as \( \mu = m/(pD^2) \). Therefore, to meet the above stated criterion, the damping ratio of the cable needs to meet the requirement of Eq. (8-12). Based on available test results, Irwin proposed a minimum \( \alpha \) of 10.

Since the mass parameter \( \mu \) can be calculated as \( \mu = m/(pD^2) = 1747 \), the demanded modal damping is determined from Eq. (8-12) as

\[
\xi \geq \alpha/\mu = 10/1747 = 0.0057 = 0.57\%
\]

(8-13)

8.5.1 Design of Viscous Dampers

To design a viscous damper located at \( 0.02l \), the damper coefficient of the viscous damper can be designed using Fig. 8-2(a). Based on this figure, values of \( \xi r_{10} \) from 0.032 to 0.32 (from that the \( \xi \) can be calculated) will satisfy Eq. (8-13) and the corresponding damper coefficient is calculated as

\[
C_v = 2mlw_0 \xi = 2*114.09*93*7.08*\xi = 240388\text{ to } 2403885\text{ N.s/m}\n\]

(8-14)

Or the optimal damper coefficient is obtained as 901457 N.s/m that falls in the feasible range.

8.5.2 Design of TMD Dampers

Suppose the damper is placed at the 1/4th cable length. The mass ratio of the TMD-MR damper is chosen as 2%, as in common practice, from which the mass of the damper is determined as

\[
M = 2% * L * m = 0.02 * 93 * 114.09 = 212.2\text{kg}
\]

(8-15)

The tuning ratio is then chosen approximately as \( \omega_d / \omega_{cl} = 1.0 \) for simplicity, though the optimal tuning may achieve a little better damping. The stiffness of the TMD-MR damper can therefore be determined as

\[
K = M \left( \frac{\pi}{L} \sqrt{\frac{T}{m}} \right)^2 = 212.2 * \left( \frac{3.14159}{93} \sqrt{\frac{5.017*10^6}{114.09}} \right)^2 = 10648.2\text{N/m}
\]

(8-16)

where \( \omega_{cl} = \frac{\pi}{L} \sqrt{\frac{T}{m}} \) is the fundamental frequency for a taut cable. Then Fig. 8-5(a) can be referred to and values of \( \eta = 0.012 \) to \( 0.83 \) can be chosen to satisfy Eq. (8-13) with an optimal damping ratio at 0.14, which corresponds to a damper coefficient of 420.7 N.s/m.

From the procedure stated above, the design effort is similar for these two dampers.

8.6 Conclusions

A comparison study between the characteristics of the cable-viscous damper system and the cable-TMD damper system is presented through an analytical approach. From this study, the following conclusions can be drawn.
1. The system modal damping curve changes according to the cable geometry-elasticity parameter \( \lambda^2 \) and the mode for both cable-damper systems. For the cable-viscous damper system, with the increase of the \( \lambda^2 \) value from small to larger than the first frequency crossover point \( 4\pi^2 \), the peak modal damping for the first mode reduces to zero and pops back to the initial level right after the \( \lambda^2 \) value is beyond the crossover point. At the same time, the peak modal damping for the second mode becomes zero and begins to increase afterward. The peak modal damping for the third mode reduces much slower, and that for the fourth mode almost remains unchanged during the process. For the cable-TMD damper system, the peak modal damping for the first mode becomes larger. The second modal damping curve may exchange with the damper-related modal damping at the frequency crossover point and beyond the point. The curve for the third mode is relatively much lower and increases slowly in the process. The fourth modal damping is always zero since the TMD damper is located at a node for the fourth mode.

2. At the comparison condition between a viscous damper located at 0.05/1 from the cable end with optimal damper damping ratio and a TMD damper located at 1/4th cable length or mid-span with a 0.02 mass ratio, optimal tuning, and optimal damper damping ratio, the TMD damper can provide better vibration reduction to the targeted first mode, needs less damper damping, and needs a more accurate design since its reduction effect is more sensitive to the damper damping. However, the viscous damper is effective for more modes at the same time, while the TMD damper is more focused to the targeted mode. It may need multiple TMD dampers to reduce vibration for several modes.

3. The designs to mitigate the rain-wind induced cable vibration by a viscous damper and a TMD damper are similar. All the damper parameters can be obtained according to the demanded modal damping calculated based on the Scruton number requirement.

Further research may be carried out on the effectiveness of the multiple TMD dampers to reduce the cable vibration with a strategy to make all the modal vibration less than that of the cable-viscous damper system.

8.7 References


CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this dissertation, in addition to using an existing MR damper, a new type of damper, a Tuned Mass Damper-Magnetorheological (TMD-MR) damper is proposed and investigated theoretically and experimentally for cable vibration reduction. Comparisons on the reduction effectiveness between the proposed TMD-MR damper and other traditional dampers are carried out. The advantages and possible shortcomings of the proposed damper are addressed. This research work indicates that the proposed damper is practically implementable.

9.1 Experimental Study on Existing Individual MR Damper

First, experiments on the MR damper are carried out to gain some experience on the damper itself and the particular properties of the MR fluids. Experiment data shows that MR dampers can provide considerable damping forces under different loading conditions, including different electric currents, loading frequencies, loading waves, and working temperatures. MR dampers can provide considerable damping forces even at their passive mode (with zero current) and have a large dynamic range. The damper used in this study has a maximum damping output force of 10N at the passive mode and about 80 N at the maximum current 0.5A, corresponding to a dynamic range of about 8. MR dampers can provide approximately the same damping force for a range of frequencies from 0.5Hz to 5Hz. The displacement-force curve shows that the energy that the MR dampers can dissipate is large when the loading wave is smooth. The working temperature does have some effect on the performance of MR dampers, especially between 20°C and 30°C.

To study the adjustability of the MR dampers, they are installed on the cable to reduce the cable vibration for both free and forced vibration through passive and semiactive control strategies. A passive control strategy implies the current is preset (either zero or nonzero current) and kept constant during the experiment, and the semiactive strategy implies the current is changing all the time, indicated by the control command based on the control algorithm. To utilize the Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) algorithm, the control-oriented state-space equations are established, and the simulation research serves as a necessary step to guide the design and implementation of the controller. Through a different experimental setup, both the passive and semiactive experiments demonstrate that MR dampers are a good choice to reduce the cable vibration. The experiment with the passive MR damper shows that the reduction efficiency generally increases with the increase in the current. However, there is an optimal current, beyond which the reduction effect will be the same. This current is called the saturation current. MR dampers can help reduce cable vibrations under a variety of excitation frequencies and are most efficient for the resonant vibrations. Semiactive control experiments shows that the output force of the semiactive damper should be set around the active demand to achieve the best control effect. Otherwise, the damper output damping force may be too large for the cable vibration, which may deteriorate the control effect.
9.2 Experimental Study on Proposed TMD-MR Damper

Based on the obtained information and experience, a TMD-MR damper was designed and manufactured according to the vibration level of the experimental cable. The designed TMD-MR damper is then added to the cable, and possible factors that may affect the effectiveness of the TMD-MR damper are then investigated experimentally. It was observed that the cable resonant vibration was considerably reduced down to 20%~30% of the cable vibration without dampers. In addition, the installation of the TMD-MR damper also changed the natural frequency of the cable-damper system. Extraordinary vibration reduction efficiency was achieved when the natural frequency of the TMD-MR damper was tuned close to that of the cable. After being tuned correctly, the TMD-MR damper is expected to be more effective for a wider range of different excitation frequencies than a traditional TMD. When the excitation frequency was not close to the cable natural frequency, the MR component contributed mainly in providing an additional damping, and the TMD-MR should have been set in the passive mode. A large current in the MR damper tended to lock the MR shaft and thus deteriorated the damping effectiveness. When the excitation frequency was close to the cable natural frequency, the TMD component contributed mainly to track the excitation frequency and transfer vibration energy to the damper, and the MR component worked as an energy dissipater to help reduce the cable vibration. The addition of the MR damper makes the TMD-MR damper system adaptable.

9.3 Numerical Study on TMD-MR Damper

To get a profound and extended understanding of the TMD-MR damper performance, a simple, and then a more refined analytical model of the cable-TMD-MR system is established. The simple one chooses the simple cable model with a horizontal profile to master the essentials of the cable-damper system and easily compare with research results on other types of dampers. The refined model considered an inclined cable with small sag, which better represented most stay cables in reality. The analytical formula turned out to be an eigenvalue problem for a free cable vibration with complex solutions. Discussions on the dynamic characteristics of the established system, therefore, are focused on the performance criteria as the system modal damping achieved by the TMD-MR damper. Special cases such as nonoscillatory decaying vibration and nondecaying oscillation are discussed in the simple model.

Based on the derived formula, thorough investigation of the effect of the cable/damper parameters on the modal damping is carried out, including the cable geometry-elasticity parameter, the cable inclination, the damper position, the mass ratio, the frequency ratio, and the damper damping ratio. A higher mode tuning strategy is also considered. The modal damping is significantly affected by the geometry-elasticity parameter in the sense that the change of the geometry-elasticity parameter may change the cable frequency of symmetric modes, which may cause the TMD damper to tune to two cable frequencies near the frequency crossover/avoidance point at the same time. However, this negative effect can be reduced by placing the TMD damper near the 1/4th point of the cable length where only the frequency avoidance is observed. If the geometry-elasticity parameter is much less than that
that corresponding to the frequency crossover/avoidance, which corresponds to a large cable tension force, the effect of cable inclination on modal damping is small, implying that in this case the stay cables can be analyzed as a horizontal taut cable. An increase of the mass ratio does not necessarily improve the modal damping of the targeted mode. However, it does increase the modal damping of higher modes. There exists an optimal damper damping for the cable-TMD system. While too small a damper damping is not sufficient in dissipating vibration energy, one too large will lock the vibration of the damper, which is not beneficial in transferring vibration from the cable to the damper. The damper position and frequency ratio will affect the distribution of damper damping to different modes. These parameters need to be carefully chosen for a targeted mode (or targeted modes).

Comparison studies are carried out between the viscous damper and the TMD-MR damper subsequently through a similar theoretical approach. Research results show that the system modal damping curve changes according to the cable geometry-elasticity parameter \( \lambda^2 \) and the mode for the combined cable-damper systems. At the comparison condition between a viscous damper located at 0.05/ from the cable end with an optimal damper damping ratio and a TMD damper located at 1/4th the cable length or on at the mid-span with a 0.02 mass ratio, optimal tuning, and optimal damper damping ratio, the TMD-MR damper can provide about twice the system damping for the targeted first mode, needs less damper damping, and needs a more accurate design since its reduction effect is more sensitive to the damper damping. Lower displacement for the resonant response for the forced vibration can also be observed by adding a TMD-MR damper. However, the viscous damper is effective for more modes at the same time, while the TMD damper is more focused to the targeted mode, indicating a multi-TMD system may be needed in applications.

9.4 Recommendations for Future Study

Future researches related to the current study are recommended as:

- Limited by the manufacture condition, the TMD-MR design is still relatively large, compared to the size of the experimental cable. There are also some problems for the MR fluid leakage and for the wire winding to generate the magnetic field. For real application in the field, it is recommended that commercial products with full consideration of the field condition and manufacture aspects should be produced.

- The proposed TMD-MR damper has been demonstrated as a promising way to reduce the cable vibration in the lab. It is more uncertain and challenging for the field implementation. Therefore, it is urged that field verification of the proposed TMD-MR damper for small scale (installed on one or two cables) should be carried out. This would be beneficial to improve the TMD-MR damper design for mass production commercially.

- Currently, the effectiveness of the TMD-MR damper is verified with an adjustable passive MR damper. The final blueprint should be an adaptive semiactive MR damper. This means a TMD-MR damper system should be integrated with a sensor, controller, and the MR damper itself. The built-in sensor measures the vibration information from the cable, the measured information is analyzed, and the control signal is sent out by the controller to make
the damper adjust itself automatically. However, the realization of the final blueprint needs multidisciplinary work among electrical, mechanical, and civil engineering.

- Multiple TMD-MR dampers or variable stiffness TMD-MR dampers should be investigated, which should be helpful in dealing with excitations with a wide frequency range.

- Further research can be conducted on the energy exchange process of the TMD-MR damper and cable during the vibration. This research should be helpful in revealing the reasons for damping redistribution.

- Based on the factor that the tension force of the stay cables may change in the service period, an adaptive control strategy should be developed for the uncertainty of the cable tension force or other variable parameters.
APPENDIX A: DETAILS FOR ADJUSTABLE TMD-MR DAMPER DESIGN

None of the companies we contacted had commercially available MR dampers with small forces and sizes to match the model cable used in the present study. Therefore, we needed to design and manufacture those dampers ourselves. Two pressure driven flow modes with different sizes were designed, and one of them was chosen for the TMD-MR damper system. One direct shear mode was designed and discarded because of maintenance problem, such as oil leaking. Generally, the design for MR dampers consists of two steps: a geometry design and a magnetic circuit design. The main design process, which follows Lord Corporation Engineering Note (1999), is summarized here for reference.

A.1 Geometry Design

Most MR dampers used in civil engineering are pressure driven flow modes, though some other types are available in other areas. Fig. A-1 shows an actual pressure driven flow damper and its magnetic circuit.

According to fluid dynamics analysis (Yang 2001), the pressure drop developed in the pressure driven flow mode is assumed as the sum of a viscous component $\Delta P_\eta$ and a field dependent induced yield stress component $\Delta P_\tau$. Therefore, the pressure drop can be expressed as:

$$\Delta P = \Delta P_\eta + \Delta P_\tau = \frac{12\eta QL}{g \lambda w} + \frac{c \tau L}{g}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A-1)

where $Q$ is the volumetric flow rate and $c$ is a constant mainly determined by the ratio of $\Delta P_\tau / \Delta P_\eta$, which is chosen as 2.5 in the primary TMD-MR system design in the present study.

The minimum active fluid volume $V$ and dynamic range $\lambda$ are introduced to get some insight of the parameter variation. The former is the volume of MR fluid exposed to the magnetic field, and thus, is responsible in providing the desired MR effect. The latter is
defined as the ratio between a controllable component and an uncontrollable component. After some simplifications, the following equation can be derived:

\[ V = k \left( \frac{\eta}{\tau_y} \right) \lambda W_m \]  

(A-2)

where \( k \) is a constant and \( V = Lw_g \) is the necessary active fluid volume in order to achieve the desired control ratio \( \lambda \) at a required controllable mechanical power level \( W_m = Q \Delta P_\tau \).

Also, the following equations can be obtained

\[ k = 12 / c^2, \quad \lambda = \Delta P_\tau / \Delta P_\eta, \quad w_g^2 = \frac{12}{c} \left( \frac{\eta}{\tau_y} \right) \lambda Q. \]  

(A-3)

Eqs. (A-2) and (A-3) provide geometric constraints for MR devices based on MR fluid properties and the desired ratio or dynamic range. If the required parameters such as the mechanical power level, the desired control ratio, the volumetric flow rate, and the material properties are specified, the dimension of the MR damper can be calculated by using the corresponding equations. The existing design method might be improved by using the output damping force as a required parameter directly, but the discussion of the optimal design method is out of the scope of the current study.

A.2 MR Damper Magnetic Circuit Design

The objective of the magnetic circuit design is to determine necessary amp-turns (NI) to provide a sufficient magnetic field for MR fluids. Therefore, the magnetic circuit design is also important for MR dampers. An optimal design of the magnetic circuit requires maximizing the magnetic field energy in the fluid gap while minimizing the energy lost in the steel flux conduit and regions of non-working areas. Low carbon steel, which has high magnetic permeability and saturation, is used as a magnetic flux conduit to guide and focus magnetic flux into the fluid gap.

The typical design process for a magnetic circuit is:

1. Choose a desired yield stress \( \tau_y \) and determine the corresponding magnetic induction \( B_f \) in the MR fluids from the “Magnetic Design Information” figure (Yang 2001).
2. Determine the magnetic field intensity \( H_f \) in the MR fluids from the “Magnetic Design Information” figure (Yang 2001).
3. According to the continuity of magnetic induction flux, the following equation can be obtained,

\[ \Phi = B_f A_f = B_s A_s \]  

(A-4)

where \( A_f \) is the effective pole area including the fringe of magnetic flux and \( A_s \) is the steel area. Consequently, the magnetic induction \( B_s \) in the steel is given by:

\[ B_s = B_f A_f / A_s \]  

(A-5)

4. Determine the magnetic field intensity \( H_s \) in the steel, using the “Magnetic Design Information” figure (Yang 2001).
(5) By using Kirchoff’s Law of magnetic circuits, the necessary number of amp-turns (NI) is
\[ NI = \sum_i H_i L_i = H_f g + H_y L \]  

(A-6)

Other effects should also be considered during the circuit design process, such as non-linear magnetic properties of the MR fluid and steel, possible losses at the junctions and boundaries, limits on voltage, current, and inductance, possible inclusion of permanent magnets for fail-safe operation, and eddy currents. However, those factors are out of the scope of this study.

### A.3 Pressure Driven Flow Damper Design

Based on the cable experimental data obtained previously and the fluid material property of MRF-336AG purchased from Lord Corporation, we assume the required parameters to match the cable as,

**Table A-1. Assumed design parameter**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum force</td>
<td>~50 N</td>
<td>Minimum force</td>
<td>~5 N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic range</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Outer diameter (d_i)</td>
<td>20 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield stress</td>
<td>45000 pa</td>
<td>Viscosity</td>
<td>4–8 pa·s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic induction</td>
<td>0.75 T</td>
<td>Cable frequency</td>
<td>1–10 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assume that the active pressure drop area \(A_p\) is about 60 mm\(^2\), then the demanded pressure drop is determined as,
\[ \Delta P_r = \frac{50N}{60mm^2} \approx 800000pa \]  

(A-7)

Assume the cable frequency is about 4 Hz and the amplitude of cable vibration is about 1 mm, then the maximum volumetric flow rate is about,
\[ Q_{\text{max}} = 2\pi a A_p = 2 \times 3.14159 \times 4 \times 1 \times 60 \approx 1500mm^3/s \]  

(A-8)

So, the minimum active fluid volume \(V\) can be calculated as,
\[ V = k \left( \frac{\eta}{\tau_y} \right) \lambda \Delta P_r Q_{\text{max}} = \frac{12}{2.5^2} \times \left( \frac{4}{45000^2} \right) \times 10 \times 800000 \times 1500 = 45.5mm^3 \]  

(A-9)

Using Eq. (A-3), we get,
\[ w g^2 = \frac{12}{c} \times \left( \frac{\eta}{\tau_y} \right) \times \lambda \times Q_{\text{max}} = \frac{12}{2.5} \times \left( \frac{4}{45000} \right) \times 10 \times 1500 = 6.4 \]  

(A-10)

Following the procedure explained earlier, we obtain,
\[ g = 0.36mm \quad \text{and} \quad L = 2.5mm . \]  

(A-11)
From Fig. A-2, the magnetic field intensity is 175 kAmp/m for the assumed value \( \tau_y = 45000 \text{pa} \). According to Eqs. (A-4) and (A-5), we can finally determine that the necessary number of amp-turns (NI) is about 90. Consequently, if the maximum current provided to the MR damper is 0.5 ampere, then the turn number can be determined as 180.

![Fig. A-2. Yield stress versus magnetic field intensity of MRF-33AG](image)

Following the procedure explained above, all the parameters for the primary geometry and magnetic circuit design can be obtained. Nevertheless, if we want to have an optimal design, we need to know the relationship between the variations of the design parameters and those parameters in Table A-1. Table A-2 gives the variation rule of these parameters. In this table, \( f \) is the corresponding cable vibration frequency and \( d \) represents the interval for magnetic coil winding. All the other variables were defined before. In the table below, the symbols “↓”, “↔” and “↑” mean that the corresponding value will decrease, remain unchanged, or increase, respectively.
Table A-2. Variation rule for MR design parameter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>V</th>
<th>g</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>F_r</th>
<th>F_η</th>
<th>f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ΔP_r↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q_max↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_1↑</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ_y↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t↑</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_4↑</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.4 Adjustable TMD-MR Damper Design

Based on the information stated previously, more design cases are compared virtually and the following two optimal designs are chosen for comparison as listed in Table A-3. The length units in Table A-3 are millimeters. The definitions of r1 to r4 are marked in Fig. A-4.

Table A-3. Design parameter for pressure driven flow damper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>r_1</th>
<th>r_2</th>
<th>r_3</th>
<th>r_4</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>g</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>τ_y (pa)</th>
<th>η (pa·s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type 1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45000</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45000</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Calculated Data (cont’)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>F_r (N)</th>
<th>F_η (N)</th>
<th>λ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type 1</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. A-3 shows the sketch of the assembled shaft and sleeve. Fig. A-4 and Fig. A-5 show the details of the sleeve and the shaft of the first design case in Table A-3.
Fig. A-3. Sketch for designed MR damper.

Fig. A-4. Details of the designed sleeve.
Fig. A-5. Details of the designed shaft.
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